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This work is a multi-scale effort to confront the rapidly evolving threat of 

biological weapons attacks through improved bioaerosol surveillance, detection, and 

response capabilities. 

The effects of bioaerosol release characteristics, transport in the atmospheric 

surface layer, and implications for bioaerosol sampler design and real-time detection 

were studied to develop risk assessment and modeling tools to enhance our ability to 

respond to biological weapons attacks.  A simple convection-diffusion-sedimentation 

model was formulated and used to simulate atmospheric bioaerosol dispersion.  Model 

predictions suggest particles smaller than 60 micrometers in aerodynamic diameter (AD) 

are likely to be transported several kilometers from the source.  A five fold increase in 

effective mass collection rate, a significant bioaerosol detection advantage, is projected 
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for samplers designed to collect particles larger than the traditional limit of 10 

micrometers AD when such particles are present in the source distribution.   

A family of dynamically scaled wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclones 

(WWC) was studied to provide bioaerosol sampling capability under various threat 

scenarios. The effects of sampling environment, i.e. air conditions, and air flow rate on 

liquid recovery rate and response time were systematically studied.  The discovery of a 

critical liquid input rate parameter enabled the description of all data with self-similar 

relationships.  Empirical correlations were then integrated into system control algorithms 

to maintain microfluidic liquid output rates ideally suited for advanced biological 

detection technologies.  Autonomous ambient air sampling with an output rate of 255 

L/min was achieved with open-loop control.  These liquid output rates correspond to 

concentration rates on the order of 2,000,000, a substantial increase with respect to other 

commercially available bioaerosol samplers. 

Modeling of the WWC was performed to investigate the underlying physics of 

liquid recovery.  The set of conservative equations governing multiphase heat and mass 

transfer within the WWC were formulated and solved numerically.  Approximate 

solutions were derived for the special cases of adiabatic and isothermal conditions.  The 

heat and mass transfer models were then used to supplement empirical correlations.  The 

resulting semi-empirical models offer enhanced control over liquid concentration factor 

and further enable the WWC to be deployed as an autonomous bioaerosol sampler. 
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Introduction 

The destructive power of biological weapons and the malevolence of terrorist 

groups have awakened us to the growing threats faced from the dissemination of airborne 

pathogens.  A report by the Commission on the Prevention of WMD Proliferation and 

Terrorism details the rapidly evolving nature of these threats and urges the world 

community to act urgently and decisively to address them (Graham et al., 2008).   

The United States has implemented a multi-faceted strategy to confront the threat 

of biological weapons (BW).  Biodefense for the 21st century, a directive initiated by 

former President George W. Bush, outlines four pillars of our biodefense program: threat 

awareness, prevention and protection, surveillance and detection, and response and 

recovery (USDHS, 2004).  This dissertation is a multi-scale effort to strengthen our 

biodefense infrastructure through improved bioaerosol surveillance, detection, and 

response capabilities. 

A relatively isolated release of BW agents in the atmosphere could result in 

widespread loss of life, economic damage, and social disruption.  Forecasting the spread 

of bioaerosols is of great importance to implementing a swift and highly focused 

response as well as designing effective sensor networks.  Furthermore, in the case of an 

attack, dispersion modeling could provide forensic tools to investigate the source.  

Atmospheric aerosol dispersion modeling is therefore an essential component of our 

biodefense program.     

Chapter 1 is devoted to increasing our ability to predict the dispersion of 

bioaerosols in the atmosphere.  A simple convection-diffusion-sedimentation model was 

developed to predict the evolution of particle size distributions in the atmospheric surface 

layer.  Results of this study advance the wider body of knowledge on atmospheric coarse 
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particulate transport and modeling.  Contemporary bioaerosol sampling strategies and 

detector designs are also evaluated with respect to model simulations and 

recommendations are made to enhance real-time detection and response.    

Surveillance and detection systems are the second component of our biodefense 

program studied here.  Programs like BioWatch, a national network of biosensors in 

major U.S. cities, have been established to facilitate rapid and efficacious response to BW 

attacks.  Biosensor systems are increasingly complex devices due to the requirements of 

high efficiency collection and sample concentration, and high specificity and sensitivity 

during the analysis and identification process (USDHS, 2007).  Additionally, sampling 

systems must function consistently in a wide variety of geographical locations and 

environmental conditions. 

Chapters 2 through 4 focus on the development of one particular bioaerosol 

sampling system, the wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclone (WWC).  Performance 

characteristics like response time and liquid recovery rate were measured experimentally 

to develop accurate controls over the concentration factor.  Physical processes occurring 

within the WWC were also studied with numerical heat and mass transfer models.  These 

works enable integration of WWC and advanced detection technologies to form the next 

generation of real-time biosensor systems. 
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1. ATMOSPHERIC BIOAEROSOL DISPERSION MODELING 
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR REAL-TIME BIOAEROSOL 

DETECTION AND SAMPLER DESIGN 
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1.1. Background 

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and World Health Organization (WHO) 

have tremendous interest in the spread of airborne pathogens like foot and mouth disease 

(FMD) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS).  An outbreak of FMD in the 

United Kingdom in 2001 had a total estimated economic cost of $7-10 billion (Thompson 

et al. 2002).  The Hong Kong SARS outbreak of 2003 resulted in nearly 300 deaths and 

highlighted the alarming risk of disease spreading through the atmosphere (Yu et al. 

2004).  Both instances of naturally occurring disease engendered widespread anxiety.  

People feared these relatively isolated events would grow to a global scale with 

unimaginable consequences.   

The deliberate dissemination of pathogenic organisms as agents of biological 

warfare is a rapidly evolving threat.  High morbidity, ease of transmission and 

dissemination, fear and anxiety, and sparsely developed medical treatments make agents 

like Hemorrhagic Fever viruses, Smallpox virus, and Tularemia bacteria ideal candidates 

for use by terrorist organizations.  The Commission on the Prevention of WMD 

Proliferation and Terrorism recently predicted the United States will face this threat 

within the next five years (Graham et al., 2008).  The Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS) and other agencies have therefore been developing multi-layered responses, like 

emergency protocols and sensor networks, to address these risks.   

Whether natural or deliberate, understanding atmospheric dispersion of 

pathogenic aerosols is paramount to protecting the health and prosperity of peoples and 

societies throughout the world.  The identification of threats and modeling how they 

spread enables the design and placement of effective sensor systems.  This study was 

completed to analyze the effects of atmospheric dispersion on real-time bioaerosol 
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detection with emphases on improved dispersion modeling and bioaerosol collector 

design. 

1.2. State of Atmospheric Dispersion Modeling 

There exist a large number of atmospheric dispersion models to simulate and 

predict the spread of pollutants and particulate in the atmosphere.  These models are 

largely supported by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and help 

determine compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).  

However, very few of these models provide proper accounting for gravitational settling 

and particle inertia that make coarse particulate (>10 micrometers AD) transport 

distinctly different from that of the gas phase.  The development of particulate dispersion 

models is further complicated by the scarcity of experimental data needed for validation.  

Out-of-date particulate models are often applied within the context of current research, 

and current models fail to show consistent results between measured values of total 

suspended particulate and model predictions.  Particulate dispersion models need to be 

developed, on a fundamental and programmatic basis, to better suit the needs of the 

modeling community. 

AERMOD is considered the EPA’s state-of-the-art dispersion model.  A joint 

effort between the American Meteorological Society (AMS) and EPA began in 1991 to 

incorporate the most sophisticated developments in atmospheric sciences into a 

regulatory dispersion model (Cimorelli, 2005).  This platform replaced the Industrial 

Source Complex (ISC3) model and became the EPA recommended model in 2005 (EPA, 

2005).  ISC3 remains an EPA alternative model although its use must be justified and 

approved on a case-by-case basis.  The Fugitive Dust Model (FDM) was the precursor to 

ISC3 and AERMOD but is no longer endorsed or supported by the EPA.  However, FDM 
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remains a widely utilized tool in research, indicating a lack of consistent application 

across disciplines. 

AERMOD is a three-dimensional, steady-state, short range (~50 km), modified 

Gaussian plume model that accounts for the complex physics of the planetary boundary 

layer.  Topographical and meteorological preprocessors allow the model to be applied 

over complex terrains with real-time meteorological conditions.  Algorithms for the 

effects of building wakes are also employed to extend the application to urban 

environments.  AERMOD allows the user to specify the aerosol source in terms of 

geometry, magnitude, and particle size distribution.  Wet and dry deposition algorithms 

are included to account for the effects of plume depletion.   

Validation of AERMOD, during development, was only performed with data for 

the dispersion of tracer gases (Perry, 2005; Holmes, 2006).  Tracer gas comparisons 

focused on modeling complex physics of urban dispersion and the newest advances in 

planetary boundary layer science.  However, AERMOD validation for coarse particulate 

dispersion was neglected.  Large scale studies on coarse particulate have been performed 

sparsely in the past.  The logistics and scope associated with conducting such studies are 

daunting.  For these reasons AERMOD predictions are almost universally compared to 

ISC3 or FDM predictions for validation purposes.  Furthermore, the comparison of all 

three models to measurements of total suspended particulate (TSP) demonstrate an 

inconsistent ability to model particulate dispersion with past and present regulatory 

models. 

Kim and Larson studied FDM predictions for coarse particulate (1-100 

micrometers) dispersion in stable atmospheric stratification against their own Monte 

Carlo Plume Model (2001).  They recognized the errors inherent to the ISC and FDM 

models arising from neglecting vertical variations of wind speed and turbulent intensity 
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in the atmospheric surface layer.  They also point out that these two models exclude the 

vertical advection component, i.e. gravitational settling velocity, which manifests itself as 

plume sedimentation, although a plume depletion ‘sink’ term is included through the 

ground deposition algorithm.  Experimental data from the Hanford studies showed FDM 

over-predicted downwind concentration and under-predicted deposition.  Predicted 

values of the normalized cross-wind integrated concentration were 1.5-2.0 times higher 

than measured values.  The authors attributed this to an inaccurate deposition velocity 

model and corrected it according to work done by Kim et al. (2000).  They do not 

compare the results to the ISC model citing past studies demonstrating the superiority of 

FDM to ISC3. 

Vesovic et al. examined coarse particulate (~100 micrometers) dispersion and 

deposition from elevated releases in neutral atmospheres (2001).  They compared their 

two-dimensional Lagrangian model to FDM and experimental data.  They found FDM to 

over-predict (ca. 60%) peak concentrations while under-predicting, or not-predicting, 

long-range particulate concentrations.  The authors recognized the need for additional 

work in coarse particulate dispersion due to the complex interactions between particles 

and turbulent eddies, and the lack of accounting of gravitational settling, or vertical 

advection, in many gas phase models. 

Etyemezian et al. found reasonable agreement between the ISC3 and FDM 

models for road dust emissions less than 10 micrometers (2004).  Tsai et al. employed 

FDM to model spray drift from agricultural operations (2005).  They were able to match 

measurements to model predictions by varying the source particle size distribution in the 

model.  Although effective, this ad hoc method fails to produce much utility to the 

broader modeling community.  Abdul-Wahab found FDM under-predicted measured 

concentrations of cement dust (50-150 micrometers) by approximately 20% at distances 
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less than 1 kilometer from source (2006) and concluded the FDM model was adequate for 

estimating short range transport of cement dusts.  Scott and Proctor evaluated AERMOD, 

ISC3, and FDM by modeling the dispersion of soil due to wind erosion and vehicle traffic 

over unpaved roads (2008).  They found FDM and ISC to overestimate TSP and 

Chromium levels by factors ranging from 2-8.  AERMOD predicted particulate levels 

approximately 5-14 times greater than measured.  This study illustrates significant 

prediction errors that are potentially associated with source modeling and other 

confounding issues. 

This brief review of current atmospheric dispersion studies illustrates the 

deficiencies present in current coarse particulate dispersion models: the neglect of 

vertical variations in wind speed and turbulence in the atmospheric surface layer in FDM 

and ISC, and the absence of vertical advection velocities due to gravitational settling in 

all EPA models although indirectly accounted for with deposition algorithms.  

Furthermore, consistent application of the EPA recommended model (AERMOD) is 

hampered by a lack of developmental validation, and inconsistent, sometimes substantial, 

errors when compared to measurements. 

 

1.3. Convection-Diffusion-Sedimentation Dispersion Model 

A new physical model for coarse particulate transport in the atmospheric surface 

layer is proposed to remedy the errors associated with existing models.  This model 

accounts for vertical variations in wind speed and turbulent diffusivity as well as the 

vertical advection component associated with gravitational settling.  The proposed model 

is illustrated in Figure 1.1.  An instantaneous aerosol puff is mixed by atmospheric 

turbulence, convected downstream of the source by horizontal wind, and settles and 



deposits on the ground due to the gravitational settling velocity.  Both atmospheric 

turbulence and horizontal wind speed, , are assumed to be functions of height from 

the ground and the gravitational settling velocity, 

( )u z

gv , is constant for a given particle size. 

 

Figure 1.1: Simulation domain including turbulent mixing, gravitational settling, and 
longitudinal convection in the lowest 50 meters of the atmospheric surface layer 

1.3.1. TRANSPORT EQUATION 

The two-dimensional transient convection-diffusion equation,  

 
( )( ) g ii i i

x z

v CC uC C C
K K

t x z x x z z
i

                   




 (1.1) 

governs particulate transport in the atmospheric surface layer, where  is the particulate 

concentration of particle size i , u  represents the horizontal wind velocity component, 

iC

gv  

represents the gravitational settling velocity, and xK  and  represent particulate zK
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diffusivities due to turbulent mixing in the longitudinal, x , and vertical, , directions.  

The longitudinal extent of coarse particulate transport and relative importance of 

gravitational settling to vertical mixing are the main focuses of this study.  Therefore, the 

model is simplified to two-dimensions.  The omission of lateral wind velocity in the 

governing transport equation is justified since Coriolis forces are negligible in this lower 

region of the atmosphere. 

z

1.3.2. MONIN-OKHUBOV SURFACE LAYER SIMILARITY THEORY 

The horizontal wind speed and turbulent diffusivities are characterized by Monin-

Okhubov (M-O) similarity theory.  A cursory review of M-O theory will be presented 

here, but the reader is referred to Wyngaard (1973) for an in-depth description of 

atmospheric surface layer scaling.  Monin and Okhubov theorized the turbulent fluxes of 

heat and momentum in the atmospheric surface layer could be described by the surface 

stress, 0 , heat flux to the surface, , buoyancy variable, , and the height above 

the surface, .  Ultimately, the surface layer wind speed and turbulent diffusivities can be 

expressed in terms of velocity and length scales, the friction velocity, 

0H 0/Tg

z
1/2( / )u* 0  , and 

Monin-Okhubov length,  , respectively, where 3/2)L  0 0( / / [ ( / )( /g T 0 )]H cp  is 

the Von-Karman constant.   

Arya (1999) gives a physical description of the M-O length as the height to which 

shear effects are comparable to those of buoyancy in turbulence production.  A ratio of 

the actual height to M-O length is the stability parameter, Lz / , and can be examined 

with the governing surface layer parameters to gain qualitative understanding of the 

relation of the similarity variables to atmospheric stability.  Large, positive, values of   

coincide with very stable conditions.  Thus, the M-O length is approaching zero and 

positive.  During unstable conditions, the heat flux to the surface is negative because the 

ground is losing heat to the air adjacent to the surface.  This makes  negative, 0H
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resulting in a negative M-O length.  The stability parameter for unstable conditions is 

large and negative, corresponding to an M-O length which is approaching zero and 

negative.  The M-O length approaches infinity in the limit of zero heat flux to the ground 

(i.e. neutral stability) and applies to small positive and negative values of the heat flux.  

Thus, the stability parameter is zero for neutral conditions with large positive or negative 

values of the M-O length. 

By applying the M-O hypothesis, one can show that dimensionless wind shear 

and temperature gradients in the constant flux layer depend only on a stability parameter, 

Lz / .  The dimensionless wind shear and temperature gradients are given by 

Equations (1.2) and (1.3), respectively. 
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Finally, the eddy diffusivities of momentum and heat can be related to the dimensionless 

wind and temperature gradients (Arya, 1999) by Equations (1.4) and (1.5). 
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Businger et al. (1971) experimentally quantified the dimensionless shear and temperature 

gradients for a variety of atmospheric conditions and found good agreement with M-O 

theory.  By substituting the empirical relations of Businger et al. for )(m  and )(h  

into Equations (1.4) and (1.5), and integrating along the vertical coordinate, the mean 
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wind speed and turbulent diffusivities can be determined as functions of height in the 

atmospheric surface layer.  For stable atmospheric conditions, 0 , the mean wind 

speed and turbulent eddy diffusivity are given by Equations (1.6) and (1.7), respectively. 
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The wind speed and turbulent diffusivity for unstable atmospheric conditions, 0 , are 

given by 
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and 
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where .  The horizontal turbulent diffusivity is assumed equal to the 

vertical turbulent diffusivity.  Although approximate, the assumption of equal horizontal 

and vertical diffusivity will be shown to have a negligible effect on the results because of 

the relative dominance of convection in the longitudinal direction. 

 1/4
1 15x   

The turbulent eddy diffusivities were derived from the dimensionless temperature 

gradient rather than the dimensionless wind shear.  The ratio of dimensionless wind shear 

and temperature gradients is approximately 1.35 in neutral conditions, and increases with 

increasing instability (Businger et al., 1971).  Thus the assumption of proportionality 

between vertical diffusion of species concentration and the transfer of heat can be applied 

with greater confidence for stable and neutral conditions, but may be less accurate in the 
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limit of very unstable conditions (Nieuwstadt and van Ulden, 1978).  However, several 

dispersion studies have employed this assumption and it will be applied over all stability 

classes for uniformity (van Ulden, 1978 and Ragland and Dennis, 1975).  Since wind 

speed and diffusivity profiles are equal in the limit of 0 , Equations (1.6) and (1.7) 

were used to specify wind speed and turbulent diffusivity profiles for both stable and 

neutral atmospheric conditions. 

1.3.3. EFFECTS OF PARTICLE INERTIA 

Particulate motion may deviate from that of turbulent eddies when particle inertia 

becomes significant.  The seminal work of Yudine (1959) lists three effects of particle 

inertia and was the first to show particle diffusion is inversely proportional to the particle 

settling velocity.  The first effect of particle inertia is a net vertical displacement caused 

by particle settling.  The vertical advection term in (1.1) directly accounts for this effect.  

Secondly, when the particle relaxation time becomes large with respect to the turbulent 

time scale, relative motion will occur as some finite time is required for the particle to 

attain the velocity of its surroundings.  This effect becomes negligible for particles 

smaller than approximately 300 micrometers in diameter due to the large length and time 

scales associated with atmospheric turbulence (Csanady, 1963; Hashem and Parkin, 

1991; Wang 1995).  Although these two effects are insignificant to the present study, the 

effect of crossing trajectories has been shown to significantly reduce the diffusion of 

particulate with respect to that of the gas phase. 

Large gravitational settling velocities will cause particles to fall through turbulent 

eddies more rapidly than they decay.  The particle velocity autocorrelation function is 

altered by this effect and results in a reduction in the ratio of particle to gas diffusion.  

This is called the crossing trajectories effect and has been studied extensively on a 

fundamental level (Snyder and Lumley, 1971; Wells and Stock, 1983; Stock, 1996). 
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Lagrangian stochastic dispersion models often account for the crossing trajectories effect 

through the modification of model parameters, e.g. Langevin equation parameters 

(Boehm, 2005; Wilson, 2000; Wang, 1995; Sawford, 1991). 

Csanady derived a relation for the reduction in vertical particulate diffusivity due 

to the crossing trajectories effect 

 

0.52 2
,

2
,

1z p g

z g

K v

K w




 
   

  (1.10) 

where ,z pK , ,z gK ,  , and 2w  are the particulate phase vertical diffusivity, gas phase 

particulate diffusivity, ratio of Lagrangian to Eulerian time scales, and vertical root-

mean-square (rms) turbulent velocity fluctuation, respectively.  This derivation affirms 

Yudine’s prediction that the particulate diffusivity is inversely proportional to the particle 

settling velocity.  The particulate diffusivity ratio (1.10) can be estimated for various 

particle sizes and atmospheric conditions under certain simplifying assumptions. The 

ratio of the vertical rms velocity fluctuation, 2
w w  , to friction velocity has been 

shown constant, * 1.3u/w  , in the neutral atmospheric surface layer.  This relation is 

also approximately valid in the stable boundary layer (Arya, 1999).  The magnitude of the 

rms vertical velocity fluctuation will increase with increasing atmospheric instability.  

Therefore, 2 ~ 1.3w *u  should provide an estimate of the smallest turbulent velocity 

scale and largest expected reduction in particulate diffusivity. 

Specification of   is more difficult due to experimental difficulties associated 

with measuring the Lagrangian time constant.  Csanady made estimates of his derived 

parameter under the assumption 1   (1963).  Hanna performed measurements in the 

convective boundary layer and found 1.6   (1981).  More recent works in the field of 

Lagrangian stochastic dispersion simulation have adopted values of 2.0 and 1.5 (Wilson, 
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2000; Wang, 1995).  Yet others suggest 4   is more general and appropriate near the 

ground (Koeltzsch, 1999). 

Figure 1.2 shows the particle diffusivity ratio in the neutral surface layer, 

assuming 2  , as a function of increasing particle diameter due to the crossing 

trajectories effect.  Particulate diffusion is analogous to gas diffusion as the settling 

velocity goes to zero and the crossing trajectories effect becomes insignificant.  The 

particle velocity autocorrelation function decreases with increasing particle diameter 

causing the particulate diffusivity to decrease relative to the gas phase.  Friction velocities 

of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 meters per second were chosen to specify the rms vertical 

velocity fluctuation.   
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Figure 1.2: Ratio of particle to gas phase diffusivity as a function of particle diameter 
(inertia) due to crossing trajectories effect 



Increased friction velocity signifies increased shear driven turbulence, hence 

increasing 2w .  A value of  represents very stable atmospheric stratification and 

suggests the particle diffusivity will be 50% and 20% of the gas phase diffusivity for 

particle aerodynamic diameters of 60 and 100 micrometers, respectively.  Reductions in 

particulate diffusivity of approximately 23, 13, 8, and 5% occur for particles of 60 

micrometers AD, at more typical daytime friction velocities of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 

meters per second, respectively.  Significant reductions in particulate diffusivity occur for 

particles larger than 60 micrometers AD.  The simplifying assumption of equal particle 

and gas phase diffusivity becomes questionable for these particles.  Model simulations of 

near ground releases will show particulate above approximately 60 micrometers AD is 

lost rapidly due to sedimentation.  Therefore, the effect of crossing trajectories does not 

have a significant impact on the results to be presented here. 

* 0.1u 

1.3.4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The airflow across the inflow, or upstream, vertical boundary is devoid of 

particulate and therefore written as a zero concentration condition.  No formal boundary 

condition is prescribed at the downwind vertical boundary.  This is often referred to as an 

outflow boundary because it allows the convection of particulate out of the domain 

without specializing the discretization equations along the outflow boundary (Patankar, 

1980).  The ground was prescribed as a particle sink, i.e. no particle rebound or 

resuspension was considered here.  The lower boundary has the partial character of an 

outflow boundary due to the gravitational settling velocity.  Physically this means the 

ground flux includes both gravitational settling of particles as well as the turbulent 

diffusion flux due to the ground level concentration gradient, 
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where 
0i z

J


 is the ground deposition flux of particle size .  Intuitively, one should 

expect that ground deposition would be influenced by both processes.  This form of the 

ground flux is utilized in the FDM transport model.  Recent work on coarse particulate 

deposition in the quasi-laminar sub-layer shows the deposition flux may be more 

accurately modeled proportional to the sum of an inertial velocity, , and gravitational 

settling velocity,  

i

iv

 
0 0i i i g iz z

J v C v C
 

     (1.12) 

rather than proportional to the concentration gradient (Kim et al., 2000).  Kim et al. 

formulate an inertial deposition velocity which accounts for particle properties as well as 

those of the surrounding turbulence in the quasi-laminar sub-layer.  Furthermore, they 

report a significant under-prediction (ca. seven times) of the deposition velocity of 

particles in the 10-100 micrometer size range when modeling the deposition flux in the 

form of (1.11).  Comparison of deposition velocities from the present model and that of 

Kim et al. are discussed in following sections. 

The upper boundary is modeled as a no flux boundary.  The effects of this 

boundary condition can be examined for two limiting cases: particles whose transport in 

the vertical direction is dominated by diffusion, and particles for which gravitational 

settling is dominant.  Particles may reach the upper boundary and remain in the domain in 

the former case.  Here the no-flux upper boundary has the effect of maintaining 

particulate concentration inside the domain, for small particles, and may result in an 

increase in the ground level concentration.  In the case of particles whose settling 

velocities are much larger than vertical diffusion, the height of the upper boundary has 

little effect as a negligible quantity of particles of this size reach the upper boundary.  The 

focus of the present study is on the latter category of particles. 
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1.4. Numerical Methods 

The finite-volume technique, and power law scheme, described by Patankar 

(1980) were used to discretize the two-dimensional transient convection-diffusion 

equation.  The set of discretized algebraic equations were then solved using Gauss-Seidel 

point by point iteration.  The numerical implementation of the model was verified for 

species conservation, convergence, and spatial and temporal discretization error 

according to NPARC Alliance recommendations (Slater, 2007).  The discretization error 

was determined to scale with both the square of the spatial and temporal step size.  The 

code was also verified by comparison to transient convection-diffusion benchmark 

solutions for which analytical solutions were derived. 

1.4.1. TRANSPORT EQUATION DISCRETIZATION 

The finite volume discretization method and power law scheme reduce the two-

dimensional transient convection diffusion equation into a set of algebraic equations that 

can be solved numerically.  The solution domain is broken into an array of control 

volumes for which the internal concentration is considered uniform.  A single algebraic 

equation is written for each control volume and the set is solved simultaneously for the 

time and spatially evolving concentration field. 

Figure 1.3 shows a control volume of interest.  The internal cell concentration is 

specified at point “ ” and is expressed as a function of its neighboring node 

concentrations denoted west “ ”, east “

P

W E ”, south “ ”, and north “ ”.  Subscripts of 

capital letters signify nodal quantities whereas lowercase letters define interfacial 

quantities.  The control volume has length 

S N

x and height z .  Distances between 

adjacent nodes are written x  and z  with the appropriate directional interfacial 
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subscript.  A mass balance on the control volume results in an algebraic function having 

the simplified form  

  (1.13) P P E E W W S S N Na C a C a C a C a C b    

where node coefficients, e.g. , are functions of the interface velocities and diffusivities 

and the constant b  accounts for transient effects and source or destruction terms when 

required.   

Ea

 

Figure 1.3: Schematic of discretized control volume with nodal concentration at “P” with 
neighboring nodes, control volume dimensions, and distances between nodes 

The magnitudes of the diffusive and convective fluxes at the eastern interface are 

 xe
e

e

K z
D

x


  (1.14) 

and 

 e eF U z   (1.15) 

respectively, where  is the interfacial area over which the flux is active.  Patankar uses 

the Peclet number as a relative measure of these fluxes  

z
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where a large Peclet number signifies convection dominated transport.  Expressions for 

the western interface are written by substituting  for  in w

z

e (1.14) through (1.16).  The 

interfacial area is different for transport in the direction; z  is replaced by x in the 

expressions for the north and south nodes, e.g. xVsFs  . 

The power law scheme is used to specify the node coefficients as functions of the 

interfacial Peclet numbers.  The diffusive flux is completely neglected when the 

convective flux is an order of magnitude larger than the diffusive flux.  Node coefficients 

for the power law discretization scheme are given in Equation set (1.17). 
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No convection fluxes are included in the coefficients for the east and south nodes since 

the flow direction is explicitly specified as from the west and from the north.  The 

coefficient for node  is written  P

 0P W E N S Pa a a a a a      (1.18) 

where 

 0P
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and  
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where the previous value of the node concentration, , appears in the constant term b . o
PC

1.4.2. SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DOMAIN DISCRETIZATION 

 21

)

Figure 1.4 shows a simulation domain discretized into a grid of N x N nodes. 

Each node corresponds to a specific location  in the solution matrix (concentration) 

in the numerical code.  This figure is useful for illustrating schemes utilized in the code 

such as locating the nodes and interfaces, and specifying interfacial transport properties.  

Ghost nodes line the periphery of the domain and are used to specify boundary 

conditions.  This technique eliminates the need to write unique half-cell coefficients for 

the boundary cells (Patankar, 1980).  Nodes are located in the geometric centers of each 

cell.  Variable grid spacing is used to achieve finer spatial resolution in areas with large 

concentration gradients, e.g. near the release.  The concentration  corresponds to 

the  location in the solution matrix.  Similarly, the interfacial distances and 

cell dimensions are written in vector form with subscripts signifying their location. 

( , )i j

(0,1)C

( 0, 1i j 

The time step, , used in the transient calculation was selected to ensure proper 

representation of transport phenomena.  Four time scales based on the spatial 

discretization, convection velocities, and turbulent diffusivities were considered: 

,   and 

t

ux /xKx /2 zKz /2 , , gvz / .  All four time scales were calculated for each cell 

over the entire domain and the smallest value was selected.  Simulation speed could be 

increased in future works by adopting an adaptive time discretization scheme to 

determine the smallest time scale in regions of importance rather than the entire domain. 



 

Figure 1.4: Discretized domain showing spatial discretization techniques, interface 
positions and values, and numerical coding number scheme 

1.4.3. BOUNDARY CONDITION SPECIFICATION 

All boundary nodes were defined with zero concentration.  Defining zero 

concentration on the upstream vertical boundary models an inflow of air without 

particulate.  All particulate is contained within the instantaneous puff source defined by 

the initial conditions.  Node concentrations on the upstream vertical boundary could be 
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defined as non-zero to simulate the dispersion from a constant line source, at various 

heights, under steady-state conditions.  Interestingly, an “outflow” boundary condition 

exists at the downstream boundary regardless of any specified boundary conditions.  This 

means convection fluxes exist at downstream boundaries even if a hypothetically 

specified zero velocity boundary condition is written at the downstream boundary.  This 

peculiar behavior is a consequence of specifying the flow field,  and ( )u z gv , rather than 

solving for it.  Specifying the downstream boundary interface velocity to be zero violates 

conservation of mass principals used in the derivation of Patankar’s Power Law Scheme, 

thereby resulting in a violation of the conservation principle. 

The upper horizontal boundary is an “inflow” boundary due to the convection 

velocity gv .  Zero concentration must be specified here or it would act as a source term.  

But a zero concentration boundary establishes a concentration gradient which results in a 

diffusive flux out of the upper boundary.  The interfacial diffusivity, , 

was therefore set equal to zero to establish a no flux upper boundary condition.  The 

outflux of particulate at the ground, 

( , 2)zK i j N 

0z  , obeys (1.11).  The zero concentration 

boundary sets up a concentration gradient and diffusive flux at the ground surface.  A 

convective flux, , also exists due to the settling velocity.  In future studies 

the ground deposition flux could be modified to give a flux similar to 

( , 1)gv C i j x 

(1.12) by 

manipulating the ground level diffusivity.  The finite-volume formulation is conservative 

regardless of the boundary conditions.  Thus, all particulate entering or initially present in 

the domain must sediment or leave at the downstream outflow boundary. 

1.4.4. SOLUTION METHOD 

An equation of the form (1.13) is written for each node of unknown 

concentration.  The set of equations is then solved with the Gauss-Seidel Point by Point 

method.  The Tri-diagonal Matrix Algorithm was determined to converge much faster for 
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systems in which nodal coefficients were non-zero over the entire computational domain.  

However, the Power Law Scheme can result in zero coefficients for the east and south 

nodes when interfacial Peclet numbers are greater than 10.  For this case the solution 

must be determined with a method that does not require the existence of a tri-diagonal 

matrix. 

1.5. Code Verification 

The numerical methods described above were written in the C++ programming 

language.  The code was verified for convergence, conservativeness, and discretization 

error to ensure no coding errors were present.  All code verification was performed for a 

flow field corresponding to the following atmospheric stability parameters: , 

, and .  Boundary conditions were as follows: no flux across the 

upper boundary, zero concentration at the bottom and downstream boundaries, constant 

concentration at the left boundary with value depending on the particular verification 

study.   

mLmo 542

mz 1.00  mu f 352.0

1.5.1. CONSERVATIVENESS 

The finite volume method is a conservative discretization scheme.  For example, 

if the initial concentration field contains a total of 10,000 particles, at any point in the 

simulation all of those particles should be accounted for in the sum of the time integrated 

boundary fluxes or particles remaining in the domain.  This property is called 

conservativeness and is used to ensure coding errors do not cause creation or destruction 

of mass.  The two-dimensional transient convection-diffusion code was checked for 

conservativeness by creating a puff release and letting time move forward until the sum 

of the particles within the domain was zero, i.e. all particles had exited at the boundaries.  

A 100 x 50 node domain with grid spacing of mzx 25.0  was constructed, the 
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sparticle settling velocity was specified as 0.05 /gv m , and the left boundary had zero 

concentration.  Figure 1.5 shows the sum of particles inside the computational domain 

normalized to the initial number of particles as a function of simulation time.  The 

residual number of particles decays to zero as all particles convect and diffuse out of the 

domain.  The sum of the time integrated boundary fluxes and number of particles in the 

computational domain, normalized to the initial number of particles, is also plotted as a 

function of simulation time.  This sum is constant, 1, and indicates proper coding of the 

conservative numerical formulation. 
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Figure 1.5:  Normalized sum of residual particles in simulation domain, and normalized 
sum of residual particles and time integrated particle boundary fluxes for an arbitrary puff 
release 



1.5.2. CONVERGENCE 

A check of convergence was performed to observe how the temporally and 

spatially dependent solution changed per iteration of the Guass-Seidel point by point 

solution method.  The residual is defined as an average measure of the difference in 

concentration field solutions between two successive iterations 

 ,

,

o
i j i j

i j

C C
R

C


  ,

 Th

 (1.21) 

where the superscript “o” denotes the previous value of the nodal concentration, and the 

sum is performed over all nodes in the computational domain.  The solution is considered 

to be converged to the next time step once the residual becomes sufficiently small.  

Figure 1.6 shows the calculated residual at every iteration for the tenth time step of the 

simulation analyzed for conservativeness.  The convergence criterion was R e 

solver function moved on to the next time step once the residual criterion was satisfied. 
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Figure 1.6: Convergence of the solution residual with increasing solver iteration for a 
single time step for an arbitrary puff release 

1.5.3. DISCRETIZATION ERROR 

Spatial and temporal discretization results in a set of algebraic equations that 

approximate the actual solution to the transient convection-diffusion equation.  The 

numerical solution is therefore an approximation to the actual solution.  The magnitude of 

the discretization error scales with the spatial step size depending on which discretization 

scheme is employed.  Finer grid resolution results in less error and a numerical solution 

closer to the actual solution.  The form used here is similar to that of the central 

difference scheme which has a spatial discretization error of order two. 

The simulation domain for the grid independence study was 100 meters by 50 

ry was constant and non-zero and the settling 

velocity set to 0.25 m/s.  Uniform grids of 

meters.  The concentration at the left bounda

 zx

g defined as th

0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 

t bein e exact solution of the discrete 

equatio

meters were used with the smalles

ns.  The time step used for all spatial grid resolutions was determined from the 

finest grid, st 001.0 .  Each grid was simulated to an elapsed time of 10 seconds and 

the spatial concentration profile was recorded. 

The total spatial discretization error for a single grid may be expressed as the 

difference in actual and grid specific solutions to the concentration field 

 
( , ) ,

( , ) ( , ) ( , )n n n

x z i j

E e x z C x z C x z     (1.22) 

where the overbar denotes the exact solution at location ( , )x z  at specific time n .  All of 

the grids were interpolated onto one standard grid so that concentrations at specific 

locations, rather than nodes, were compare tandard grid had resolution equal to 

the finest grid.  The plotting software Tecplot Focus was used to interpolate the data.  An 

d.  The s
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 was used to find the slope of the data and 

gives 

rid spacing were 

employed. 

 

inverse weighting technique was used that incorporated the values at the nearest 4 nodes.  

Figure 1.7 shows the logarithm of the total discretization error plotted as a function of the 

logarithm of grid size.  Least squares regression

the order of the spatial discretization error, )( 2xO  , as expected.  The 

discretization error would scale with the maximum grid size if variable g

y = 1.95x + 4.86

R  = 0.97
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Figure 1.7:  Spatial discretization error as a function of grid size for an arbitrary constant 
inflow boundary concentration 

The power law scheme is fully implicit.  The fluxes at the cell boundaries are 

calculated from “current” concentrations rather than those from a previous time step.  The 

final formulation is temporally discretized with a forward differencing scheme.  This 

implies the temporal discretization error should be of order one.  A constant grid size of 

 was used to isolate temporal errors from spatial discretization errors.  

Domain size, boundary conditions, wind speed, diffusion, and settling velocity were 

mzx 4.0
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identical to the simulation run for the spatial discretization error.  Total simulation 

durations of 5.0 seconds were comprised of times steps of t 

d over tim

e steps as propo

ror per tim

0.001, 0.005, 0.015, 

0.025, 0.035, 0.045, and 0.055 seconds.  The total temporal discretization error was 

calculated according to (1.22) with the summation performe e and space.  No 

interpolation was necessary because the same grid size was used for each simulation.  

The total error was divided by the total number of tim rtionality exists 

between the two.  Figure 1.8 shows the logarithm of total er e step as a function 

of the logarithm of the time step.  Least squares regression shows a temporal 

discretization error of order two. 
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1.5.4. BENCHMARK SOLUTIONS 

Checking the two-dimensional transient convection-diffusion code against 

benchmark solutions is another critical step in code verification.  Analytical solutions can 

R  = 1.00

1.0

2.0

Figure 1.8: Temporal discretization error as a function of time step for an arbitrary  

1.5



be found under certain simplifying assumptions and checked against numerical solutions.  

Simplified cases of transient, one-dimensional, diffusion and convection-diffusion were 

simulated. 
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e first benchmark solution corresponds to pure diffusion: zero wind speed, zero 

settling velocity, constant diffusivity, constant concentration vertical boundaries, and zero 

flux horizontal boundaries, as shown in Figure 1.9.   

Th
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Figure 1.9:  Illustration of solution domain and boundary conditions for the transient, 
one-dimensional, pure diffusion benchmark solution 

The solution is expected to be one-dimensional in x  since both horizontal 

boundaries have zero flux and the vertical boundaries are not functions of z .  The 

problem simplifies to a transient, one-dimensional, constant coefficient partial differential 

equation 

 
2

2

x

C
K

t

C








 (1.23) 

with constant boundary conditions 

 1),0( tC  (1.24) 
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 ( , ) 0C L t   (1.25) 

and initial condition 

 ( ,0) 0C x   (1.26) 

where K  is the diffusivity.  The concentration profile, at sufficiently large times, can be 

determined with the separation of variables method 

 

2

1

( , ) sin 1
n

K t
L

n
n

n x x
C x t B e

L L

     
 



       
   
  

 
 (1.27) 

with coefficients 

 
0

2
1 sin

L

n

x n x
B dx

L L L 
   

 (1.28) 

where 

      

1 /x L  is the steady-state solution.  The transient numerical solution for 

0u v  , 1K  , 1L  , 0.05x z    , 2 / 0.0025t x K     is plotted in Figure g

1.10.  Analytical solutions (solid lines), approximated by the first n 50  series terms, are 

ent is observed with a shown alongside num

standard error, 

erical solutions (point

 
s).  Good agreem

2 / 2 e n , of 0.001.  i
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ark solution 

The second benchmark check of the transient convection-diffusion code was an 

extension of the pure diffusion case to include horizontal convection.  Constant wind 

speed was added to the problem formulation, shown in Figure 1.11.  The problem 

simplifies to the following transient, one-dimensional, constant coefficient, partial 

differential equation 

 

 

Figure 1.10: Numerical and analytical solutions to transient, one-dimensional, pure 
diffusion benchm
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with constant boundary conditions 

 (0, ) 1C t   (1.30) 

 ( , ) 0C L t   (1.31) 

and initial concentration profile 



 ( ,0) 0C x   (1.32) 

where u  and  are constant.   K
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Figure 1.11: Illustration of solution domain and boundary con
one-dim ar

he separation of variables method is agai

 

ditions for the transient, 
ensional, convection- diffusion benchm k solution 
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the concentration profile 
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with coefficients 

 

n
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and 

 ( )

1

ux uL

K K

s uL

K

e e
C x
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 (1.35) 
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where

ociated with (1.29).  The transient numerical solution was 

calcu

 

lated for 

)(xCs  is the steady state solution determined from the solution of the ordinary 

differential equation ass

0gV , 5.0u , 1K , 1L , 05.0 zx

tration profiles (lines

ed to nume

, and .  

Approxim

1.12.  Good agreement is observed with a standard error of 0.007. 
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igure 1.12: Numerical and analytical solutions to transient, one-dimensional, 
ark solution 

1.6. Model Validation 

1.6.1. SUFFIELD DEPOSITION EXPERIMENTS 

The model was validated by comparing predictions of coarse particulate 

deposition to available experimental data.  Experiments were conducted at Suffield 

F
convection- diffusion benchm
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Experiment Station, Ralston, Alberta, Canada, to measure the downwind particulate 

ground deposits from a continuous elevated source of solid glass spherical particles 

(Walker, 1965).  Trials were conducted under various atmospheric conditions with trials 

G, H, I, and L being the focus of comparison with the present model.  Trials G, H, and I 

represent experiments conducted for neutral to stably stratified atmospheric conditions.  

Trial L represents unstable atmospheric conditions and greater turbulent mixing with 

respect to trials G, H, and I.  Particles were emitted continuously from a height of 7.42 

meters over periods ranging from 30 to 60 minutes.  The particle deposits were collected 

on adhesive papers spaced evenly along arcs up to 800 meters from the source.  The 

cumulative mass distribution and density of the test particles were given.  The mass mean 

diameter was 56 micrometers, with 2200g   kg/m3, resulting in a settling velocity of 

crometers.  

Walker counted the deposited particles under ultraviolet light and provided the total 

number collected, the p s), total number of sampling 

papers along each arc, and crosswind integrated ground deposits (mg/g/m).  

in the lowest five to ten meters of the 

surface

0.19 m/s.  The corresponding aerodynamic diameter was approximately 80 mi

articulate standard deviation (radian

Measurements of wind speed and temperature 

 layer were also made.   

1.6.2. CONVECTION-DIFFUSION-SEDIMENTATION MODEL SIMULATIONS 

Wilson determined M-O similarity parameters corresponding to the atmospheric 

temperature and wind speed measurements provided by Walker (2001).  The resulting M-

O parameters are provided in Table 1.1 and were used to specify the wind speed and 

turbulent diffusivity profiles.  A simulation domain 1,100 meters in length and 50 meters 

in height was discretized with variable grid spacing in the longitudinal direction, 

0.4 1.0x   meters, and constant grid spacing in the vertical direction, 0.4z   meters. 

   



Suffield L u* z0

Trial (m) (m/s) (m)
G 52 0.21 0.043
H 35 0.28 0.004
I 0.18 0.016
L

Experimental Study M-O Parameters

16
-50 0.57 0.012  

Table 1.1: M-O Parameters for Suffield Deposition Experiments (G,H,I,L) taken from 
Wilson (2000) 

The particulate source was modeled by the specification of boundary node 

concentrations for three nodes at the experimental source height.  The concentration 

magnitude of the source nodes was estimated from the total amount of particulate emitted 

in the experiments to provide a similar particle influx.  A particle size distribution for the 

lognormal.  

The ma

strength, i.e. b 50 micr

s weighted by the count based probability density function.  The settling velocity was 

also adjusted according to particle size and density.  The steady-state solution for 

downwind ground deposits was calculated for each experimental trial.  The steady-state 

assumption is valid since the duration of experiments was at least an order of magnitude 

larger than the characteristic convection time, e.g. 

source particles was also derived from data given by Walker assuming it was 

ss median diameter was 56 micrometers with a geometric standard deviation of 

1.1, corresponding to a count median diameter of approximately 54 micrometers.  The 

particle size distribution was discretized into three particle size bins with midpoints of 50, 

54, and 58 micrometers although nominally monodisperse.  Three simulations, one for 

each particle size bin, were performed to model each experimental trial.  The source 

oundary concentration, for each particle size (e.g. Trial G, ometers) 

wa

1/ 80 / 4 200c
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1.6.3. MODEL COMPARISON 
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Figure 1.13 illustrates the differences between three-dimensional actual dispersion 

and two-dimensional simulated dispersion.  Model validation requires that these 

differences be resolved in order to compare simulated ground deposits to experimental 

data.  Dispersion in the longitudinal ( x ) and vertical ( z ) directions is properly modeled 

with advection and diffusion terms in the transport equation (1.1).  However, transport in 

the lateral direction ( y ) is neglected in the two-dimensional model.  Two-dimensional 

model results thus have two physical interpretations: downwind deposits from an infinite 

line source, or downwind deposits from a source of unit depth where transport in the 

lateral direction is constrained by impermeable boundaries also separated by a unit depth.  

The latter will be adopted here when reconciling two-dimensional model predictions to 

experimental data from a three-dimensional world. 

 
 

 

Figure 1.13: Illustrated differences in actual dispersion in three dimensions (left) and 
simulated dispersion in two dimensions (right) 



Crosswind integration is a method used to collapse lateral dispersion data to a 

vertical plane parallel to the direction of prevailing winds ( x ).  This can be performed on 

any arbitrary measurement 

 ( ) ( , )x x y dy 




   (1.36) 

and effectively maps three-dimensional dispersion data to a two-dimensional coordinate 

system. 

Figure 1.14 shows the sampling coordinate system used by Walker to measure 

downwind deposits.  Walker placed sampling papers along arcs of constant radius from 

the source and measured lateral and longitudinal dispersion as the number of particles 

deposited per area of sampling paper, ( , )N x  .  Crosswind integration was performed by 

piecewise integration along the sampling arcs,  

  ( ) ( , )o j
j

D x N x x     (1.37) 

where x 

ated de

 is the arc length between sampling papers.  The resulting crosswind 

integr posit has units of 1m  when normalized by the number of particles emitted.  

ed per unit length in the x-direction.  In 

ere 

This denotes the number of particles deposit

theory, all particulate should be accounted for if the crosswind integrated deposits w

integrated in the longitudinal direction, D ( ) 1o x dx  .  The crosswind integrated 

deposits essentially transforms the data set into one which can be modeled in two-

dimensions with the transport equation (1.1). 
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Figure 1.14: Sampling grid utilized by Walker easurement of coarse 
particulate ground deposits used in comparing to simulated data 

Simulated normalized crosswind integ

 et al. for the m

rated ground deposits ( ) were calculated 
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  (1.38) 

where  represents the ground particle flux (id  2 1m s 

d to be one m

s perform

) for particle size .  As previously 

mentioned, the lateral length scale is assume eter.  The ground particle flux 

ensionalized by the source particle influx per unit simu ain depth, 

 ( ).  Lastly, a single simulation wa ed for each ree particle 

diameters in the discretized particle size distribution and then summed to give the net 

crosswind integrated deposits. 
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 polar 

coordinate system.  It should be noted that Walker integrated his data along lines of 

constan

Figure 1.14 shows a schematic of the experimental sampling grid on the

t radius rather than constant x .  This is not true crosswind inte ation as the wind 

is parallel to

gr

 the x  axis.  Two-dimensional model data represent true crosswind 

pared to experimental data integrated along the integration and should therefore be com

y direction for greatest accuracy.  The discrepancy in integrated values, along y  instead 

of  , is greatest near the source.  However, predicting near source deposition is always 

complicated due to source modeling and is not the focus of the present study.  The error 

associated with crosswind integration decreases with increasing experimental sampling 

and will be considered insignificant with respect to overall modeling error 

discussed below.    

Figure 1.15 shows the com

arc radius 

parison between experimental and simulated 

normalized, crosswind integrated deposits,  (m-1), for Trial G.  Qualitative agreement 

Th s

xi

integrated deposits, , when considering the relative error between 

experim

ch

0

between simulation and experimental data is observed for the case of a neutral to stably 

stratified atmosphere.  The predicted location of maximum deposition was within 20 

meters of the measured location.  The experimental rate of decay in deposition with 

distance from the source was also well predicted after the location of maximum deposits.  

e model predicts approximately 20-30% less deposition close to the po ition of 

ma mum deposits and 100-200% greater deposits from 200-600 meters downwind.  

Good agreement, 15% error, is observed at 800 meters.  Relative error of 20% is often 

considered excellent in atmospheric dispersion modeling due to the difficulties in source 

and atmospheric modeling.  It is also important to consider the large range for crosswind 
6 2 1   

D

10 10oD m

ent and simulation.  It should be noted that Wilson modeled the same Suffield 

experimental data with a Lagrangian sto astic (LS) model in which the crossing 



trajectory effect was included (2000).  Wilson’s LS model predictions of peak deposits 

had a relative error of 100% in the worst case, very stable conditions, and 20% more 

generally. 
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Figure 1.15: Comparison of experimental and simulated, normalized crosswind integrated 
ground deposits ( 1m ) for Suffield Trial G  

Experimental wind speed and temperature measurements were used by Wilson to 

estimate the M-O parameters used to specify wind speed and diffusivity profiles (2000).  

Additional simulations were performed to determine the sensitivity of  to M-O 

parameters.  The M-O length and friction velocity were both increased and decreased by 

20% to form a window of values that could arise from modest estimation error.  The 

sensitivity study M-O parameters are given in Table 1.2.   

oD
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Suffield
Trial L (m) u* (m/s) L (m) u* (m/s)

G 62 0.25 42 0.17
H 42 0.34 28 0.22
I 19 0.22 13 0.14
L -60 0.68 -40 0.46

+20% -20%
Sensitivity Study M-O Parameters

 

Table 1.2: M-O Parameters for Suffield Deposition Sensitivity Analysis for Experiments 
(G,H,I,L) 

The combination of minimum values for L  and  gives the smallest wind speed 

and diffusivity profiles.  Higher simulated dep  nea e source would be expected 

since vertical and longitudinal transport terms are reduced.  Conversely, the combination 

of maximum M-O parameters gives the larges vity profiles which 

would result in increased downwind transport. u  for the modified M-O 

parameters are shown in Figure 1.15 as dashed lines.  The error associated with M-O

nd and downwind distance.  

Sensiti

y analyses to M-O parameters 

were performed for trials H and I and the range of predicted ground deposits is bounded 

by dashed lines in the figures.  Particularly good agreement is observed between model 

and experiment when M-O parameter estimation is error is considered. 

 

*u

r th

t wind speed and diffusi

lated 

osits

  Sim oD

 

parameter estimation appears less significant near the location of maximum deposits and 

increases to approximately 50-100% with increasing upwi

vity to the specification of source CMAD (10%) was negligible from similar 

analysis. 

Figure 1.16 and Figure 1.17 show the simulated and experimental crosswind 

integrated deposits for trials H and I, respectively.  Good agreement is observed for the 

location of maximum deposits (20 meters) and deposition magnitude (25%) for each of 

the trials with increasingly stable stratification.  Sensitivit
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ground deposits ( 1m ) for Suffield Trial H 
Figure 1.16: Comparison of experimental and simulated, normalized crosswind integrated 
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Figure 1.17: Comparison of experimental and simulated, normalized crosswind integrated 
ground deposits ( 1m ) for Suffield Trial I 
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Model validation and experimental deposition data for an unstably stratified 

atmosphere, Trial L, are shown in Figure 1.18.  The location of the deposition maxima 

are in good agreement.  Downwind deposits appear to be underestimated to a greater 

degree, with a relative error of approximately 50%, for unstable stratification.  The error 

in  decreases to approximately 10% at distances of 300 to 800 meters.  Sensitivity to 

M-O parameters is decreased in unstable atmospheric conditions.  This is most likely the 

result of the relative dominance of turbulent mixing to particle settling that will be 

explored in later sections. 
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Figure 1.18: Comparison of experimental and simulated, normalized crosswind integrated 
ground deposits ( 1m ) for Suffield Trial L 
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1.6.4. 

e concentrations if transport in the third dimension were 

included.   

Lateral plume standard deviations proposed by Briggs were adopted in this study 

(Gifford, 1976).  The Gaussian dispersion parameter, 

GAUSSIAN CORRECTION FACTOR 

It is also possible to compare model predictions to experimental data based on 

centerline deposit densities rather than crosswind integrated deposits.  The simulated, 

two-dimensional data can be corrected to account for lateral spreading that would occur 

in a three-dimensional domain.  Figure 1.19 illustrates this concept.  This method 

assumes the lateral variance in plume concentration can be characterized by a Gaussian 

distribution.  Two-dimensional model results can be multiplied by a simple scaling factor 

to predict centerline plum

y , increases with distance from 

the source and is a function of atmospheric stability cl   Different Briggs formulas are 

given for the atmospheric stability classes developed by Pasquill and can be correlated to 

the M-O parameters used here.  A correction factor, , can be computed to estimate the 

three-dimensional centerline plume concentration and deposits from the two-dimensional 

model.  The correction factor has the form 

 

ass.

GR

)(2

1

x
R

y

G 
  (1.39) 

where the standard deviation, y , is provided by Briggs’ relations. 
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y(m)

Gaussian distribution 

h 

Henceforth, the Gaussian correction factor is 

applied to all simulated data as a simple method to account for dispersion in the lateral 

direction. 

1.7. Simulations of Evolving Particle Size Distribution 

Simulations were conducted to explore the effects of gravitational sedimentation 

and turbulent mixing on the collection of coarse particulate downwind from a near-

ground release of aerosol particles.  Virtual samplers were simulated at various distances 

downwind from the point of release to determine the time-integrated aerosol mass 

with equal area

 

Figure 1.19: Application of Gaussian correction factor to transform two-dimensional 
model result into predicted centerline value for three-dimensional dispersion 

Trends similar to those in Figure 1.15 throug Figure 1.18 were observed when 

simulated data were multiplied by the correction factor and compared to experimentally 

measured centerline deposition densities.  
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collected (dosage).  Nine log-normal particle size distributions were modeled in the 

simulation, each for four classes of atmospheric stability.  The time-integrated aerosol 

mass collected was determined at each of the virtual sampling points for each simulated 

release. 

1.7.1. ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS 

Four sets of atmospheric conditions were simulated to explore the differences in 

downwind dosage with varying degrees of vertical mixing.  The M-O parameters for each 

set of atmospheric conditions are given in Table 1.3.  The roughness length, , was 

constant for all simulations and represented a ground cover height of approxim tely 5 

centimeters.  The M-O lengths were selected to represent varying degrees of atm spheric 

stability.  The friction velocity, , was calculated to give the same average horizontal 

ere 

comparable.   

0z

a

o

*u

wind speed, 5.6 m/s, so that the degrees of downwind dispersion due to convection w

Parameter Unstable Neutral Stable Extremely Stable
Lmo (m) -200 200 25 1

u* (m/s) 0.304 0.352 0.186 0.016

z0 (m) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Atmospheric Stability Class

 

Table 1.3: Monin-Okhubov similarity parameters for simulated extremely stable, stable, 
d unstable atmospheric conditions 

Figure 1.20 and Figure 1.21 show simulated surface layer wind speeds and 

turbulent diffusivities as functions of he

atmosp

dramatically as the atmosphere became increasingly unstable.  During typical daytime 

neutral, an

ight above the surface for the specified 

heric conditions.  The degree of mixing was approximately zero throughout the 

surface layer in the limit of extreme stability.  Although non-physical, this scenario 

provided a baseline measurement of the downwind transport when only longitudinal 

convection and gravitational settling were present.  The degree of mixing increased 
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pect to the unstable atmosphere.  This acts to suppress turbulence and is 

Neutral atmospheres have a negligible heat 

transfer

conditions, radiation from the sun heats the ground, which then heats the adjacent air.  

This gives rise to buoyancy driven turbulence and is commonly referred to as an unstable 

atmosphere.  During nighttime conditions, the temperature gradient becomes inverted 

with res

commonly referred to as a stable atmosphere.  

 rate from the ground to the adjacent air; turbulence is neither produced nor 

suppressed.  Although the scenarios given in Table 1.3 are specific, the diffusivity and 

wind speed profiles are representative of any conditions which produce similar transport 

behavior, for instance, dispersion in an urban atmosphere with increased shear driven 

turbulence due to surface roughness.  
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Figure 1.20: Simulated wind speed profiles for extremely stable, stable, neutral, and 
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Figure 1.21: Simulated turbulent diffusivity profiles for extremely stable, stable, neutral, 
and unstable atmospheric conditions 

1.7.2. BIOAEROSOL PUFF RELEASE 

Nine lognormal particle size distributions (PSD) were simulated for each set of 

atmospheric conditions.  Size distributions having count median aerodynamic diameters 

(CMAD) of 2.5, 10, and 40 micrometers were selected to represent a range of possible 

coarse particulate size distributions.  Three geometric standard deviations (GSD) of 1.2, 

1.6, and 2.0 were simulated for each CMAD.  The count median aerodynamic diameters, 

geometric standard deviations, and corresponding mass median diameters (MMAD) for 

amic 

 the Hatch-Chaote equations (Hinds, 1999).  The 

cumulative number fractions for all simulated distributions are shown in Figure 1.22. 

 

all nine size distributions are given in Table 1.4.  The mass median aerodyn

diameters were calculated from
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CMAD GSD MMAD
(m) (m)

2.5 1.2 2.76
10.0 1.2 11.05
40.0 1.2 44.19
2.5 1.6 4.85
10.0 1.6 19.40
40.0 1.6 77.60
2.5 2.0 10.57
10.0 2.0 42.26
40.0 2.0 169.06  

Table 1.4: Count median diameters (CMAD), geometric standard deviations, and 
corresponding mass median diameters (MMAD) for nine simulated releases 
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Figure 1.22:  Cumulative number fraction for nine simulated releases 

The simulated instantaneous puff aerosol release was centered at coordinates 

( , ) (2.5 , 2.5 )

0.2

0.5

0.8

0.9

1

p

F
N

0.6

0.7

0.4

x z m m , with a radius of two meters, and concentration profile given by 

 ( , ) ( ) exp( )p pC d r Q d r    (1.40) 
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where was the source strength for a particular particle size in the initial particle 

size distribution.  The decay in source concentration with puff radius was chosen to 

smooth concentration gradients at the instant of release but arbitrary otherwise. 

1.7.3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 

The simulated particle size distribution was discretized into approximately 20 size 

bins, spanning 99.5% of the particle size distribution by number.  An arithmetic sequence 

of each 

different sizes.  The initial concentration field was assigned according to (1.40).  

Transport of the coarse particulate puff throughout the simulation domain was simulated 

according to the methodology described above.  Downwind dosages were also calculated 

for virtual sampling units located at a height of 1.25 meters.  The simulated dosage 

calculated by each virtual sampling unit was determined from the time integrated product 

of concentration and sampling flow rate for particle size i , 

  (1.41) 

where  was the sampling flow rate equal to 1250 Lpm.  The virtual samplers were 

assumed to be perfectly efficient for all particle sizes and wind speeds in con  

 total time in which 

the concentration field was non-zero, and were corrected for lateral dispersion according 

to the G

1.7.4. DATA PROCESSING 

Particle size distributions were reconstructed according to the set of dosage data at 

each virtual sampling point.  The analysis is similar to the procedure utilized with 

( )pQ d

was used to select the particle size associated with each bin.  The dispersion 

particle size was simulated independently, implying no interaction between particles of 

0

( , 1.25 ) ( , 1.25 )    
t

i s iN x z m Q C x z m dt

sQ

trast to

actual systems.  The dosages were determined by integration over the

aussian correction factor. 
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 impa

m all the 

ize s  

cascade ctors to construct a particle size distribution from the relative fraction of 

particles collected on each stage.  The total number of particles collected at a given 

distance from the source was determined by summation of the dosages fro

particle s imulations.

 ( ) ( )i
i

N x N x   (1.42) 

The probability density function of particle size, based on number, was then calculated 

for each sampling location by 

 
1 ( )N x

where  is the particle size bin width from simulation.  The mass based frequency 

function, 

( , )
( )

i
n p

p

f x d
d N x




 (1.43) 

p

m p

d

( , )f x d  was calculated in the same manner with mass dosage replacing 

number dosage.  Finally, the cumulative number and mass fractions, ( , )n pF x d  and 

( , )m pF x d , respectively, were calculated by discrete integration of  

functions 

 

 the probability density

0

( , ) ( , )
Ad

A p pF x d f x d dd   (1.44) 

mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) with 

 point of release.  Consider the change in the cumulative 

mass fr

where Ad  is the size at which the cumulative number or mass fraction is desired. 

1.7.5. RESULTS 

The effects of sedimentation and dispersion on particle size distributions can be 

observed by the change in the 

increasing distance from the

action for the particle size distribution with initial CMAD of 2.5 micrometers and 

GSD of 2.0 as shown in Figure 1.23.  Half of all aerosol mass in the initial aerosol puff is 



in particle sizes below 10.5 micrometers.  However, the relatively greater deposition of 

larger particles changes the size distribution as the plume moves further from the source. 
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Figure 1.23: Cumulative mass fraction vs. particle aerodynamic diameter (micrometers) 
multiple d
in an extremely stable atmosphere   

The MMAD values from each simulation were divided by the MMAD of the 

initial distribution to form the normalized MMAD (MMAD

e data f ospheric 

stability classes.  Figure 1.24 through Figure 1.27 show the decay of the normalized 

nce from the source for extremely stable, stable, neutral, and unstable 

atmosp

 

istances from the initial release with CMAD = 2.5 micrometers and GSD = 1.2 

*).  This was done in order to 

collaps or the various simulated particle size distributions and atm

MMAD with dista

heric conditions, respectively.  As can be seen in the figures, deposition in the first 

50 meters from the source can have a significant impact on the MMAD of the aerosol 

when the initial particle size distribution contains a significant fraction of coarse 

particulate.  The release characteristics such as release height, release size, puff 
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concentration magnitude, have significant impact on deposition within the first 100 

meters from the source. 
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Figure 1.24: Normalized mass median aerodynamic diameter vs. distance downwind for 
extremely stable atmospheric conditions 

Figure 1.24 shows the decay of MMAD* with distance from the source in the 

limit of zero vertical diffusion (extremely stable atmosphere).  This case is non-physical, 

but does represent the theoretical maximum rate of change in MMAD* in the absence of 

dispersion.  A simple comparison of the settling and horizontal convection velocities 

yields the maximum distance traveled for a given particle size in the absence of turbulent 

dispersion; no particles larger than 57 micrometers would be expected beyond a distance 

of 50 meters from the point of release.  The MMAD at 5,000 meters was less than 7 

micrometers for all size distributions studied in the limit of zero diffusion. 
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Figure 1.25: Normalized mass median aerodynamic diameter vs. distance downwind for 
stable atmospheric conditions   

f MMAD  for the stably stratified atmosphere.  

The MMAD* decay rates are less than those in the case of zero turbulent mixing due to 

dispersion in the vertical direction.  Coarse particulate stays aloft to greater longitudinal 

distances for this case.  Figure 1.26 and Figure 1.27 show the simulated results for 

MMAD  decay for neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions, respectively.  Greater 

vertical diffusivities yield less decay in MMAD* than extremely stable and stable 

simulations.  However, the observed decay rates for neutral and unstable atmospheres do 

not appear significantly different.  Vertical diffusion dominates gravitational settling for 

these two cases and an increase in diffusivity yields little change in the decay of 

MMAD .  This condition corresponds to a perfectly mixed domain in which the 

concentration field is constant in the vertical direction after the first 50 meters.  The 

MMAD* curves for the three size distributions having initial CMAD of 2.5 micrometers 

Figure 1.25 shows the evolution o *

*

*
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were not shown in Figure 1.26 and Figure 1.27 since no changes in MMAD* were 

observed. 
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Figure 1.26: Normalized mass median aerodynamic diameter vs. distance downwind for 
neutral atmospheric conditions 
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Figure 1.27: Normalized mass median aerodynamic diameter vs. distance downwind for 
unstable atmospheric conditions   

The actual MMAD (micrometers) at 5,000 meters for all releases are given in 

le difference between neutral and unstable atmospheric 

stability classes because the degree of mixing for both cases was sufficient to produce a 

perfectly mixed atmospheric surface layer.  It can also be observed that original 

distributions with CMAD of 2.5 and 10.0 micrometers, and having GSD of 1.2 and 1.6, 

change very little for all cases but the extremely stable atmosphere.  Significant reduction 

(>15%) in MMAD occurs for the original distribution with CMAD of 10.0 micrometers 

and GSD of 2.0, and for all cases of CMAD of 40.0 micrometers.  An interesting result 

was that for all cases of CMAD of 40.0 micrometers, the MMAD mapped to 

approximately 40 micrometers at 5,000 meters for both the neutral and unstable 

atmospheric stability conditions. 

 

Table 1.5.  There was very litt
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Table 1.5: MMAD (micrometers) at 5,000 meters for extremely stable, stable, neutral, 
and unstable atmospheric conditions  

The decay of MMAD with longitudinal distance from the source is influenced by 

gravita

 

1.7.6. DISCUSSION 

tional settling and turbulent diffusion.  The relative strengths of these two 

transport mechanisms govern particle motion in the vertical direction and can be 

examined by defining a dimensionless ratio of gravitational settling and turbulent 

diffusion.  Such a ratio is analogous to the Peclet number which compares the relative 

strengths of convection and diffusion.  We approximate the Particle Peclet number as 

0g

z

v H

K
Pe


  (1.45) 

g while particle Peclet numbers much less than unity 

imply that diffusion dominates.  The particle Peclet number for a particle of fixed size 

where the height used to non-dimensionalize the settling velocity and diffusivity is the 

initial release height, 0 2.5H m .  

Particle Peclet numbers much greater than unity imply vertical particle motion is 

dominated by gravitational settlin

 58
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increases with elevation from the surface since turbulent diffusivity increases with 

vertical distance in the atmospheric surface layer.  Thus, it is possible that the same size 

particle could have vertical motion that is diffusion-dominated away from the ground, 

and sedimentation-dominated near the ground.  Figure 1.28 shows the particle Peclet 

number for the stably stratified atmospheric conditions simulated.  Each curve in the 

graph represents a different particle aerodynamic diameter and gravitational settling 

velocity. 

 

 

Figure 1.28:  Particle Peclet number for stable atmo
particle size 

tical transport for the stable atmosphere until particle size becomes 

greater

sphere as a function of height and 

With respect to Figure 1.28, gravitational settling is not expected to play a 

significant role in ver

 than 50 micrometers in aerodynamic diameter.  The region in which gravitational 

settling is important appears limited to the first 5 meters above the ground for particles as 

large as 100 micrometers.  The particle Peclet number becomes smaller, for particles of 
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nd unstable atmospheric classes).  For these simulations, particles larger than 

about 60 micrometers AD were rapidly lost due to sedimentation and proximity to the 

ground at the release point.  The remaining particles were perfectly mixed in the domain.  

Although the initial size distributions were quite different, the differences were largely 

confined to the size range larger than about 60 micrometers AD.  Once the large particles 

were removed, the resulting truncated distributions were nearly the same. 

Kim and Larson determined the quasi-laminar boundary layer deposition velocity, 

, to be the sum of the gravitational settling velocity and an inertial velocity 

dependent upon particle properties and the surrounding turbulence.  The deposition 

velocity proposed by Kim and Larson is different from the diffusive surface flux velocity 

of the current model.  The quasi-laminar boundary layer deposition velocity can be 

calculated for the simulations by 

fixed size, as the atmosphere becomes more unstable and turbulent diffusion increases.  

Gravitational effects become negligible and vertical motion approximates that of the gas 

phase as particle Peclet number approaches zero.  This limiting process explains the 

similarity in normalized MMAD decay curves for the neutral and unstable atmospheres.   

A limiting process according to particle Peclet Number also helps explain the 

observed similarity in the MMAD at 5,000 meters for different initial size distributions 

(neutral a

( )d bV

 * 2.8/( ) (10 )Stke
d b gV u v   (1.46) 

where the eddy Stokes number is *2 /gStke v u g , g  is the gravitational constant, and 

 is the kinematic viscosity of air.  An effective simulated deposition velocity, dV , 

derived from (1.11), was calculated and compared to that of (1.46).  A dimensionless 

ratio is formed from the two velocities and shown in Figure 1.29 for the four sets of 

atmospheric conditions simulated in this study.  The effective deposition velocity used 



here is approximately three times smaller, at 30 micrometers AD in unstable conditions, 

than the Kim et al. model.  However, this is an improvement with respect to FDM 

because FDM underpredicts the model of Kim et al. by an approximate factor of seven 

(Kim et al. 2000). 
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Figure 1.29: Ratio of deposition velocity from Kim et al. model to deposition velocity of 
transient two-dimensional convection-diffusion model  

Comparison of the deposition velocity of the current model with that of Kim and 

Larson suggests a discrepancy in predicted deposition r

th o

ates depending on particle size. 

The current model effective deposition velocity is approximately 2-10 times larger than 

at proposed by Kim and Larson for 10 micrometer particles, depending up n 

atmospheric stability class.  Maximum differences of 225% and 320% are observed as 

particle diameter increases for the stable and unstable atmospheres, respectively.  The 

maximum deviation between the two models occurs in the 40-50 micrometer size range.  
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plications for Bioaerosol Sampling and Detection 

1.8.1. BACKGROUND 

Atmospheric aerosol dispersion has important implications for real-time 

bioaerosol detection and aerosol collector design.  State of the art biological identification 

methods consist of real-time polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR), ligand-receptor 

interaction, and mass spectrometry.  Specific DNA sequences are targeted, isolated, and 

amplified in RTPCR so that a miniscule amount of biological material can be detected.  

Ligand-receptor methods, e.g. antibody-antigen, incorporate transducers coated with 

films of specific antibodies to detect the presence of their complimentary antigens.  The 

transducer surface is physically altered upon the interaction of the antibody-antigen pair 

and sensed by means of phenomena such as optical or electrical properties.  Lastly, mass 

spectrometry (MS) is based on the creation of ions from the analyte and correlating those 

en as one of the most promising 

detection technologies although marker ions have yet to be identified for many biological 

warfare agents (DHS, 2007).  The unifying thread amongst these technologies is the 

proportionality between biological mass and detector response.   

Increasing bioaerosol mass collected yields stronger and more robust detector 

signals, thus increasing the likelihood of detection and reducing the probability of false 

negative responses.  The latter is crucial for applications that affect civilian populations 

since alerting the public or implementing emergency response protocols can create 

widespread anxiety.  The particle size distribution of the collected aerosol has significant 

The models converge to approximately the same deposition velocity as the particles 

become large and the inertial velocity goes to zero. 

 

1.8. Im

specific ions to known biological organisms.  MS is se
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e with a diameter of ten micrometers 

contains one thousand times more mass than a particle one micrometer in diameter.  

r, spore 

forming bacteria often appear as agglomerates when aerosolized.  Agglomerated particles 

tmosphere longer and present a detection mass advantage with 

respect

idered when bioaerosol 

samplin

impact on the amount of biological mass collected because particle mass scales with the 

third power of particle size.  For example, a particl

Single spore bacteria have diameters of approximately one micrometer.  Howeve

tend to survive in the a

 to single spore particles.   

Typical bioaerosol collector systems are designed with a dynamic range of 1-10 

micrometers AD and do not collect particles outside this range efficiently.  It has been 

suggested that this range be extended to 1-30 micrometers AD to benefit from the 

detection mass advantage which arises from collecting larger particles (NRC, 2004).  

Justifications for a dynamic range of 1-10 micrometers AD were analyzed in light of the 

suggested extension to 1-30 micrometers.   

The human respiratory system functions as an inertial separator.  Particles larger 

than 10 micrometers AD rarely penetrate into the mouth and thoracic regions of the 

respiratory system.  Thus, the health threat posed by biological particles larger than 10 

micrometers AD is minimal with respect to smaller particles due to the improbability of 

inhalation.  However, detection of bioaerosols is the emphasis here.  Although particles 

of 10 micrometers AD may not represent a serious health risk, the detection mass 

advantage for such particles is substantial and should be cons

g for the explicit purpose of detection.   

Another justification for limiting the dynamic range to 1-10 micrometers AD is 

that sampled aerosols are generally not considered to contain larger particles.  The 

speculated absence of larger particles is often attributed to a lack of these particles in the 

initial release or rapid sedimentation which occurs during atmospheric dispersion.  
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t large particles sediment within a few hundred meters 

from th

 system with extended dynamic range (1-30 

microm

Information regarding initial size distributions of bioaerosol releases is not available in 

the open literature.  Sophisticated dispersion techniques like electrosprays could generate 

monodisperse, “weaponized”, aerosols of single organisms. However, methods like 

agricultural spraying should be considered due to high availability and simplicity.  

Sprayers produce droplets several hundred micrometers in diameter.  Evaporation is then 

likely to result in a large number of particles within the 20-30 micrometer AD size range.  

Conventional wisdom suggests tha

e source.  The modeling studies performed above show otherwise.  Particulate 

above 10 micrometers AD is transported significant distances (kilometers) from the 

source due to the relative dominance of turbulent mixing to gravitational settling in 

typical daytime atmospheric conditions.   

1.8.2. EFFECTIVE MASS COLLECTION RATE 

The detection mass advantage of a

eters AD) is calculated based on atmospheric dispersion model results.  Two 

realistic, inertial based, biological aerosol collector efficiency curves are shown in Figure 

1.30.  The first hypothetical collector, 0 , represents an original collector designed with a 

1-10 micrometer AD dynamic range.  Collection efficiency is low for particles smaller 

than one micrometer AD as inertial forces are not sufficient to cause collection on 

impaction surfaces.  The efficiency reaches its maximum near 2 micrometers and 

decreases significantly as particles become greater than 10 micrometers.  This decrease is 

attributed to increased particle losses in system components like the collector inlet.  The 

second hypothetical collector,  , represents the same collector with design upgrades to 

extend the dynamic range to 1-30 micrometers AD.  Reduction of large particulate losses 

could be the result of optimized inlet contours, for instance.  The overall efficiency is 



increased for particles larger than 1 micrometer and moves the upper bound of particle 

collection to approximately 30 micrometers. 
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Figure 1.30: Mass based particle size distribution for CMAD 2.5 micrometers and GSD 
2.0, and hypothetical collector efficiencies for original collector “0” and upgraded 
collector  

Figure 1.30 also shows a particle size distribution with CMAD of 2.5 micrometers 

(MMAD 10.6 micrometers) and GSD of 2.0.  Half the particles in this aerosol, by 

number, are smaller than 2.5 micrometers AD.  However, half the mass in the aerosol is 

contained in particles above 10.6 micrometers AD due to the large spread and 

disproportionate mass contained in larger particles.  Failing to collect particles above 10.6 

micrometers AD consequently cuts the probability of detection in half assuming detection 

is proportional to mass collected.  As emphasized previously, data regarding the 

characteristics of true biological aerosol releases is largely unknown. This merely serves 
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as an illustration of the dependence of particle collection on particle size and collector 

efficiency.   
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n effective mass collection rate for the original collector is expressed 

  (1.47) 

where  is the collector air flow rate, and  and 

A

0 0 0

0

( ) ( )T m p p pm Q C f d d dd


   

0Q TC mf  represent the total aerosol 

concentration and mass based particle size probability density function.  The effective 

mass collection rate for the improved collector is expressed similarly by replacing the 

flow rate and efficiency function.  A comparison of the collectors can be made from the 

ratio of the effective mass collection rates 
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 (1.48) 

re 1.31 

shows the product of the original collector efficiency and mass based PSD, 

where the total concentrations and collector air flow rates are assumed equal.  Figu

0 mf 0( ) ( )p pd d  .  The shaded area under the curve is the integral in the denominator 

of 



(1.48) and is proportional to the effective mass collection rate.  Figure 1.32 shows the 

same analysis for the upgrade collector.  The ratio of effective mass collection rates is 

greater than one as observed by visual comparison of the shaded areas.  In fact, for this 

PSD and these hypothetical collectors, the improved collector has an effective mass 

collection rate 3.2 times higher than the original collector.  The detection mass 

advantaged realized from extension of the dynamic range (1-30 micrometers AD) 

significantly increases the probability of detection and reduces the likelihood of a false 

negative. 



 

Figure 1.31: Mass based particle size distribution for CMAD 2.5 micrometers and GSD 
2.0, hypothetical collector efficiency for original collector “0”, and product of PSD and 
collector efficiency 

 

Figure 1.32: Mass based particle size distribution for CMAD 2.5 micrometers and GSD 
2.0, hypothetical collector efficiency for upgrade collector, and product of PSD and 
collector efficiency 
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1.8.3. ANALYSIS OF CONVECTION-DIFFUSION-SEDIMENTATION MODEL DATA 

Numerical simulations of atmospheric aerosol dispersion were used to assess the 

net benefit resulting from an extension the collector dynamic range to 1-30 micrometers 

AD.  Table 1.6 shows the ratios of effective mass collection rates at 5 kilometers from the 

source for the 27 numerical simulations described in this study.  The original and upgrade 

collector efficiency curves shown in Figure 1.30 were used in calculations.  The ratio of 

effective mass collection rates for the initial size distribution is also given in the table.  A 

net benefit, detection mass advantage, is obtained for all particle size distributions and 

atmospheric conditions. 

Trends observed in 5000R  are similar to those for MMAD provided in .  

t 

cle siz ibution changes little with distance from the source as 

particle settling become ible with respect to atmospheric mixing.  For some cases 

of fixed initial aerodynam meter and atmospheric conditions, 

 Table 1.5

Changes in the effective mass collection ratio are negligible for small particle Pecle

numbers.  The parti e distr

s neglig

ic dia 5000R  is observed to 

decrease with increasing GSD (e.g. CMAD0 10 microm ely stable 

atmospheric conditions).  This is the result of shrinking overlap between the particle size 

distribution and collector efficiency curve as sedimentation dom articulate 

transport.  In other cas MAD0 10 microm

eters in extrem

inates large p

eters in neutral conditions, es, such as C 5000R  

increases with increasing GSD because aerosol mass in the 10-30 micrometer AD range 

increases with increasing AD. 

 



CMAD GSD R

R5000Initial PSD

0 0 0 No-mixing Stable Neutral

2.5 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
2.5 1.6 2.1 1.6 2.1 2.1
2.5 2.0 3.2 1.7 3.2 3.2
10.0 1.2 7.0 4.2 7.0 7.0
10.0 1.6 7.4 2.6 7.1 7.2
10.0 2.0 7.8 2.2 7.3 7.6
40.0 1.2 36.1 11.1 11.5 11.5
40.0 1.6 11.6 6.1 11.1 11.3
40.0 2.0 10.8 1.8 10.5 10.9  

Table 1.6:Ratio of upgrade to original collector effective mass collection rates, for 

ion-diffusion-sedimentation model 
various initial PSD and atmospheric stability classes, at 5,000 meters from the source 
determined with simple convect
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1.9. Summary 

Atmospheric dispersion modeling is an important tool for the United States 

Biodefense Program.  Planning and emergency preparedness are crucial.  Forecasting the 

spread of an aerosol release facilitates the construction of effective surveillance and 

detection networks.  It also enables response protocols to be implemented in advance of 

an attack.  I have performed the following set of actions, and arrived at the accompanying 

 for ulated simple convection-diffusion-sedimentation model to study the physics of 

coarse particulate transport in the atmospheric surface layer 

 studied the relevance of particle inertia in atmospheric turbulent transport and 

established criteria under which the crossing trajectories effect can be neglected 

 wrote transient and steady-state solvers and post-processing code for dispersion 

model 

 verified code for conservativeness, discretization error, and accuracy against 

benchmark solutions 

 validated model results against experimental data for the deposition of heavy particles 

released from an elevated continuous point source 

 simulated the evolution of aerosol puff particle size distributions containing coarse 

particulate under various initial and atmospheric conditions 

 concluded particles 10-60 micrometers AD can be transported distances up to 5 

kilometers from the source under certain conditions 

 defined particle Peclet number as an indicator of the relative strength of gravitational 

settling with respect to turbulent diffusion 

conclusions, to strengthen our biodefense infrastructure: 

 

m
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 analyzed effects of bioaerosol sampler design on real-time bioaerosol detection 

 recommended extending the dynamic range of bioaerosol samplers to 1-30 

mic

2001) is gaining acceptance and 

utilization in current research.  It is recommended that the current model’s deposition flux 

xes given in (1.11) and 

ffect 

(1.10) should be incorporated to make 

tion should be performed with available experimental data 

ate discrepancies between the two 

n the limiting factor for 

e characteristics (e.g. height, magnitude, 

rometers AD to capitalize on the mass collection advantage 

 

1.10. Future Works 

Additional work is proposed to develop the atmospheric dispersion model 

described here.  The deposition algorithm of Kim et al. (

be modified to represent the model of Kim et al.  This could be achieved by imposing 

boundary conditions which match the diffusive and inertial flu

(1.12), respectively.   

Analysis of particle inertial effects suggested the crossing trajectories e

becomes non-negligible for particles larger than approximately 60 micrometers AD.  The 

diffusivity reduction factor proposed by Csanady 

the model more accurate for particles with large inertia.   

Additional valida

(Walker, 1965; Hage 1961; Doran et al., 1984; Doran and Horst, 1985).  Comparisons to 

AERMOD predictions would be very useful to evalu

models.  FDM comparisons are not recommended since the model is no longer supported 

by the EPA.  As noted previously, source term errors are ofte

accurate modeling.  The influence of source term error on convection-diffusion-

sedimentation model predictions should be analyzed.   

Parametric studies should be conducted to evaluate the effects of various model 

input parameters: surface layer height, releas
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ficant 

sion, independent of 

lease characteristics, would be valuable to a broad audience.   

Preliminary analysis of model data showed the downwind dosage for all particle 

sizes and atmospheric c ingle function of distance from 

the sou

 To be truly useful, the numerical solution methods should be 

optimiz

nts (QMOM) is an alternative 

method

shape, size), and sampling location.  Data from the current study shows signi

dependence of downwind transport on the proximity of release to the ground.  Data 

showing the relative effects of sedimentation and turbulent diffu

re

onditions could be collapsed to a s

rce and particle Peclet number.  In essence, the transport of any particle size 

distribution, in any atmosphere, could be predicted by a single equation.  The final result 

would be a simple and useful tool for risk assessment and aerosol sampler evaluation.  

Additional simulations should be performed to expand on this concept. 

Lastly, the current convection-diffusion-sedimentation model code is un-

optimized for speed. 

ed so that a simulation could be performed quickly.  An adaptive time step 

algorithm should be adopted for the transient code.  Another potential source of time 

savings is to eliminate the sectional method used to discretize particle size distributions in 

model simulations.  The Quadrature method of mome

 that would greatly reduce computation time and eliminate errors attributable to 

particle size distribution discretization (Upadhyay and Ezekoye, 2006; Marchisio et al. 

2003). 
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EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF LIQUID 
RECOVERY IN A FAMILY OF WETTED-WALL BIOAEROSOL 

SAMPLING CYCLONES 
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2.1. Background   

Cyclonic air flow devices have been used as industrial particulate separators for 

many years.  The first device to apply similar physical principals to bioaerosol sampling 

as designed by the Aerojet-General Corporation ca. 1969.  Since then, many 

odifications have been made and a family of wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclones 

(WWC) has emerged to meet the growing need to detect, in real-time, the presence of 

ioaerosols.  The reader is referred to McFarland et al. (2009) for a historical review of 

WWC development.  Figure 2.1 shows a drawing of the wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling 

yclone which exists as three geometrically and dynamically scaled versions with 

w

m

b

c

nominal design air flow rates of 100, 400, and 1250 liters per minute (Lpm). 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Wetted-Wall Bioaerosol Sampling Cyclone (WWC) 
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Air is sampled, accelerated through a converging inlet section, and enters the 

cyclone body through a rectangular city is tangential to the cyclone 

body a

cted into the 

cyclone by an air-blast atomizer upstream of the slot and directed at the impaction zone. 

The air-blast atomizer consists of 24 and 20 gage stainless steel hypodermic 

needles for liquid and air injection, respectively.  The air needle is aligned at 45 degrees 

from horizontal directed down into the cyclone inlet.  The liquid needle is aligned 

horizontal with the tip underneath the air-needle.  A diaphragm pump (NF30-KPDC, 

KNF Neuberger Inc.) is used to provide pressurized air to the air needle at an 

approximate air flow rate of 0.275 Lpm.  This air flow rate results in an exit air velocity 

of approximately 16 meters per second.  A syringe pump (Cavro XCalibur, Tecan Group 

Ltd.) is used to provide a precise liquid input rate to the liquid needle. The atomized 

spray forms a cone directed into the inlet slot region that envelops the particle impaction 

zone.  Biological particles are then entrained within a thin film hydrosol that covers the 

impaction zone which is subsequently driven downstream by aerodynamic forces at the 

air-liquid interface.  The hydrosol is recovered at the downstream skimmer section after 

 inlet slot. The air velo

t the inlet slot and results in a cyclonic flow with the aid of a coaxial shaft called 

the vortex finder.  Aerosol particles attain speeds of approximately 40-50 meters per 

second in the inlet slot and impact the cyclone wall due to inertial separation from the 

flow.  Slot velocities and cyclone dimensions are designed so that all three cyclones 

possess a characteristic aerodynamic particle cutpoint diameter of one micrometer, 

corresponding to the size of many bacterial spores.  The aerodynamic cutpoint diameter is 

defined as the size at which half the particles impact the wall.  The un-impacted particles 

follow the air streamlines and exit the cyclone with the air flow.   Particles separated 

from the flow are continuously washed from the cyclone wall with liquid inje

being separated from the exiting air stream.   
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.  

Howev

The skimmer is a short concentric tube inside the cyclone with a thin gap between 

the outer diameter of the skimmer and inner diameter of the cyclone.  The liquid 

transported from the impaction zone flows into the gap, where it is then siphoned from 

the cyclone body through the scavenge port.  The air stream flows through the center of 

the skimmer tube and the liquid containing the collected particles is effectively separated 

from the air stream.  The collected hydrosol is then ready to be tested for analytes with 

biological detection methods like real-time polymerase chain reaction. 

Effective coupling of these wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclones with 

microfluidic detection technologies is achieved by delivering highly concentrated 

hydrosols.  Reducing the liquid volume to be analyzed decreases time to detection, 

eliminates intermediate liquid concentration processes, enhances limits of detection, and 

reduces the consumption of costly reagents (de Mello and Beard, 2003; Fair et al., 2007)

er, achieving accurate and precise liquid output rates on the order of tens of 

microliters per minute (L/min) requires understanding of the liquid evaporative 

behavior occurring within the cyclone.  Evaporation rates are observed to vary widely 

with inlet air temperature and relative humidity, and delivering constant microfluidic 

output rates can only be achieved by adjustment of the liquid input rate to offset the 

effects of evaporation.  The purpose of this study is to present the liquid mass transfer 

behavior (evaporation) for a family of wetted-wall cyclones as well as a systematic 

analysis of internal multi-phase flow and mass transfer phenomena. 
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ither desiccation, 

humidi

2.2. WWC Gravimetric Liquid Recovery Study 

2.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

2.2.1.1. Air Conditioning 

Figure 2.2 shows the experimental cyclone inlet air conditioning test setup.  A 

three module air conditioning system was built to provide control over the inlet air 

temperature and relative humidity.  The three modules provided e

fication, or heating to the ambient air.  A wide range of air conditions were 

achieved by manually varying the degrees to which desiccant, vapor, and heating 

modules were used to alter laboratory air conditions. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Experimental apparatus for controlling sampled air conditions and 
determining the liquid collection rate for the wetted wall cyclone bioaerosol sampling 
system 

The desiccant module removed water vapor from laboratory air.  Air was drawn 

through a 5 gallon bucket containing a granular desiccant (DuCal Drierite, W.A. 
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Hamm  119104-01) 

blower with approximately 119 cfm capacity was used to overcome the large pressure 

 bucket. The adjustable motor potentiometer was 

eded for individual experiments.  Relative humidity, at 

laborat

 moist sampling environments.  A 4 

quart stock pot containing liquid water was placed on a hot plate set to the lowest heating 

power.  Air was then drawn over the warm water surface through a hole in the center of 

the pot lid.  The lid was raised approximately 1 inch from the top of the pot to allow air to 

flow over the surface without significant loss of water vapor to the surroundings.   A 

blower (Ametek 119498) was used to draw air over the water surface.  The supply 

voltage was adjusted to control the air flow rate into the mixing plenum.  Condensation of 

water in this module was typical as the air cooled on its way to the mixing plenum.  To 

prevent droplet condensation on flow lines, the moist air was drawn through an empty 5 

gallon bucket which served as a condensing chamber.  This configuration allowed air 

temperature to stabilize prior to being introduced to the mixing plenum.   

A forced air heater was mounted within the mixing plenum for tests in which

ller 

CY1-4V0A1, Fuji Electric Systems Group, Inc.) was used to control the duty 

cycle o

ond Drierite Co., LTD.) and into a mixing plenum.  A blower (Ametek

drop experienced within the desiccant

used to vary the air flow rate as ne

ory air temperature, could be reduced to approximately 10-20%, at an air flow rate 

of 100 Lpm, with quasi-steady-state conditions maintained for approximately 4 to 6 

hours.  The desiccation process was exothermic, thus, air temperature was observed to 

increase several degrees over the course of an hour.  The desiccant module was less 

effective at larger air flow rates due to the small air residence time within the bucket. 

A vapor module was also included to simulate

 

elevated air temperatures were desired.  A stand alone temperature contro

(PXR3R

f the heater and maintain the air temperature within the mixing plenum.  Air was 

drawn from the mixing plenum by the blower of the wetted-wall bioaerosol collector 
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also 

acquire

2.2.1.3. Wetted-Wall Bioaerosol Sampling Cyclone Systems 

pling cyclones 

manufactured by TSI Inc. (St. Paul, Minneso

system.  The mixing plenum was maintained at zero gage pressure to ensure the collector 

system air flow rates were unchanged by the presence of the air conditioning system. 

2.2.1.2. Data Acquisition and WWC Control 

A wetted-wall cyclone system controller and data acquisition (DAQ) application 

was written in the C# programming language (Microsoft Visual Studio).  The controller 

software managed operation of the syringe pump based on user specified inputs such as 

the liquid input rate and sample time.  The controller application sent a command string 

to the syringe pump which in turn controlled sampling system components like the 

blower, scavenge pump, and atomizer pump, during each sample.  The controller 

d real-time data from the air temperature and relative humidity probe (iTHX-W-

DB9, Newport Electronics, Inc.) throughout the course of a sample.  A query command 

was sent to each of these devices on a one second interval.  The transient mass collected 

was recorded as a function of elapsed sample time by querying the mass scale (AB104-

S/FACT, Mettler-Toledo International Inc.) on a one second interval.  Sample summary 

statistics, to be described below, were calculated internal to the DAQ software after the 

sample and all data written to a file for subsequent analysis.  The controller was 

programmed to include an interval of 5 minutes between successive samples. 

Experiments were conducted with wetted-wall bioaerosol sam

ta).  Version numbers, collector numbers 

(Applied Research Laboratories inventory number), and design dimensions are given in 

Table 2.1.  The WWC-1250 and WWC-100 bioaerosol collector systems are shown in 

Figure 2.3. 

 



(in) (m) (in) (m) (in) (m)

slot length 1.080 0.027 1.700 0.043 2.500 0.064
slot wi 0.004 0.250 0.006

wetted length 2.272 0.058 2.778 0.071 4.276 0.109

bore diameter 0.687 0.017 1.025 0.026 1.500 0.038

WWC-100-v2.2-n6 WWC-400-v3.2-n2 WWC-1250-v3.3-n4

dth 0.077 0.002 0.170

skimmer gap 0.101 0.003 0.142 0.004 0.149 0.004  

Table 2.1: Experimental wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclone dimensions 

 

Figure 2.3: WWC-1250 (left) and WWC-100 (right) bioaerosol collecto
in research studies 

r systems utilized 

 the collection vial and caused a mass scale deflection of approximately 0.2 

grams.  In addition, the air flow from the diaphragm pump over the liquid reservoir 

resulted in non-negligible evaporation in the sample vial.  These two effects complicated 

The units described above come equipped with diaphragm scavenge pumps with 

an approximate air flow rate of 0.275 Lpm.  Using these pumps for liquid collection 

experiments presented several challenges.  First, the air flow from the scavenge line 

impinged on
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both data analysis and measurement, and the diaphragm pumps were replaced with 

peristaltic scavenge pumps.  An Instech Laboratories P625/275 peristaltic pump with 

0.062” tube set was used in WWC-100 and WWC-400 experiments.  The maximum flow 

capacity, 3400 L/min, was used for all tests and set by a power supply voltage of 

625” tube 

set, was used in WWC-1250 experiments.  The maximum flow rate setting was 

approximately 12 milliliters per minute for the medium flow peristaltic pump.  Use of the 

peristaltic pumps did not cause significant evaporation or liquid reservoir mass scale 

deflection.  Liquid input and collection rates did not exceed the pumping capacity as 

witnessed by a large proportion of air (>50%) in the scavenge lines during experiments.  

The pumping rate was therefore not considered to affect the measured collection rates to 

be presented. 

System air flow rates were verified prior to experimentation.  The pressure drop 

across the cyclone body was measured with static pressure taps, one located upstream of 

the cyclone inlet and the other in the skimmer section.  The pressure drop ( P ) was then 

experimentally correlated to the air flow rate through the pressure loss coefficient: 

 

12VDC.  A medium flow peristaltic pump (3386, Control Company) with 0.0

2 / 2

P
K

U


  (2.1) 

lot velocity.  This method assumes that where U  is the s K  is independent of the 

Reynolds number.  The use of (2.1) to calculate the air flow rate, aQ UA , was necessary 

because addition of a flow meter to the system altered the system air flow rate. 

Measurements of the pressure drop and air flow rate were used to calculate K .  

The flow meter was then removed and the pressure loss coefficient was used to calculate 

the slot velocity and air flow rate according to design slot dimensions.  Measured 

pressure loss coefficients, pressure drops, and corresponding air flow rates for the WWC-



100 and WWC-400 are given in Table 2.2.  A thermal mass flow meter (Sage Metering, 

Inc.) was used to determine the pressure drop across the WWC-1250 at which the flow 

rate was 1250 Lpm, 21P   inches of water.  The flow meter was then removed from 

the system and the pressure drop was restored to 21 inches of water by adjustment of the 

blower speed. 

 

P (in H2O) 9.4 16.8 21.0
K 3.7 4.7 3.4

Q (Lpm) 103 430 1250

WWC-100-v2.2-n6 WWC-400-v3.2-n2 WWC-1250-v3.3-n4

 

Table 2.2: Pressure drop, minor loss coefficient, and air flow rate for experimental WWC 
systems 

Distilled water was used as the liquid input for all data in Sections 2.2 through 

2.5.  Liquid with sm ations of surfactant are typically used in WWC to aid in 

biological particle rem  cyclone surfaces.  Surfactant was not included here 

since the initial focus was to study the fundamental effects of air flow rate and ambient 

conditions on liquid collection and evaporation.  Preliminary investigations into the 

effects of liquid chem position are discussed in Section 2.6. 

2.2.2. XPERIMEN EDURE 

Figure 2.4

f 1000 

easured 

relative to the tim

all concentr

oval from

ical com

TAL PROCE

 shows the transient mass collection profile from a single liquid 

collection sample for the WWC-100, with a liquid input rate o L/min, for air 

conditions of 21°C and 49% relative humidity. The elapsed sample time was m

e when the DAQ application sent the sample command string to the 

syringe pump.   Typically, liquid mass recovered from the scavenge port was not 

recognized at the mass scale until some finite time had elapsed.  This lag was defined as 

the latency period,  , and represents the time required from the start of liquid injection to 
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efined to reduce “false recognition” of liquid mass due to residual liquid 

within the sample lines at the start of a sample.  The mass measurement at time 

the time at which liquid appears at the scavenge port for subsequent analysis.  This 

measurement assumes that the wetted-wall cyclone is idle at the time it is triggered, thus, 

the internal cyclone walls are dry.  The latency period was defined experimentally as the 

time at which 15 microliters (0.015 g) of liquid was recovered at the mass scale.  This 

criterion was d

1t   

inute 

was stored in memory as .  The mass collection rate was observed to be constant after 

the latency period.  A second mass reading, , was recorded at the end of the 5 m

sample duration, ass collection rate was 

 1m

300

2m

 seconds, and the steady state m2

calculated from the two points as 

t 

   m m t t2 1 2 1/  .  The blower and scavenge pump 

remained operational f onds to clear the system of any residual 

liquid after the sam ass collection profile near 325 

 the system. 

o

p

seconds represents the point at which a

r an additional 90 sec

he plateau in the m

ll hydrosol was recovered from

le period.  T
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Figure 2.4: Hydrosol mass collected (g) versus elapsed sample time (s) for air conditions 
21 °C and 49% RH at 1000 L/min liquid input rate 
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limi

ng the remainder 

t rates 

while sampling air at 21°C and 49% relative humidity with the WWC-100.   The liquid 

output rate data were very repeatable over the entire range of liquid input rates.  This data 

set shows the liquid output rate, , is linearly related to the liquid input rate, 

 

The controller program then allowed a five minute sample interval, i.e. time 

between samples, to elapse, changed the liquid input rate setting, and sent the next 

sample command.  The system control software ran through approximately five to eight 

sequential liquid input rate settings ranging from approximately 100 to 2000 L/min 

depending on the cyclone air flow rate and air conditions.  The lower limit on test liquid 

input rate was determined by trial and error on a per experiment basis.  The upper t 

was set at 1000 L/min for the WWC-100 and 2000 L/min for the WWC-400 and 

WWC-1250 from knowledge of typical WWC field operational settings. The liquid input 

rate sequence was selected such that the first four input rates were spaced closely to the 

minimum, and the remaining spanni of the test range, e.g. 100, 125, 150, 

200, 500, 750, 1000 L/min.  Each liquid input rate sequence was repeated three times 

for a single combination of inlet air temperature and relative humidity. 

Figure 2.5 shows the steady-state liquid output rates for multiple liquid inpu

oQ iQ , 

o iQ m Q b    (2.2) 

where the standard form of a line, bxmy  , was adopted which has slope ‘ ’and y-

intercept ‘ ’.  Figure 2.5 collection line is approximately 

0.91 at these air conditions for the WWC-100.  This slope, called the fractional 

collection, implies the liquid output rate was 91% of the liquid input rate during steady-

state operation.  The slope is expected to approach one in the limit of no evaporation, e.g. 

saturated air, and zero for total evaporation of the injected liquid. 

 

.  The 

m

b  shows the slope of the liquid 

The y-intercept has little physical significance until combined with the slope to

calculate the x-intercept, mb / , which was called the critical liquid input rate, cQ
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critical liquid input rate corresponds to the minimum liquid input rate required to obtain 

any liquid output.  It may also be considered the liquid input rate at which all injected 

liquid evaporates prior to reaching the skimmer section.  The critical liquid input rate for 

the conditions represented in Figure 2.5 was 100 L/min.  This suggests an absolute 

lower limit on the liquid input rate for the wetted wall cyclone user.  No sample will be 

recovered below this point.  From a purely theoretical standpoint, the critical liquid input 

rate is expected to approach zero for saturated air conditions and increase as the 

evaporative capacity of the air increases. 
 

Qo = 0.91Qi - 93.53
800
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Figure 2.5: Steady-state liquid output rate versus liquid input rate for laboratory air 
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2.2.3. 

2.2.3.1. Air conditions 

DATA 

The experimental temperature and relative humidity test points, for all three 

cyclones, are shown in Figure 2.6.  The temperatures ranged from approximately 280 to 

320 Kelvin with relative humidity of 10% to 90%. 
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Figure 2.6: Laboratory Automated Liquid Collection Test air conditions for WWC-100, 
WWC-400, and WWC-1250 

The air conditioning system described above was used to supply conditioned inlet 

air to the WWC-100, and WWC-400 for experiments.  High relative humidity was more 

easily achieved at lower temperatures and ranged from 20% to 90% at standard room 

decreasing range as the temperature increased.  High 

temperature, high relative humidity test points would require an alteration to the air 

temperature (290 K) with a 
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stem.  The relative humidity decreased from saturated conditions (in the 

ed in the mixing plenum.  The air would need to be heated 

prior to the vapor m

ore, ambient conditions 

seldom attain such high temperature and relative humidity combinations, reducing the 

need to gather data in that region. 

The vapor and desiccant modules were insufficient to provide air conditioning at 

an air flow rate of 1250 Lpm.  However, the heating module was utilized for WWC-1250 

experiments.  Relatively low temperatures observed for WWC-1250 tests were a result of 

the experiments being conducted in an annexed lab building with poor insulation during 

wintertime conditions. 

2.2.3.2. Steady-state liquid output rate 

Figure 2.7 through Figure 2.9 show the measured steady-state liquid output rates 

for the 100, 400, and 1250 liter per minute cyclones, respectively.  Each series of points 

represents a single temperature (K) and relative humidity (%) condition as given in the 

chart legends. 

conditioning sy

vapor module) upon being heat

odule to achieve high temperature, high relative humidity test points.  

This would be problematic due to condensation of water vapor in the remainder of the air 

conditioning system and within the cyclone body.  Furtherm
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Figure 2.7: WWC-100 steady-state liquid output rate versus liquid input rate (L/min) for 
various air temperature (K) and relative humidity (%) 
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Figure 2.8: WWC-400 steady-state liquid output rate versus liquid input rate (L/min) for 
various air temperature (K) and relative humidity (%) 
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Figure 2.9: WWC-1250 steady-state liquid output rate versus liquid input rate (L/min) 
for various air temperature (K) and relative humidity (%) 

Uncertainty in the steady-state liquid output rate arises from using the two point 

measurement   to calculate the steady-state liquid mass collection rate.  

With respect to , liquid output rates were calculated from points at 

  2 1 2 1/m m t t 

Figure 2.4 1 5t    

ss collected seconds and  seconds.  A least squares linear regression of the ma

curve from 

2 300 5 

300t

t

  

  The estim

 seconds was also performed and compared to the two point 

calculations. ated uncertainty in steady-state liquid output rate is approxim

2.2.3.3. Latency period 

Figure 2.10 through Figure 2.12 show the latency period as a function of liquid 

input rate for 100, 400, and 1250 Lpm cyclones, respectively.  Each individual point 

 By definition the latency period is 

ately 

2% . 

represents the average of three measurements at specific air conditions.  Each series of 

points represents a different set of inlet air conditions. 
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infinite at the critical liquid input rate and then decreases as the liquid input rate 

increases.  The latency period also increases with increasing air temperature and 

decreasing relative humidity. 
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Figure 2.10: WWC-100 latency period (s) versus liquid input rate (L/min) for various 
air temperature (K) and relative humidity (%) 
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Figure 2.11: WWC-400 latency period (s) versus liquid input rate (L/min) for various 
air temperature (K) and relative humidity (%) 
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Figure 2.12: WWC-1250 latency period (s) versus liquid input rate (L/min) for various 
air temperature (K) and relative humidity (%) 
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Each latency period data point in the above figures is the average of three 

individual measurements at the specified air conditions.  Although not shown here, the 

standard deviation of those measurements increased as the liquid input rate approached 

the critical liquid input rate.  The coefficient of variation (COV) is defined as the standard 

deviation of a data set divided by its average.  Coefficients of variation near the critical 

liquid input rate were approximately 20-25%, i.e. standard deviations of 30-40 seconds.  

The COV then decreased to approximately 2% at large liquid input rates.  This was 

observed for all air conditions and cyclones. 

With respect to Figure 2.10, measured latency periods were typically 26 seconds 

greater than values shown in the figure.  This was a result of using peristaltic scavenge 

pumps (experimental device) instead of the diaphragm scavenge pump (actual system 

e device) to move the liquid through approximately 16 inches of tubing from the scaveng

port to the mass scale.  The value of 12 seconds, at 1200iQ   L/min, was determined 

from fluorescent tracer studies described in Section 2.4.3.  The actual system diaphragm 

scavenge pump and shorter scavenge lines were used to minimize the time required to 

travel from the scavenge port to the experimental measurement device.  Measured latency 

periods were offset by a negative 26 seconds for the WWC-100 and WWC-400 since the 

same scavenge pump apparatus was used.  WWC-1250 experiments were conducted with 

a larger peristaltic pump so the resulting time lag, and offset, was reduced to 10 seconds 

to match the minimum latency period of 12 seconds to the WWC-100 and WWC-400.  

One might expect the minimum latency period to be a function of cyclone geometry and 

air flow rate.  However, dynamic scaling between all systems, and similarity between the 

100 and 400 liter per minute system data suggest the WWC-1250 system should behave 

similarly.  In conclusion, latency periods shown in Figure 2.10 through Figure 2.12 are 

ental systems. representative of the deployed systems’ performance, not the experim
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2.2.3.4.

f l quid input rates.  All subsequent analyses 

for 

 Critical liquid input rate 

A linear relationship between oQ  and iQ  is assumed for Figure 2.5.  This 

assumption can cause error in the estimation of m , b , and cQ  if not considered carefully.  

Slightly non-linear behavior near the critical liquid input rate causes the slope to be less 

than 0.91 in this region.  Table 2.3 gives the linear regression parameters for regressions 

performed over different ranges of liquid input rates.  The slope of the line is 0.73 when 

only 100 200iQ   L/min data are considered.  The slope gradually increases as the 

regression is performed over a wider range o i

m , b , and cQ  are based on data within the first 200-400 L/min in excess of the 

critical liquid input rate.  Using data in the low liquid input rate regime provides the most 

accurate estimation of the critical liquid input rate, the most critical parameter in 

describing WWC performance. 

 
Qi (L/min) m b Qc (L/min) dQc(%)

100-1000 0.91 -94 103 18
100-800 0.90 -91 101 16
100-600 0.87 -85 98 12
100-400 0.82 -76 94 7
100-200 0.73 -63 87 0  

Table 2.3: Error in m and b parameters associated with assumption of linear relationship 

Table 2.4 gives measured values of , and  for the 100, 400, and 1250 

 

between liquid input rate and output rate 

c

Lpm cyclones, respectively, at each of the tested air conditions.  Tables are sorted in 

order of increasing critical liquid input rate.  The fractional collection, m , decreases as 

the air becomes hotter and drier with a nominal range of 50-90% for all cyclone air flow 

rates.  The critical liquid input rate increases with increasing air temperature and air flow 

rate, and decreasing relative humidity.  Measured ranges of the critical liquid input rate 

m , b Q



are 40 265cQ  , 90 556cQ  , and 291 1016cQ   

0.81

0.81

0.73

0.77

WWC-100

L/min for the 100, 400, and 

1250 liter per minute cyclones, respectively. 

 

T (K) RH (%) m b Qc (L/min)

296 92 0.93 -36 39
305 85 0.87 -51 58
294 61 0.87 -85 98
294 58 0.84 -89 106
296 35 0.72 -85 119

314 41 0.79 -117 148
297 19 0.76 -114 151
306 36 0.72 -114 159

306 20 0.71 -139 196

312 25 0.71 -153 216

308

300

306

319

51 -108 135

29 -134 165

20 -146 200

15 -203 265  

 

m
0.76
0.79
0.60
0.60
0.74
0.67

0.47
0.57
0 6
0 1

WWC-400

T (K) RH
296
297
294
294
301
300

301

 (%) b Qc (L/min)

86 -68 90
89 -73 92
66 -75 125
66 -75 125
73 -117 15
65 -119 177

-123 261
46 -150 263

-1
-1

2
8

307 24 0.51 -218 430

9

303 70 0.75 -137 182
297 41

307 48 .6 89 287
305 45 .6 76 288
306 37 0.57 -194 338
304 28 0.49 -188 383
312 26 0.59 -248 42
312 26 0.58 -249 42

323 9 0.63 -352 556  
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T (K) RH (%) m b Qc (L/min)

0.88 -257 291
290 66 0.84 -291 346
280 57 0.73 -258 356
292 60 0.84 -350 414
288 37 0.71 -327 460
295 25 0.72 -475 659
301 21 0.69 -508 739
305 19 0.70 -629 895
311 13 0.55 -561 1016

WWC-1250

288 70

 

Table 2.4: Fractional collection, , and critical liquid input rate, , for all air 
temperature and relative humidity test conditions for the WWC-100, WWC-400, and 
WWC-1250  

2.2.4. EMPIRICAL CORRELATIONS 

Dimensionless performance parameters are formed from the critical liquid input 

rate.  The dimensionless liquid output rate is given by  

 

m cQ

* o
o

c

Q
Q

Q
  (2.3) 

and will be referred to as the collection ratio.  The dimensionless liquid input rate    

 * i c
i

c

Q Q
Q

Q


  (2.4) 

is formed as the dimensionless liquid input rate in excess of the critical liquid input rate.  

The actual liquid output rate is zero at i cQ Q , thus * 0oQ   at .  The physical 

significance of the excess liquid input rate is discussed in Chapter 4 in light of in-situ 

video observations of WWC internal multiphase flow patterns.  

 * 0iQ 
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2.2.4.1. Collection ratio 

The collection ratio is plotted against the dimensionless liquid input rate in Figure 

2.13 for all experimental data.  Self similar behavior is observed.  Rewriting (2.2) in 

terms of dimensionless parameters gives 

 * *
o iQ m Q   (2.5) 

and provides the form of the fitting equation.  The fractional collection, , appears 

t  air flow 

nal 

collection.  However, the dependence of  on the critical liquid te is much 

nd hence only an approximation to m  is required.  

A least

m

a

uncorrelated when plotted agains the variables used here, e.g. Q i cQ Q , and

rate.  More work is needed to determine the factors which influence the fractio

*
i , 

*
oQ input r

greater than the fractional collection a

 squares regression of the data gives 

  * *0.7 0.01o iQ Q Q *
i     (2.6) 

where the fractional collection is weakly depen

rate, .  The empirical correlation represents the data well with a 

.  A 95% confidence interval about the mean 

response is shown as a set of dashed lines in Fig

0.06. 

dent on the dimensionless liquid input 

 * *0.7 0.01i im Q Q  

coefficient of determination of 2 0.99R 

ure 2.13 and has an average width of 
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Q

o
*

0.01
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Qi*
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Correlation 95% CI

sionless liquid input rate in Figure 2.14.  The latency period is infinite at  or 

.  Hence, a fitting equation inversely proportional to the dime id 

input rate was chosen to represent the data.  A least squares regression on the latency 

period gives 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Collection ratio vs. dimensionless liquid input rate for WWC-100, WWC-
400, and WWC-1250 

2.2.4.2. Latency period 

Self similar behavior is observed for latency period data plotted against the 

dimen i cQ Q

nsionless liqu* 0i Q

*

22
9

iQ
    (2.7) 

where the asymptotic value of 9 seconds was chosen such that the latency period at 

 was 12 seconds in agreement with other experiments (Section 2.4.3). * 10iQ 
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Figure 2.14: Latency period (s) vs. dimensionless liquid input rate for WWC-100, WWC
400, and WWC-1250  

-
 

ination, 2RThe coefficient of determ , for the latency correlation is 0.73.  Points 

with  were excluded from sis of * 0.10iQ   the analy 2R  due to infinite values of latency 

regres

variability is apparent near 

period near * 0iQ   in the fitting equation.  Errors between the experimental values and 

on line were very large in this region and therefore excluded.  A 95% confidence 

interval about the regression line is shown as dashed lines and has an average width of 10 
*

si

seconds.  However, significant 0iQ  .  The standardized 

error of the regression line is approximately  50%

of repeatability at fixed environmental conditions as well as the accuracy with which the 

.  This error can be attributed to a lack 

critical liquid input rate is estimated.  
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Physical processes occurring at the solid-liquid and liquid-gas interfaces affect 

transient characteristics like the latency period.  Contact angle hysteresis and the quasi-

random nature of liquid travel along an imperfect surface are likely to cause significant 

variability in the latency period for constant air conditions as previously noted by COV’s 

of 20-25% near .  This effect becomes insignificant as the excess liquid input rate 

becomes large.  Section 2.4.2 and Chapter 4 provide more detailed descriptions of these 

effects.  The accuracy with which the critical liquid input rate is predicted can also cause 

scatter about the empirical correlation shown in Figure 2.14.  The magnitude of this error 

will be evaluated in the next section. 

WWC-400 data exhibit greater variability compared to the 100 and 1250 liter per 

minute cyclones.  Intermittent partial liquid bypass is a low probability, and largely 

unexplained, phenomena that can occur when liquid short circuits the skimmer and exits 

with the air stream rather than being siphoned at the scavenge port.  Intermittent liquid

 

estimating the critical liquid input rate for the WWC-400 could also cause a higher 

degree 

Empirical correlations show the collection ratio and latency period can be 

, and  over air temperature (K) and  relative 

humidity (%) for the each of the individual sets of cyclone data given in Table 2.4.  For 

* 0iQ 

 

bypass could be a random error associated with WWC-400 experiments.  Inaccuracy in

of scatter.  Under-estimation of the critical liquid input rate could cause *
iQ  to 

shift to the right and would be a likely complication of erratic behavior due to 

intermittent partial bypass.  Although low, the probability of intermittent liquid bypass 

should be studied in future works. 

2.2.4.3. Fractional collection and critical liquid input rate 

described, for all air conditions and cyclone air flow rates, by characterizing the 

dependence of critical liquid input rate on these parameters.  Multivariate linear 

regressions were performed on m , b cQ
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each cyclone, the parameters were assumed to be linear functions of temperature and 

relative humidity 

 1 2 3m C T C RH C      (2.8) 

 4 5 6b C T C RH C      (2.9) 

 7 8 9cQ C T C RH C      (2.10) 

where the ’s are constants.  The matrix based method of least squares regression 

described in Montgomery and Runger (2003) was used to determ

C C

C

ine the partial regression 

coefficients  through  from the data.  The regression constants are given in Table 

2.5.  Only the regression for  will be discussed here since it is of most value in 

1 9

cQ

describing the overall liquid collection behavior through empirical correlations (2.6) and 

(2.7). 



WWC-100 WWC-400 WWC-1250

C1

C

-0.00029 0.01389 0.00121

2 0.00246 0.00654 0.00436

C3 0.77175 -3.91897 0

R2 0.75 1.00 0.77

 0.04 0.00 0.06

C4 -2.13497 -7.37303 -7.39956

C5 1.25049 1.07730 3.

C6 483.63354 2022.12762 1645.70096

 15.1 35.9 44.6

C 2.

C8 -1.87786 -4.07200 -6.20600

b

.20640 m

13444

R2 0.89 1.00 0.92

7 89833 6.64500 13.96400

C9 -654.96255 -1543.00000 -3285.00000

R2 0.93 0.99 0.97

 17.1 15.2 49.6

Qc

 

Table 2.5: Multivariate linear regression coefficients, coefficients of determination, and 
standard deviations for m , b , and Q  for the WWC-100, WWC-400, and WWC-1250 

The total derivative of the critical liquid input rate,    

 

c

c c
c

Q Q
dQ dT dRH

T RH

 
 
 

 (2.11) 

contains partial derivatives that give the relative rates of change of  corresponding to 

unit changes in the independent variables,  and 

cQ

T RH .  An increase in air temperature  

increases the critical liquid input rate, /Q T 0c  

c H

.  Increasing relative humidity results 

in reduced evaporative effects, hence /Q R 0   .  A ratio of the partial derivatives 

shows a unit change in temperature results in a 1.5-2.25 times greater change in the 

critical liquid input rate than a unit change in relative humidity.  However, a 10 Kelvin 

change in ambient air temperature represents a significant change whereas a 10% change 
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in relative humidity is relatively modest.  This analysis suggests diurnal changes in 

relative humidity will affect liquid collection to a greater degree than temperature.   

Coefficients of multiple determination, 2R  were determined to be 0.93, 0.99, and 

0.97, for the 100, 400, and 1250 Lpm spectively.  High coefficients of 

multiple determination indicate that temperature and relative humidity are an adequate set 

of parameters, for fixed air flow rate, to characterize the critical liquid input rate.  The 

standard deviations of model error are also given in Table 2.5.  Empirical correlation 

error for  is approximately 10-20% a lations of .  Thus, scatter in 

Figure 2.14 caused by  prediction is of similar magnitude to v riability in latency 

period measurements. 

Multivariate linear regression models were evaluated by their standardized 

residuals, /

 cyclones, re

nd affects calcucQ *
iQ

acQ

i id e  , where  is the difference in data and model prediction, and ie   is 

the error standard deviation.  All values fell between 2 2id    indicating the absenc

of outliers.  Standardized residua  are traditionally plotted against the independe

e 

ls nt 

variab  tre ay identify m   The effects of 

temp idity are not ea e

critical liqu scissa b

ple, with respect to Table 2.4

le to identify

erature and relative hum

i

conditions.  For exam

nds which m

d input rate is plotted on the ab

odel insufficiency.

sily decoupled.  Thus, the dim

ecau

, the standardized residual for 

nsionless 

se it is a joint measure of air 

39Q   c

was plotted at .  Plots of the standardized residuals for the WWC-100 and 

ally distributed about zero.  This i

cribe the behavi

was reasonably justified given the data.  However, the WWC-400 data could be described 

as possessing a modest “u” shape which could imply model inadequacy.  It is doubtful 

the WWC-100 and WWC-1250 data could be explained with linear models whereas non-

*cQ  39 / 265

WWC-1250 appear to be approximately norm mplies no 

higher order terms were required to des or.  The linear model adopted here 



linear behavior exists in the WWC-400.  The occurrence of intermittent partial liquid 

bypass may be responsible for the trend observed here. 
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Figure 2.15: Standardized residuals for multivariate linear regressions performed on the 
critical liquid input rate over temperature and relative humidity     

Figure 2.16 shows experimental Q  data points as well as regression planes 

plotted for 280 320T   K, and 0 100RH

c

   % with the 100, 400, and 1250 Lpm 

cyclones taking on values from smallest to largest, respectively.  The regression planes 



100%RH

predict critical liquid input rate m

L/mi

pirical model does not adequately describe

data points are absent in this

zero for saturated conditions, 

i  of 0, -25, and 150 L/min and maxima of 250, 

600, and 1200  cyclones, respectively.  The 

em  behavior near saturated conditions since 

rate is expected to approach 

nima

n for the 100, 400, and 1250 Lpm

 region.  The critical liquid input 

 . 

 



 

Figure 2.16: Critical liquid input rate (L/min) vs. air temperature (K) and relative 
humidity (%): Experimental data points and multivariate linear regression planes for 
WWC-

2.3. WWC-100 Autonomous Ambient Air Sampling 

 

100, WWC-400, and WWC-1250 

 

The practical utility of the empirical models described above is their ability to 

provide autonomous system control over the desired liquid output rate, ,o desiredQ , by 

adjusting the required liquid input rate, ,i requiredQ .  Rearranging (2.2) for the liquid input 

rate gives 

,
,

( , , )
( , , )

( , , )
o desired air

i required air
air

Q b T RH Q
Q T RH Q

m T RH Q


  (2.12) 
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where the regression parameters account for the conditions of the sampled air and air 

flow rate of the cyclone.  Cyclone system control software was updated to take 

measurements of air temperature and humidity, determine the regression parameters from 

the coefficients listed in Table 2.5, and adjust the liquid input rate to obtain a specified 

liquid output rate.  These system modifications enable constant liquid output rate delivery 

over a wide range of air conditions that are typically experienced during the diurnal 

cycle.  

2.3.1. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

System controller and data acquisition software described above was modified to 

autonomously calculate the required liquid input rate according to (2.12), execute a 

sample, and measure the liquid output rate while sampling ambient air.  The WWC-100 

inlet was vented to the outside of the laboratory building with 3 inch flexible duct and 

window mounted duct fittings.  A sensor housing was constructed out of 3 inch PVC 

connected directly upstream of the cyclone inlet with PVC reducers and flexible couplers

icular 

100 

system as a proof-of-concept for controlling the liquid output rate based on the empirical 

model. 

2.3.2. 

5 L/m

lity of the empirical model to deliver highly concentrated hydrosols.  The 

blower was turned on three minutes prior to each sample and allowed the tem

relative humidity probe to equilibrate to the air conditions flowing through the inlet duct 

.  

The temperature probe was inserted through the side of the sensor housing perpend

to the direction of air flow.  This experiment was only performed on the WWC-

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The desired liquid output rate was specified at the beginning of each set of trials.  

Microfluidic output rates of 50, 40, and 2 in were specifically chosen to determine 

the capabi

perature and 
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replacement and air flow rate matching to the original system.  This was viewed 

 the system as characterized experimentally.  

Therefo

ns. 

and sensor housing.  The WWC controller calculated the liquid input rate required and 

executed a 5 minute liquid collection sample.  The latency period and liquid output rate 

were calculated after each sample and the controller waited 30 minutes to repeat the 

sampling procedure.   

Several inlet air filters were tested to minimize accumulation of ambient dust and 

dirt inside the cyclone.  However, including filters required system modifications, i.e. 

blower 

as a non-negligible departure from

re, filters were omitted and the cyclone was disassembled and cleaned after each 

set of trials.     

2.3.3. DATA 

Figure 2.17 shows the actual liquid output rate obtained versus sample number for 

the test in which the desired liquid output rate was 25 L/min.  Air temperatures, relative 

humidity, and dew point temperatures are observed to vary during the diurnal cycle.  The 

system controller adjusted the liquid input rate, prior to the start of each sample, to 

maintain the desired output rate in spite of changing air conditions.  The algorithm 

successfully maintained the desired liquid output rate over a wide range of ambient 

conditio
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Tdp (C) T (C) RH (%)  

Figure 2.17: Actual liquid output rate obtained with the WWC-100 while sampling 
ambien

to dew point temperature minimum and maximum of -5.9 and 21.3.  The 

latency period ranged from 87.0 and 261.6 seconds.  The required liquid input rates 

ranged from 84 to 264 L/min corresponding to collection ratios of 0.1 to 0.3, 

respectively.  The mean, actual liquid output rates for desired output rates of 50, 40, and 

25 L/min were 47.5, 46.5, and 25.1 L/min, respectively; excellent control over liquid 

output rate was achieved. 

 

t air with a specified desired liquid output rate of 25 L/min   

Table 2.6 gives summary statistics for all ambient air sampling tests.  A total of 

307 individual liquid collection samples were executed for desired liquid output rates of 

50, 40, and 25 L/min.  The set of air temperatures and relative humidity experienced 

during sampling was broad, 16.8 to 29.9°C, and 10.3 to 80.9%.  These conditions 

correspond 



50 40 25
Number of Samples

109 72 126
Air Temperature (C)

Mean 24.6 21.1 23.7
Standard Deviation 1.9 3.4 1.9

Range [21.4,29.9] [16.8,29.3] [19.6,28.4]
Relative Humidity (%)

Mean 58.0 25.4 64.8
Standard Deviation 8.4 7.5 9.3

Range [39.6,71.0] [10.3,36.6] [43.1,80.9]
Dew Point Temperature (C)

Mean 15.6 -0.3 16.5
Standard Deviation 1.8 2.2 2.3

Range [11.5,18.6] [-5.9,3.5] [12.5,21.3]
Latency period (s)

Mean 110.7 125.8 190.3
Standard Deviation 12.1 16.3 27.1

Range [87.0,155.9] [94.0,168.1] [126.0,261.3]
Qi,required (L/min)

.4,162.6]
Qo,actual (L/min)

out/

Mean 153.8 201.0 108.9
Standard Deviation 20.7 27.8 19.8

Range [128.4,201.2] [162.6,263.9] [84

Mean 47.5 46.5 25.1
Standard Deviation 4.9 5.0 5.4

Range [31.9,57.9] [30.6,55.4] [6.1,39.5]
Q Qout

Range [-2.1,3.1] [-3.8,1.3] [-2.8,3.1]

Qo,desired (L/min)

Mean 0.0 -1.8 0.5

 

Table 2.6: Test data for WWC-100 ambient air sampling trials with specified desired 
liquid output rates of 50, 40, and 25 L/min 

The mean standardized residuals, id , were calculated for each set of data to 

provide an overall estimate of performance.  The data sets for desired liquid output rates 

0.5of 50 and 25 L/min show excellent effectiveness, i

The accuracy error associ

d  , of the control algorithm.  

ated with the 40 microliter per minute desired output rate is 

somewhat higher than the others although still considerably close to the specified target.  
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This may be attributable to lower dew point temperatures experienced for this particular 

test. 

Data for all desired liquid output rates were plotted against the dew point 

temperature in Figure 2.18.  The vertical dashed lines represent the dew point 

temperature limits of laboratory experiments, 29.0 and -1.0°C.  The control algorithm 

was based on measurements within these limits.  Dew point temperatures experienced 

during the  ambient air tests were close to, or below, the temperatures on 

which the algorithm was based.  Additional regression points for cool and dry air 

conditions would increase accuracy in this range and would most likely have brought the 

mean, actual liquid output rate closer to 40 L/min. 
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Figure 2.18:  Actual liquid output rates for controlled experiments with specified output 
rates of 50, 40, and 25 L/min, and uncontrolled experiments with specified liquid input 
rates of 250 and 225 L/min  
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 input rate control algorithm.  This is equivalent to the user arbitrarily choosing a 

liquid 

SIS 

(~1/6) reduces the probability of detection.  Some proportion of hydrosol would likely go 

unanalyzed or necessitate the addition of a pre-detector hydrosol concentration stage, 

adding to the complexity of the detector, delaying the response time, and forcing viable 

organisms to go through additional system components.  Several liquid collection 

samples at low relative humidity also failed to deliver liquid output.  This result is seen as 

a system failure since hydrosol must be collected for subsequent analysis. 

Ambient air sampling test data are compared to empirical self-similar profiles in 

Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20.  Dimensionless liquid input rates for ambient automated 

tests were between 0.2 and 0.8.  The latency periods from ambient tests appear slightly 

shifted to the right of points from the laboratory tests.  However, the degree of scatter is 

well within that expected from analysis of experimental data.  One possible explanation is 

.  

 

and surface physics.  Although minor, differences in air flow rate could have non-trivial 

effects on transient multiphase flow characteristics like the latency period.  The ambient 

Additional ambient air sampling tests were conducted without the use of the 

liquid

input rate and accepting the liquid output rates as affected by ambient air 

conditions.  Figure 2.18 shows data for two experiments in which constant liquid input 

rates of 250 and 225 L/min were specified knowing these input rates would produce 

liquid output rates on the order of 50 L/min for some air conditions.   

2.3.4. ANALY

Figure 2.18 illustrates the advantage of implementing open loop control from 

WWC-100 empirical models.  Liquid output rates for the uncontrolled device are as high 

as 150 L/min.  Delivering hydrosols of substantially reduced bioagent concentration 

that the system air flow rate was adjusted and reset from laboratory to ambient air tests

The speed with which liquid moves through the cyclone is governed by the air flow field
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air sampling test collection ratio data, Figure 2.20, are more evenly scattered about the 

regression line. 
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Figure 2.19:  WWC-100 ambient automated test latency periods and laboratory 
automated test latency periods plotted against the dimensionless liquid input rate 
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Figure 2.20: WWC-100 ambient automated collection ratios and laboratory automated 
collection ratios plotted against the dimensionless liquid input rate 

Ambient air sampling test data were used to supplement data taken in the 

own in 

Figure 2.16.  The fourteen measurements taken in the laboratory represent a significant 

time investment since the air conditioning system had to be manipulated and brought to 

steady-state operation prior to each test.  Utilizing changes in ambient air conditions 

provided a broad range of test points and was achieved without experimenter interaction.  

Equation (2.6) was rearranged for  and the critical liquid input rate was calculated for 

each of the ambient automated test data points.  Figure 2.21 shows back-calculated 

ambient air sampling test  data plotted along with the laboratory test data and 

multivariate regression plane.  Multiple samples performed over a large span of air 

conditions, some difficult to produce experimentally, are easily achieved by taking 

advantage of atmospheric air conditioning. 

laboratory.  Critical liquid input rate data from laboratory experiments are sh

*
iQ

cQ
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Figure 2.21:  Back calculated critical liquid input rate values from WWC-100 ambient 
automated tests 

mp

Finally, a unique and advantageous characteristic of the WWC-100 was 

discovered when transient mass collection profiles were plotted for 50 and 25 microliter 

per minute output ambient air sampling tests.  Figure 2.22 shows the discrete nature of 

liquid output.  Liquid output is a series of droplets rather than a continuous stream.  The 

steady-state liquid output rate can still be reasonably approximated as steady due to the 

consistent time period between droplets.  Liquid output rates of 50 and 25 L/min 

correspond to total collection volumes of approximately 225 and 95 microliters, 

respectively, for these two sa les.  The total volumes are quantized into roughly 30 and 

10 droplets, respectively, providing an average hydrosol droplet volume of 7 to 10 

microliters delivered at an accurate and precise rate.  This is a very promising discovery 
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hen considering the ability of Lab on chip (LoC) devices to process discrete droplets 

quickly and efficiently. 
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commercially available bioaerosol collectors, e.g. Biosampler (SKC Inc.).  Their 

calculations show concentration rates on the order of 100 to 100,000 for commercially 

2.22:  Transient mass collection profiles for liquid collection rates of 50 and 25 

Accurate and precise microfluidic output rate control demonstrated here lends to a 

comparison of the WWC-100 system to other advanced bioaerosol wet collectors.  The 

concentration rate (min-1) is a parameter defined as the ratio of bioaerosol concentrations 

in the liquid sample and air stream per unit time of air sampling.  This is reasonably 

approximated as the collector air flow rate multiplied by the collector efficiency divided 

by the sample volume, or the ratio of the air flow and liquid output rates.  Bioaerosol 

collector systems with varying air flow rates and liquid sample volumes are compared 

with this parameter.  Han and Mainelis (2008) give a review of the concentration rates for 
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ctrostatic precipitator.  Theoretical WWC-100 maximum 

concentration rates can be calculated for liquid output rates of 50 and 25 L/min.  

Concentration rates for these samples would be on the order of 1,000,000-2,000,000.  

This is a substantial increase over the portable samplers referenced by Han and Mainelis 

(2008) and on par with their super-hydrophobic electrostatic precipitator. 

 

2.4. WWC-100 Fluorometric Liquid Recovery Study 

2.4.1. FILM ENTRAINMENT 

Liquid mass transfer in the wetted-wall cyclone has been largely attributed to 

evaporation at the air-water interface.  Anecdotal evidence suggests there may be other 

mechanisms responsible for incomplete recovery of the collection liquid.  In situ visual 

observations of the multiphase flow have been made using a borescope (Hawkeye Slim, 

s been observed to collect on the backside of the 

inlet slot and appears to be sheared off by the air flow.  This is referred to as liquid 

reaerosolization.  Liquid reaeroso

available portable systems, and a substantial increase to rates above 1,000,000 with their 

super-hydrophobic ele

Gradient Lens Corporation).  Liquid ha

lized into the gas core could contribute to incomplete 

hydrosol recovery and was therefore studied. 

A review of the literature provides evidence of liquid entrainment in two-phase 

co-annular film flows.  This field of study is primarily concerned with correlating 

entrainment and deposition rates of droplets from the core of gas-film flows.  Empirical 

models have been developed for heat and mass transfer augmentation, critical heat flux 

(CHF), and post dryout heat transfer, for nuclear power applications (Chun et al., 2006).  

The seminal work of Ishii and Grolmes proposed liquid entrainment from the film surface 

was mostly attributed to the shearing off of roll wave crests by the gas phase (1975).  



Wave under-cutting and bubble bursting can also occur in other flows due to the complex 

transfer of momentum between the liquid and gas phases (Ishii and Grolmes, 1975; Kim 

and Peterson, 1995).  Entrainment inception criteria and equilibrium entrainment 

fractions are well correlated to dimensionless parameters such as the film Reynolds 

number, fRe , a ratio of inertial to viscous forces in the liquid, and the gas phase Weber 

number, We , a ratio of gas phase inertial forces to surface tension forces (Ishii and 

rolmes, 1975; Sawant et al. 2008; Katoaka et al., 2000). 

n and the 

combined effects of reaerosolization and entrainment.  The double film extraction method 

tudy (Okawa et al., 2005).  However, less intrusive tracer 

method

here due to time 

constra

G

A study was designed to determine the relative magnitudes of evaporatio

is sometimes used for such a s

s can be used to perform mass balances that quantify the relative fractions of 

liquid lost to latent heat transfer and entrainment.  This was accomplished here by 

tagging the liquid input with a fluorescent tracer similar to the work of Schadel et al. 

(1990).  For example, 10 mL of tagged liquid are injected into the cyclone and 5 mL are 

recovered.  A recovered liquid concentration twice that of the input would reveal no 

entrainment occurred and the solute remained in the film while the solvent evaporated 

into the air-stream.  The outlet air-stream was filtered in this study to ensure a complete 

accounting of fluorescent tracer mass.  Only the WWC-100 was studied 

ints.  Similar behavior is expected in the WWC-400 and WWC-1250 because of 

similarity observed in gravimetric liquid collection experiments. 

2.4.1.1. Experiment 

Cyclone liquid input was tagged with fluorescein disodium salt (Acros 17324-

1000), commonly known as uranine or sodium fluorescein.  This particular form of 

sodium fluorescein was chosen for its solubility in water.  A sodium fluorescein solution 

with concentration of 0.3 M was prepared with distilled water.  The test solution was 
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ne system blower was replaced 

with a 

ranine fluorescence on pH was witnessed here during data 

analysi

then atomized into the cyclone at liquid input rates ranging from 200-1000 L/min.  

Hydrosol recovery, by volume or rate, is significantly lower in the low liquid input rate 

range, and was therefore emphasized to provide the highest probability of quantifying 

tracer loss and liquid entrainment.  A 47 mm in-line aluminum filter holder (1235, Pall 

Corporation) and 47 mm A/D fiberglass filter (66224, Pall Corporation) were integrated 

into the system in between the cyclone exhaust and blower inlet to capture any entrained 

droplets or solute condensation nuclei.  The original cyclo

larger model to ensure the flow rate was equal to the original system with the 

added pressure drop of the filter. 

Each test consisted of two parts: one sample with 20 mL of tagged liquid injected 

at a constant rate ranging from 200-1000 L/min, and a second sample with 15 mL 

untagged distilled water injected at 1000 L/min to wash the cyclone of any residual 

tracer.  Large tagged liquid input volumes were required to produce samples of at least 10 

mL for subsequent analysis without additional dilution.  Liquid samples recovered from 

the skimmer section were collected in 15 mL test tubes and the total mass of liquid 

recovered was measured with the AB104-S mass scale.  The liquid sample was then 

divvied up into 3 mL aliquots in 12 mm glass culture tubes for fluorometric analysis.  

The outlet filters were placed in 60 mL wide mouth jars and eluted with 10 mL of water 

for 12 hours.  The resulting filter solutions were also divided into 3 mL aliquots and 

placed in culture tubes. 

The dependence of u

s.  Dissolution of dirt or trace gases in the sample liquid most likely caused small 

changes in sample pH and ultimately led to unexplainable mass imbalances on the order 

of -30%.  Kesavan et al. show the fluorescent intensity to be highly dependent on pH near 

neutral conditions (2001).  Fluorescence reaches its asymptotic maximum near a pH of 8 
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ut, long-pass, 515 nm wavelength filter (SC515, Turner 

Quante

as checked by preparing serial dilutions of the test solution.  All 

collecte

with near constant fluorescence at greater pH.  Thirty microliters of 0.01M NaOH were 

added to each sample culture tube to force the pH to 10 and ensure all samples were out 

of the range of pH dependence. 

A digital filter fluorometer (FM109535, Turner Quantech) was used to measure 

the mass concentration of sodium fluorescein in all liquid samples.  The maximum 

excitation wavelength of sodium fluorescein is approximately 490 nm, therefore, a 

narrow band 490 nm wavelength excitation filter (NB490, Turner Quantech) was used in 

the fluorometer.  The maximum emission wavelength of sodium fluorescein is 

approximately 515 nm.  A sharp-c

ch) was used as the emission filter.  The fluorometer was used on the raw 

fluorescence (mode II) setting.  This setting eliminates the need for formal calibration 

curves to known mass concentrations by providing all measurements of fluorescent 

intensity units ( FIU ) relative to a reference solution.  The reference solution was chosen 

with concentration approximately 16 times the injected test solution such that no test 

samples would exceed the reference.  The fluorometer automatically sets the internal gain 

according to the concentration of the reference.  Distilled water was used as the blank 

reference. 

The intensity of the fluorescent signal is proportional to the sodium fluorescein 

mass concentration in the absence of multiple scattering.  This is a reasonable assumption 

for dilute solutions and w

d samples were compared to the liquid input as the ratio of sodium fluorescein 

mass in the sample and input solutions,   

 s s s s

i i i i

C m FIU m

C m FIU m
  
 

 
 (2.13) 
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ple with respect to the total tracer mass injected into the 

cyclone

where m  and C  represent mass and mass concentration, and the subscripts i  and s  refer 

to input and sample solutions, respectively.  This computation provides the percentage of 

tracer mass in an unknown sam

 and will be referred to as the uranine mass fraction. 

2.4.1.2. Data 

Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24 show the average liquid volume fractions and average 

uranine mass fractions for the tests described above.  Two tests each were conducted at 

liquid input rates of 200, 250, 300, and 400 L/min and four tests at 1000 L/min.  The 

recovered liquid mass was measured and divided by the input liquid mass to form the 

liquid recovered volume fraction presented in Figure 2.23.  
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Figure 2.23: Liquid volume fraction recovered and non-recovered (%) for WWC-100 
fluorom tion characterization study etric liquid collec
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T o e L

 Error bars corresponding to 

ns are included and reflect changes in air conditions throughout the 

course 

ds in uranine mass recovery 

would imply the unrecovered liquid exited the cyclone in the air-stream as a consequence 

of reaerosolization or entrainment. 

 

otal s lvent volume recovered and unrecovered can be seen h re.  iquid 

recovery is observed to increase with increasing liquid input rate similar to collection 

ratio data taken in other experiments.  Approximately 30-40% liquid recovery, or 60-70% 

liquid unrecovered, by volume is observed at 200 L/min. 

the standard deviatio

of testing.  Liquid input rates were sequentially staggered during testing and 

laboratory air temperatures increased approximately 10 degrees Celsius from the first to 

second test at each liquid input rate.  The liquid recovery volume fraction increases to 

approximately 80-90% at 1000 L/min.  The unrecovered fractions were calculated by 

subtracting the recovered fraction from 100%.  Similar tren
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Figure 2.24: Uranine mass fraction (%) collected in sample and wash cycles for WWC-
100 fluorometric liquid collection characterization study  
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 for all liquid input rates.       

2.4.1.3. Analysis 

Although significant liquid losses occur, e.g. nearly 70% by volume at 200 

L/min input, the solute remained within the cyclone to be scavenged at the skimmer 

section.  These data suggest liquid losses are due to evaporative mass transfer at the air-

liquid interface and are not a consequence of reaerosolization or entrainment.  

Dimensionless analysis of the air-film flow and inception criteria from the literature 

support this result. 

Entrainment from the shearing off of roll wave crests can be correlated to the film 

Reynolds number 

 

Figure 2.24 shows the results of fluorometric analysis on each liquid sample.  

Only 30% of the liquid input volume was recovered at a liquid input rate of 200 L/min.  

However, 88% of the input uranine mass was recovered in the sample with an additional 

10% recovered in the subsequent wash with distilled water.  No traces of uranine were 

discovered in the filter solutions for any test.  Random swabs of the inner cyclone 

surfaces (e.g. inlet section, slot, cyclone bore, skimmer, exit tube) failed to reveal any 

traces of uranine.  The wash cycles removed residual uranine effectively.  Higher liquid 

input rates reduced the amount of tracer recovered in the wash.  Partial film wetting and 

dryout at low liquid input rates most likely resulted in residue formation on the cyclone 

walls.  The most significant source of error for each of these tests was repeatability of the 

fluorometer reading (~5%).  The sum of the recovered mass fractions in samples and 

washes was approximately 100 5%

 

4 /f fRe    (2.14) 

where  is the volumetric film flow rate per unit wetted perimeter, and   f is the 

nally proposed no entrainment kinematic viscosity of the film.  Ishii and Grolmes origi
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occurs by wave crest shearing for 160fRe   in forced air flows (1975).  Stabilization of 

the film flow and reduction in the disturbance growth factor lead to the disappearance of 

interfacial waves and thus the primary mechanism for entrainment.  Analysis of the 

experimental parameters described above shows ~ 1fRe , which is two orders of 

magnitude less than the critical Reynolds film number for entrainment by the shearing of 

wave crests.  This places the cyclone film flows into the limiting case of low Reynolds 

number film flow.  Inception criteria suggest critical gas velocities would have to exceed 

100 meters per second for entrainment to occur for wave crest shearing.  However, 

entrainment may still occur as a result of wave undercutting as the gas flow rate 

increases. 

The effect of gas flow rate on entrainment is determined by the magnitude of the 

Weber number  

2 / g g f fWe V    (2.15) 

where g , gV , f , and f  represent the gas density, gas velocity, film thickness, and 

surface tension, respectively.  This param shows the relative size of the destabilizing 

gas phase inertial force with respect to the stabiliz e tension force of the film.  

Pressure asymmetry on the wave induced by boundary separation results in the formation 

nt of liquid bulges by the gas echanism is called wave 

eter 

17We

ing surfac

phase.  This mand detachme

undercutting and is negligible for   (Ki

~ 1

inan

analysis of the gas-film

m ).  An assumed film 

thickne  and suggests wave undercutting is not a potential 

source of entrainment due to the dom ce of surface tension forces over gas phase 

inertial forces.  Theoretical ow supports the experimental 

 an

 and Peterson, 1995

 fl

ss of 1 millimeter gives We

observation that no entrainment occurs; unrecovered liquid is lost to latent heat d mass 

transfer at the air-film interface. 
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ESPONSE 

me sig

riggered from an idle state.  Once the walls are wetted the cyclone behavior 

can be 

ncy period.  The response time is reduced once the system attains steady-

state operation because liquid motion is less impede

the dry wall solid-liquid interface.  Once the surface is wetted, liquid is envisioned to 

flow on top of a quasi-stationary microscopic film layer which offers much less 

2.4.2.1. Experimental Apparatus 

 period of th

e diaphragm pump is significantly (~150x) 

higher than the peristaltic pump used in laboratory liquid collection experiments.  Thus, 

2.4.2. STEADY-STATE SYSTEM R TIME 

The wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclone can be operated continuously rather 

than in discrete liquid samples as described above.  In continuous mode the liquid output 

stream would only be analyzed upon recognition of so nal, e.g. an impulse from an 

optical device located in the collector inlet.  At that point the liquid output stream would 

be diverted to analysis hardware, minimizing the amount of liquid analyzed and reagents 

consumed.  The latency period data presented in Section 2.2 are representative of a 

system triggered from rest (idle system) not a system triggered during steady-state 

operation.  A transient period exists in which the cyclone walls become wetted when the 

system is t

considered steady-state.  The steady-state latency period is significantly different 

than the idle late

d by interfacial forces occurring at 

resistance to motion and results in faster liquid transport from the inlet slot to the 

scavenge port.  Fluorometric analysis techniques were used to determine the steady-state 

latency period. 

The steady-state latency e WWC-100 was quantified by tagging the 

liquid input with uranine and making real-time measurements of output sample 

concentration.  The fluorescently tagged output stream was directly routed from the 

scavenge port to the Turner Digital Fluorometer (FM109535) with a high flow diaphragm 

pump (0.275 Lpm).  The scavenge rate of th
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of 1/32” scavenge tube is 

conside

the time required for liquid to traverse approximately 12” 

red negligible. 

A simple flow cell was created from a 12 mm culture tube, silicon stopper, and 

4.5 mL of distilled water as shown in Figure 2.25.  Two 1/32” holes were drilled through 

the stopper.  Air bubbles from the scavenge pump created substantial signal noise as they 

traversed the fluorometer illumination window.  Therefore, the bottom of the WWC-100 

liquid output line was placed approximately 25 mm from the bottom of the culture tube.  

This separation distance minimized signal noise and maximized liquid mixing within the 

fluorometer viewing window.  The diaphragm pump created positive pressure within the 

flow cell.  Liquid bubbled up to the flow cell exhaust tube, 5 mm underneath the stopper, 

when the pump was operational. 

 

Figure 2.25: Simple flow through cell created to measure the steady-state response time 
of the WWC-100 using fluorescent liquid input and real-time fluorometer measurements 
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owed the cavro pump to draw from two different liquid input 

reservo

quid input rate for the figure was 150 L/min.  The flow 

cell was initially filled (4.5 mL) with distilled water and the FIU was zero.  Data was 

recorded continuously and visual observations were used to link sample times with 

individual data points recorded in Hyperterminal.  Five hundred microliters (0.5 mL) of 

distilled water were injected into the cyclone at a fixed liquid input rate.  The start of the 

cavro dispense cycle was observed visually and the corresponding Hyperterminal time 

was recorded. 

A three port distribution valve (Tecan Systems 20736615) was installed on the 

cavro pump.  This all

irs during continuous operation: distilled water and 0.3 M uranine solution.  The 

fluorometer was set to raw fluorescence (mode II) and setup according to procedures 

described in 2.4.1.1.  The fluorometer RS-232 port was connected to a Windows based 

PC and Hyperterminal was used to acquire and record real time measurements of 

fluorescent intensity.  Fluorometer output readings were recorded on a 1 second time 

interval. 

2.4.2.2. Experimental Procedure 

Figure 2.26 shows the real-time fluorescent intensity for a single steady-state 

response time experiment.  The li
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arks the beginning of tagged liquid injection as 

witnessed visually.  A dead volume of approximately 100 microliters was calculated for 

the length of 1/32” tubing from the cavro pump to the air-blast atomizer.  Point 3 shows 

the time at which tagged liquid actually entered the cyclone as calculated with the line 

dead volume and liquid input rate.  An abrupt change in slope (FIU/s) was observed after 

some finite time and marked as point 4 in the figure.  This signifies the arrival of tagged 

liquid at the flow cell.  The elapsed time between points 3 and 4 is the steady-state 

latency period of the WWC-100.  Cyclone wash samples were conducted after each 

experiment to clean out any residual fluorescent material.  Ten milliliters of distilled 

Figure 2.26: Real-time fluorescent intensity data used to determine the steady-state 
response time of the WWC-100 using a flow through cell and fluorometer 

Point 1 in Figure 2.26 marks the start of injection of distilled water. 

Approximately 200 seconds elapsed and steady-state operation was established.  The 

cavro pump valve was automatically switched to the tagged reservoir and 0.5 mL of 

tagged liquid was injected.  Point 2 m
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water were injected at a rate of 1000 L/min.  The culture tube and remaining liquid were 

discarded.  Clean culture tubes with 4.5 mL of distilled water were placed inside the 

fluorometer for successive experiments. 

2.4.2.3. Data 

Air temperature and relative humidity were recorded at the start of each 

experiment.  The empirical critical liquid input rate correlation was used to convert actual 

liquid input rates to dimensionless liquid input rates.  Steady-state response time 

experiments were repeated three times for actual liquid input rates of 125, 150, 175, 250, 

500, and 1000 L/min.  Error of approximately 5 seconds was estimated from the 

dependence of data on visual observations and the determination of Point 4 by the change 

in slope of Figure 2.26.  Figure 2.27 shows the calculated steady-state latency periods, 

ss , along with the idle latency period,  , regression line (2.7).  The steady-state latency 

period is approximately 40-60 seco  than the idle latency period near the critical 

id i

nds less

liqu nput rate ( * 1.5Q  ) and 10 seconds less in the asymptotic limit ( * 3Q  ). i i

0
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triggered from rest (dry) and triggered during steady-state operation (wet) 

 regression and the best judgment of the experimenter were used to 

fit the 

Figure 2.27: WWC-100 response time versus dimensionless liquid input rate for a system 

2.4.2.4. Analysis 

Least squares

WWC-100 steady-state latency period, ss , as a function of the dimensionless 

liquid input rate.  The form of (2.7) was used to obtain  

 
*

8
5ss

iQ
    (2.16) 

with 2 0.7R  .  There are two major differences between steady-state and idle latency 

periods: the asymptotic latency period is slightly lower under steady-state conditions, and 

the steady-state system approaches its asymptotic latency period more rapidly than the 

e system.   

A qualitative physical model is adopted to explain the reduction in latency period 

under steady-state ons.  Liquid is observed to travel down the cy

idl

 conditi clone as discrete 

droplets approximately 1 mm in diameter.  Contact angle hysteresis and contact line 

pinning contribute to the resistance of droplet motion.  Microscopically the cyclone 

surface is composed of individual roughness elements and void spaces.  Interactions 

between liquid droplets and the random solid surface structure are greatest for a dry 

surface.  A microscopic film is proposed to fill the void spaces and span over the 

roughness elements, thereby reducing interactions between the droplet and surface, once 

steady-state conditions are reached.  Droplets move along the wetted cyclone surface 

more rapidly and the latency period is reduced.    



2.4.3. MINIMUM IDLE SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME 
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The real-time fluorometric procedure described above was used to quantify the 

.  In this case the walls were assumed dry and 

a singl

much slower (~150x) than the 

diaphragm pump used in fluorometric experiments.  The time required for liquid to 

traverse scavenge lines is negligible at diaphragm pum

ately 20-30 seconds were required 

e peristaltic pump.  The minimum idle-system response time 

was quantif

determined from real-time fluorometer measurements at 

response time of an idle WWC-100 system

e 5 minute sample command was executed.  These conditions are identical to 

laboratory liquid collection data described in Section 2.2.3.  The peristaltic pump flow 

rate, used in laboratory collection experiments, is 

p air flow rates.  Time periods of 

approxim for liquid to be transported from the 

scavenge port to the mass scale in the laboratory experiments (peristaltic pump).  Thus, 

uncorrected data from laboratory experiments were not truly representative of the actual 

system due to the use of th

ied.  Latency period data obtained in laboratory experiments were then 

corrected to remove the effects of using a peristaltic scavenge pump. 

The experimental test apparatus and procedure are similar to those described for 

the WWC-100 steady-state response time.  A five minute sample cycle was executed 

using only tagged liquid as input.  The minimum latency period, for an idle system, was 

1000iQ   

 laboratory experiments of the idle system



shows three measurements which average to 12 seconds.  Deployed WWC-100 systems 

would therefore have a minimum idle response time of 12 seconds for large liquid input 
*

time are also shown.  The asymptotic limit is approxim

L/min.  Figure 2.28 

rates, .  Data obtained from  response 

ately 38 seconds.  This time 

includes the lag time associated with using the peristaltic pump.  All laboratory test 

experimental data were offset by -26 seconds to bring the asymptotic value to 12 seconds 

5iQ 
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cy period empirical correlation (2.7) 

thus ref

as measured in fluorometric experiments.  The laten

lects actual system performance. 
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Figure 2.28: Latency period (s) plotted against the dimensionless liquid input rate for 
laborat
liquid characterization, and resulting offs

Two separate multi-phase flow regimes exist in the wetted-wall cyclone.   Liquid 

is atomized in the cyclone inlet resulting in an entrained droplet flow.  Droplets impact on 

lone w

ratio data shown in Section 2.2.4.1 represent the net mass transfer occurring for the entire 

system.  The relative importance of the two multiphase flow regimes on mass transfer 

rate was evaluated.   

ory liquid collection characterization, asymptotic behavior from fluorometric 
et reflected in system latency period 

2.5. Effects of air-blast atomizer 

the cyc all, form a thin film, and are subsequently driven downstream.  Collection 
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ifferent air temperatures and relative humidity 

(Mills, 2001).  Conditions corresponding to minimum droplet lifetimes are K and 

.  An empirical correlation for the spray size distribution from  jet air-

blast atomizer suggests approximate droplet sizes of 100 to 200 m for this atomizer 

(Rizk and Lefebvre, 1984).  Approximate droplet lifetimes of 4 to 15 seconds correspond 

to these air conditions and droplet sizes.  The inlet droplet residence time, 0.01 seconds, 

is formed as the ratio of atomizer to impaction zone distance to the atomizer exit air 

velocity.  This is the approximate time period over which the liquid exists as entrained 

droplets.  The droplet lifetime is on the order of 400 to 1500 times larger than the inlet 

droplet residence time for 100 and 200 m droplets, respectively.  Figure 2.14 shows 

overall system residence times (latency period) to be approximately 10-100 seconds.  The 

time spent as entrained droplets is approximately 1,000 to 10,000 times less than the time 

than 

processes occurring in the remainder of the system.  Simple experiments were performed 

to confirm this 

2.5.1. EXPERIMENT 

Low mass transfer rate theory can be used to determine the approximate lifetime 

of a droplet entrained in air flow for d

320T 

 a plain0%RH 

spent in the cyclone body downstream of the inlet slot.  Thus, it was concluded that 

effects of air-blast atomization on system mass transfer were less significant 

hypothesis. 

Cyclone liquid input rates, as provided by the syringe pump, were first verified. 

Atomizer liquid needle discharge was collected into a container placed on the precision 

mass scale.  Liquid mass output was measured over time with the atomizer air supply 

pump inoperable.  The measured rate was 1%  of the specified syringe pump rate.  This 

experiment showed that the liquid input rate used to charac

nts were then 

terize the cyclone systems, 

, was accurate.  Two experime performed to isolate the effects of air-

blast atomization on WWC system evaporative mass transfer. 

iQ
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bottom of

Liquid was atomized into a funnel with 6 cm opening as depicted in Figure 2.29A.  

The axis of the funnel was aligned with the air needle.  The face of the atomizer block 

was flush with the funnel perimeter such that no spray went outside the funnel. The 

 the funnel was plugged with a 1 cm silicon stopper.  A liquid scavenge line 

was inserted into a hole drilled through the stopper.  Collected liquid was siphoned off by 

a peristaltic pump and sent to a container on the precision mass scale.  The distance from 

atomizer needle tips to silicon stopper was approximately 3 cm.  The steady-state 

collection rate was measured for liquid input rates ranging from 200-1000 L/min. 

 

Figure 2.29: Experimental setup for study of evaporation of liquid attributable to air-blast 
atomizer with funnel (A) and sponge (B) liquid collectors 

The funnel collector was replaced with a soldering iron sponge as depicted in 

ure 2.29B and the experiment was repeated.  The sponge was 6 cm square and placed 

on the mass scale approximately 2.5 cm underneath the a

Fig

tomizer needle tips.  The 
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atomize

Figure 2.30 shows the calculated liquid evaporation rates for the funnel and 

sponge collectors.  The evaporation rates range from approximately 20-70 L/min with 

standard deviation of 10.  These represent evaporative phenomena that occur upstream of 

the inlet slot for entrained droplet flow.  The sponge collector evaporation rate is lower 

(~20 L/min) than the funnel collector at low liquid input rates (

r was oriented such that the spray envelop was inside 1 cm sponge perimeter 

margins.  The mass scale was tarred with the air pump turned on to account for the offset 

induced by aerodynamic forces on the sponge (~0.1 g).  The forced air evaporation rate 

for a wet sponge with incident air jet was also measured as 35  5 L/min.  The rate of 

liquid collection from the air-blast atomizer was measured for liquid input rates ranging 

from 200-1000 L/min.  The collection rates were then offset by the forced air 

evaporation rate to separate evaporative losses in the entrained droplet flow from those 

occurring at the sponge surface. 

200iQ  L/min).  The 

discrepancy between the two measured evaporation rates becomes negligible as the liquid 

input rate becomes greater than 600 L/min. 
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Figure 2.30: Volumetric evaporation rate (L/min) attributed to air-jet atomization vs. 
actual liquid input rate for spray collection with sponge and funnel collectors 

2.5.2. NALYSIS 

These simple experiments provided significant insight into the physical behavior 

of the wetted-wall cyclone system.  Naturally occurring cyclone inlet phenomena were 

observed in the funnel collector.  Figure 2.31 shows a diagram of the inlet slot as seen by 

looking into the cyclone inlet in the same direction as air flow.  Air flow and atomized 

liquid are directed into the plane.  The air-blast atomizer creates a cone jet of fine liquid 

droplets.  The cone encompasses the inlet slot and overlaps onto surfaces of the 

converging cyclone inlet.  The spray impacts on inlet surfaces and coalesces into 

droplets.  These pendant shaped droplets remain stationary until they reach a point at 

which gravity overcomes surface adhesion and they slide into the inlet slot.  The growth 

A
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and detachment of these droplets on the walls takes longer at low liquid input rates.  This 

helps explain the difference in evaporation rates measured for the funnel and sponge 

collectors.  The droplets grow, coalesce, and slide down the funnel walls more quickly as 

the liquid input increases.  The time spent as pendant shaped droplets increases the time 

period over which forced convection occurs.  This is judged to be the primary reason 

funnel collector evaporation rates are higher than the sponge collector. 

 

 

Figure 2.31: Drawing of cyclone inlet section, with airflow and atomized spray directed 
into the plane, and incident spray cone resulting in quasi-stationary pendant shaped 
droplets subject to interfacial and gravitational forces 
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 effective.  

Peculiarities in liquid collection behavior have been noted by users of field tested WWC-

1250 systems.  PBST solution is commonly used as liquid input and consists of a 

phosphate buffer solution (PBS) with 0.1% (volume/volume) Triton X-100 surfactant 

concentration.  Buffer solution maintains organism viability over prolonged periods 

between collection and analysis. 

2.6.1. EXPERIMENT 

PBST solution was prepared according to the mass breakdown presented in Table 

2.7.  Laboratory liquid collection experiments were performed for the WWC-1250 as 

described in Section 2.2 to determine the effects of liquid input composition on 

evaporation. 

   

2.6. Effects of liquid chemical composition 

A small percentage (volume/volume) of surfactant is generally added to WWC 

liquid input.  Surfactant enhances the removal of biological particles from internal 

cyclone surfaces.  Experiments conducted at Texas A&M University suggest this 

percentage is on the order of 0.02% or less, for Tween 20 surfactant, to be

mass molecular weight mol mol fraction solubility
(g) (g/mol) (%) (g/L)

NaCl 7 58 1.21E-01 2.17E-03 359
KCl 0.2 75 2.67E-03 4.79E-05 340

Na2HPO4 1.2 142 8.45E-03 1.52E-04 77

KH2PO4 0.2 136 1.47E-03 2.64E-05 220
H2O 1000 18 5.56E+01 9.98E-01  

Table 2.7: Mass and molar breakdown of phosphate buffer solution (PBS) 

In the first experiment, the liquid input line was switched between distilled water 

and PBST reservoirs after 10 samples were collected at a liquid input rate of 2250 
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L/min.  the liquid input 

switch to PBST from distilled water.  A collection ratio of 0.15 typically indicates liquid 

bypass.  The liquid line was switched back to distilled water after 10 PBST samples and 

was repeated after disassembling and washing the cyclone thoroughly with distilled 

water.  Subsequent data showed only a modest drop in collection ratio from 0.7 to 0.55 

with no indication of bypass.  Bypass occurring for the first test was concluded to be a 

random occurrence and not explicitly attributable to the use of PBST.  It is unknown 

whether PBST increases the probability of bypass and should be investigated in future 

studies since it represents a system failure. 

Similar tests were conducted with distilled water and 0.02% Tween 20 solution.  

ction ratio was observed.  The 15% increase in evaporation of 

PBST s

 2.32 shows the collection ratio as a function of liquid input rate for PBS 

and distilled water inputs.  Five samples, with sequentially increasing liquid input rates, 

were collected with distilled water.  The input reservoir was then changed to PBS for five 

additional samples at the same set of liquid input rates.  The ten sample series was then 

repeated.  Differences in collection ratio were negligible away from the critical liquid 

input rate.  However, no distilled water was collected at 

 The collection ratio dropped from 0.7 to 0.15 immediately after

the collection ratio was highly erratic ( *0 0.7Q  ) for 20 succeeding samples.  The test o

No difference in colle

olution was accredited to differences in chemical composition.  Two experiments 

were performed to separately analyze the effects of adding salts (phosphate buffer 

solution) and Triton X-100 surfactant to liquid input.   

Figure

800iQ   L/min where 

te. 

 

approximately 50 L/min was collected for PBS at the same liquid input ra
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collection samples.  The collection ratio immediately returned to its original value for 

washes with large liquid input rate. 

 

Figure 2.32: Collection ratio vs. liquid input rate for WWC-1250 with PBS and distilled 
water 

The experiment described above was repeated with liquid input pairs of distilled 

water and 0.1% Triton X-100 solution, and distilled

.  These were performed to isolate the effects of PBS from Triton X-100 (in 

PBST) as well as quantify the effects of Triton X-100 surfactant concentration.  Figure 

2.33 shows the WWC-1250 collection ratio for distilled water and 0.1% Triton X-100 

solution.  A 16% reduction in collection, for all liquid input rates, was observed between 

series 1 and series 2 upon the switch to 0.1% Triton X-100.  The collection ratio did not 

return to its previous values when the liquid input was returne tilled water.  An 

additional reduction of 12% was observed between series 3 and series 4.  Fi

2000iQ  (
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Figure 2.33: WWC-1250 Collection ratio with increasing liquid input rate for distilled 
water and 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100 solution 

No differences in evaporation have been observed for distilled water and 0.02% 

Tween 20 solution.  The Triton X-100 experiment was repeated with distilled water and 

0.02% Triton X-100 solution to determine if high Triton X-100 concentration was 

responsible for the increase in evaporation.  Figure 2.34 shows a similar 15% reduction in 

collection ratio for 0.02% Triton X-100 solution.  However, the carryover effect observed 

for 0.1% Triton X-100 solution is not as distinct for 0.02% solution. 
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Figure 2.34: WWC-1250 Collection ratio with increasing liquid input rate for distilled 

2.6.2. ANALYSIS 

rend lines in Figure 

2.32 were compared at L/min and show a reduction in collection ratio of 

approximately 5% when PBS is used.  This supports the idea that film surface vapor 

pressure depression could reduce evaporation. 

Figure 2.33 and Figure 2.34 show Triton X-100 surfactant is the component of 

PBST responsible for the reduction in collection ratio, i.e. increased evaporation.  These 

figures also show a dependence on surfactant concentration.  At 0.1%, Triton X-100 

water and 0.02% (v/v) Triton X-100 solution    

Water/PBS experiments suggest the addition of salts does not broadly effect 

evaporation although it may suppress evaporation at low liquid input rates.  Raoult’s law 

was used to predict the reduction in vapor pressure above an idealized solution of PBS.  

The solution saturation vapor pressure is reduced by approximately 5% with respect to 

distilled water. Physically this means the vapor mass fraction difference, i.e. the mass 

transfer driving force, is reduced by roughly the same percentage.  T

800iQ   

 140
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appears to have a residual effect even when the liquid input is switched back to distilled 

water.  It is likely that some of the surfactant adheres to the surface and must be rinsed 

thoroughly to eliminate undesirable effects.  Otherwise there is a cumulative effect of 

increasing evaporation.  This effect is not as distinct when the Triton X-100 concentration 

is reduced to 0.02%.  It is unknown whether the concentration of Triton X-100 needs to 

be 0.1% or if a reduced concentration would be effective at biological particle removal.  

Tween 20 is effective at concentrations of 0.02% and does not affect the collection ratio. 

  The significance of surface physics on evaporative effects has been briefly 

mentioned.   These effects are highlighted here by increased evaporation for Triton X-100 

solution and PBST with respect to distilled water.  Surfactant acts to reduce the surface 

by 

ecreasing surface tension and increasing 

esized to reduce the liquid height above the surface thereby reducing 

drag by

 molecular weight of 1227 g/mol whereas 

Triton 

tension of a droplet.  Liquid flowing along the cyclone wall is driven downstream 

aerodynamic forces at the air-liquid interface.  D

spreading is hypoth

 dropping it further into the boundary layer.  A reduction in drag forces could be 

responsible for slowing the transport of liquid through the system.  This would prolong 

liquid exposure to forced convection heat and mass transfer.  Increased spreading could 

also create an increase in surface area over which heat and mass transfer occur.  This is 

another plausible explanation for the increase in evaporation.  The hypothesis that liquid 

transport is retarded by the inclusion of Triton X-100 could be explored through latency 

period studies for idle and steady-state systems.  This is recommended for future studies. 

Critical differences are observed between Tween 20 and Triton X-100 although 

both are non-ionic surfactants.  Tween 20 has a

X-100 is 625 g/mol.  The more distinguishing characteristic is the critical micelle 

concentration (CMC), 0.3 mM (0.018% v/v) and 0.006 mM (0.006% v/v), for Triton X-

100 and Tween 20, respectively.  At these molarities individual surfactant molecules 
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protect

aggregate to form structures called micelles.  It should be noted that 0.02% Tween 20 and 

0.1% Triton X-100 solutions have sufficiently large concentrations (1-5 x CMC) that 

micelles are present.  This enables efficient removal of biological particles from cyclone 

surfaces as the micelles encapsulate biological particles.  There is evidence that the 

chemical structure of non-ionic surfactant solutions strongly influences interfacial and 

liquid flow characteristics in co-current gas-liquid flows.  Lioumbas et al. suggest 

surfactant molecules are concentrated near the liquid gas interface thereby forming a

ive layer which reduces the mean liquid axial velocity and pressure drop in two-

phase turbulent flows (2006).  These effects should be analyzed in future studies with 

respect to their influence on evaporative mass transfer. 
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2.7. Summary 

 air to simulate ambient aerosol 

sam ling in many environmental conditions 

 measured dependence of response time and liquid recovery rate on environmental 

conditions 

 formulated empirical performance correlations for system response time and liquid 

recovery rate that enable effective use of WWC 

 developed open-loop control algorithm to deliver highly concentrated liquid samples 

independent of sampling environment   

 validated control algorithm by performing ambient air sampling tests and achieving 

constant, microfluidic liquid output rates of 

 

A family of wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclones (WWC) was developed to 

meet the growing need for surveillance and detection systems.  The following set of 

activities were performed to enhance the capabilities of this system to provide real-time 

detection of airborne pathogens: 

   

 developed Windows application to perform simultaneous WWC control, data 

acquisition, and data analysis 

 constructed test apparatus to condition laboratory

p

25 5  L/min corresponding to a 

concentration factor of 2,000,000  

 quantified WWC liquid mass transfer mechanisms with fluorescent tracer studies and 

attributed performance to evaporative effects 

 investigated system performance changes due to surface physics and the addition of 

surfactants commonly used in biological aerosol collection 
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2.8. Future Works 

Multiphase flow internal to the WWC has a significant impact on sampler 

performance.  Steady-state evaporation and sampler response time should not be analyzed 

without regard for complex interactions occurring at the solid-liquid and gas-liquid 

interfaces.  Multiphase flow visualization studies are planned for the 100 liter per minute 

wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclone.  A borescope and high speed video camera 

system will be used to capture images of cyclone co-annular air-liquid flows.  MATLAB 

Image Processing Toolbox will then be used to analyze image sequences and determine 

characteristics such as liquid surface area coverage and liquid droplet trajectories.  The 

dependence of droplet motion on air flow rate will be studied.  The effects of liquid 

chemical composition will also be examined through the addition of Tween 20 and Triton 

X-100 surfactants at various concentrations above and below the critical micelle 

concentration.  Lastly, steady-state evaporation and sampler response time will be 

analyzed in light of qualitative and quantitative multiphase flow descriptions.                   
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A FAMILY OF WETTED-WALL BIOAEROSOL SAMPLING 

 

 

 

 

3. MODELING TWO-PHASE HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER IN 

CYCLONES 
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3.1. Background 

It has been shown experimentally that collection ratios and latency periods for all 

wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclones collapse when plotted as a function of the 

imensionless liquid input rate.  Thus, knowledge of the critical liquid input rate allows 

erformance to be predicted for any air conditions or air flow rate.  Empirical correlations 

for the critical liquid input rate were developed in 2.2.4.  These models were successfully 

tegrated into an open-loop control algorithm for WWC-100 delivery of constant 

microfluidic output rates.  However, these models lacked proper asymptotic behavior at 

turated air conditions due to a lack of experimental data for these conditions.  The 

 

sult 

in significant error due to t numerical model was developed to 

improve the accuracy and reliability of critical liquid input rate predictions. The true 

functionality of critical liquid input rate on air conditions and air flow rate, and proper 

physical behavior are shown. 

 

3.2. Conservation Equations 

Multiphase flow inside the wetted-wall cyclone is modeled as co-annular air-film 

flow as shown in Figure 3.1.  Control volumes surround the air-vapor mixture and liquid 

film.  One-dimensional plug flow in the longitudinal (

d

p

in

sa

critical liquid input rate was also assumed to be a linear function of both ambient air

temperature and relative humidity.  Extrapolation from the empirical model could re

he linear assumption.  A 

x ) direction is assumed for the air-

vapor mixture.  The air-vapor mixture is described by the mixture mass flow rate, 

vapor and air mass fractions,  and , and the mixture enthalpy, .  Energy transfer to 

and from the liquid film surface to the air-vapor mixture is a result of forced convection 

m , 

vY aY h
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heat transfer.  Newton’s Law of cooling is used to specify the heat transfer rate.  Mass 

transfer and the accompanying latent energy  also occur as the liquid film 

evapora

transfer

tes into the mixture.  A control surface is drawn around the liquid film and air-

vapor mixture interface which is assumed to be in equilibrium. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Multiphase flow inside the wetted-wall cyclone modeled as co-annular air-
film flow 



The liquid film is also modeled as a one-dimensional plug flow in the x  direction.  

The film is characterized by the film mass flow rate and enthalpy, fm  and fh , 

respectively.   Heat transfer to or from the film to the external surroundings, through the 

cyclone wall, is modeled with the resistance analogy.  This model feature is unique in 

that it a ows for detailed studies of the effects of external heating and cooling on internal 

heat and mass transfer.   

The derivation of governing heat and mass transfer equations is greatly simplified 

by working with each control volume and control surface independently.  The results are 

then combined to obtain the final set of coupled equations.  These equations must be 

solved numerically in most cases.  However, approximate analytical solutions will be 

derived under the assumptions of an adiabatic wall and constant liquid film temperature. 

3.2.1. AIR-VAPOR MIXTURE 

Mixture mass, vapor mass, and energy balances can be written for the air-vapor 

mixture control volume.  The mixture mass balance is 

 

ll

evap

dm
m

dx



  (3.1) 

where  is the film mass evaporation rate per unit length in the longitudinal direction.  

The liquid film interface is assumed impermeable to air, thus the air mass flow rate 

remains constant and (3.1) can be rewritten as a vapor mass balance 

 

evapm

 v
evap

d mY
m

dx
 


  (3.2) 

where the vapor mass flow rate is expressed as a product of the mixture mass flow rate 

and vapor mass fraction, v vm mY   .  The evaporation rate per unit length is modeled 

with low mass transfer rate theory (Mills 2001).  The net rate of mass transfer is the 
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product of the mass transfer conductance, mg , wetted perimeter, P , and difference in 

surface and free-stream vapor mass fractions, vs vY Y  , 

 ( )m g Y Yevap m vs v   P  (3.3) 

where the mass transfer conductance plays an analogous role to the heat transfer 

coefficient, ch , in Newton’s law of co l calculatio confirm that low 

mass 

oling.  Mode ns will 

transfer rate theory is appropriate for the physics to be modeled here 

( 0.1vs vY Y   ).   

The heat and mass transfer analogy, and assumption of Lewis number ( Le ) of 

one, provide an approximation for the mass transfer conductance, /m c pg h C , where pC  

is the mixture specific heat (Incropera and Dewitt, 2002).  The latter assumption ( 1Le  ) 

is widely utilized for dilute air-vapor mi

a

approximately 10%.  Changes in the mixture sp e to increasing vapor content 

are included in the model although negligibly 

Lewis number due to air conditions is j

turbulent; eddy mixing overwhelms mo

heat and mass are approximately equal (Cengel, 2003).  Combining Equations (3.2) and 

 

xtures although 

ecific heat du

sm

ed

the Chilton-Colburn equation, 

ated by 2/3/h gc m pC Le , shows the m ss transfer conduc

ustifi

lecular di

tance is underestim

all (<1%).  Neglecting changes in the 

ffusion and the effective diffusivities of 

 since the flows considered here are 

(3.3) gives the final form of vapor mass continuity. 

 
( )vd mY

dx
 c

p

h

C vs vY Y  

xture is 


 (3.4) 

An energy balance on the air-vapor m

P

i

 
( )

s evap s

mh
q m h   


   (3.5) 

d

dx
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id nwhere convection heat transfer to the liqu  surface, per unit lo gitudinal length, is 

denoted sq .  Latent energy transfer due to evap  is evap sm h  where shoration  is the enthalpy 

at control surface ‘ ’ which exists as a saturated vapor. 

to specif

s  Newton’s Law of cooling is used 

y sq .  The final differential form of the conservation of mixture energy is  

 
( )

( ) ( )c
c s vs v s

p

hd mh
h T T Y Y h

dx C     
 P

P  (3.6) 

where h  represents the mass averaged air-vapor mixture enthalpy. 

3.2.2. LIQUID FILM 

The differential form of liquid film continuity is 

 fdm
m

dx evap 


  ) 

ration rate per unit length is the same as above.  An energy balance on 

the film flow yields 

(3.7

where the evapo

 
 f f

evap u surr

d m h

dx
m h q      (3.8) 



where surrq  denotes heat transferred to the external surroundings, per unit longitudinal 

length, and subscript ‘u ’ denotes the value at the control surface just below the film 

interface.  The ‘u ’ surface state is assumed to be saturated liquid.  Heat transfer to the 

external surroundings is expressed using the resistance ana

 

logy 

( )s surr
surr

T T
q

R

 


  (3.9) 

where R  is an effective series resistance for conduction through the wall and subsequent 

convection to the cyclone surroundings.  The ‘ ’ surface enthalpy, 

(3.8) by writing the surface energy balance at the film-mixture interface 

u uh , is eliminated from 



 ( )evap u evap s c sm h m h h T T     P  (3.10) 

xfor an incremental length .  The film is assumed to be perfectly mixed at temperature 

sT .  No temperature gradient exists at the ‘u ’ surface under this assumption therefore no 

conduction term is included as in more complicated formulations.  Combining the above 

equations gives the final form of the differential conservation of f

 

ilm energy 

( )
( ) ( )

'
s c s

f pf vs v fg c s
p

m C Y Y h h T T
dx C  

surrdT h T T

R


      P

P
 (3.11) 

alpy of vaporization, where the familiar enth fgh , appears as a consequence of applying 

the chain rule and incompressible substance model, fdh pf sC dT , to the left hand side.   

he equivalent resistance from the film to th

as the sum of radial conduction and external convection resistances, 

T e external surroundings is represented 

cond convR R R    , or 

 
ln( / ) 1o i

2 2
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s ext o

R
k h r 

  
r r

  
 (3.12) 

where sk , , and  represent the thermal conductivity of steel, external heat 

transfer coefficient, and outer and inner cyclone radii, respectively. 

Numerical solutions to the coupled heat and mass transfer equations require a 

formulation of air, water vapor, and liquid water enthalpies. The ideal gas model and 

re

exth , or ir

 

3.3. Numerical Methods 

3.3.1. ENTHALPY MODELS 

incomp ssible liquid model with reference temperature at 0 C  are used here.  Vapor, 

air, and film enthalpies are given by 

 ,0v pv v fgh C T h   (3.13) 
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a a pah C T  (3.14) 

 

and 

f pf fh C T  (3.15) 

respectively, where 1862pvC   (J/kgK), 1007paC   (J/kgK), 4179pfC   (J/kgK), and 

  (3.16) 

6
,0 2.5013 10fgh    (J/kg).  The air-vapor mixture enthalpy,  

,0( )v pv v fg a pa ah Y C T h Y C T  

is calculated as the mass averaged mixture enthalpy.  Lastly, liquid film and vapor 

enthalpies are combined to get the linear form of the enthalpy of vaporization, 

 ,0( )fg pv pf fgh C C T h    (3.17) 

which is only a function of liquid temperature. 

3.3.2. SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

The mi rextu  mass, vapor mass, and mixture energy conservation equations (3.1), 

(3.2), and (3.6) are written with source per unit length terms, mS  and tS , 

 m

dm
S

dx



 (3.18) 

 v
m

d mY
S

dx
 


  (3.19) 

 
( )

t

d mh

dx
S



where subscripts ‘ m ’ and ‘ t ’ denote mass and energy sources, respectively.  The upwind 

convection scheme (Patankar 1980) i

 (3.20) 

s used to formulate the set of discretized equations.  

This scheme assumes diffusive fluxes are negligible with respect to convective fluxes and 
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is valid for large Peclet number flows such as th

form of (3.19) is 

 

e one modeled herein.  The discretized 

v v mP W P
m m S x     (3.21) 

where the vapor mass flow rate at point ‘ ’ is the sum of the value at the upwind node 

‘W ’ and the contribution from mass source term.  The new mixture mass flow rate is 

subsequently determined since the air mass flow rate is constant. 

P

a vP P
m m m    

P
 (3.22) 

The vapor mass fraction at ‘ P ’ is also found from the discretized form of (3.19) 

m vP W
v P

P

S x mY
Y

m

  





  (3.23) 

mixture mass flow rate and 

ss fraction is determined from the definition of mass 

fraction

where the vapor mass flow rate is expressed as the product of 

vapor mass fraction. The air ma

 

 1a vY Y   
P P

(3.24) 

and enables the calculation of the mass averaged 

 

mixture specific heat. 

p a pa v pvP P
C Y C Y C 

P
 (3.25) 

The discretized form of the mixture energy equation is 

 t P
S

P W
mh mh     (3.26) 

where mass flow rates and enthalpies are mixture values. 
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or mixture equations.  Both terms are determined from the solution to 

the discretized form of the film energy conservation equ

The mass and energy source terms must be calculated to solve the set of 

discretized air-vap

ation (3.11) 

( )
( )

T T

'
s surr

f f f f evap s c sP W
m h m h m h h x T T x

R 


          P  (3.27) 

and film continuity equation (3.7). 

f f e vaP W
m m m     (3.28) 

The unknown 

p

f P
m  is eliminated from (3.27) upon substitution of (3.28).  The ‘ ’ s

f P
h  is specified by asurface enthalpy is assumed to be saturated vapor at sT  and ssum

a saturated liquid at 

ing 

sT .  Collecting like terms and 

film enthalpy model gives 

substituting the incompressible liquid 

, , , , ,( ) ( ( ) ) ( )

,
, ,

( )
( ) 0

'

c
f pf s W s P vs s P v P fg s PW

p

h

C 
P

 (3.29)  
s P surr

c P s P

m C T T x Y T Y h T

T T
x h x T T

R 

   


     P

where sT  is the only unknown value.  Definitions of mol fraction, mixture molecular 

sed to derive the 

functional dependence of saturated vapor mass fraction o

weight, and partial pressure from the Dalton model of ideal gases are u

n temperature sT  

 ,

1.6086 0.6086
v sat s

vsY
P P


 ,

( )

( )atm v sat s

P T

T
 (3.30) 

where  is the saturated vapor pressure.  An empir

 

ical correlation  ,v satP

, 1.5 3 3.5 4 7.5
1 2 3 4 5 6

( )v sat sP T T
ln ( )c

c s

a a a a a a
P T

                 
 

 (3.31) 
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is used to calculate the saturated vapor pressure at sT  where 1 /s cT T   , and cP , cT are 

the critical pressure and temperature of water, respectively (Wagner 1993).  The solution 

to the set of (3.29) through (3.31) determines the value of sT .  Newton-Raphso on 

(Stoecker 1989) was used to solve for 

n iterati

sT .

, were then c

  Saturat vap

mass fraction,  and a a  

he model was implemented in the Visual S

This al ndo

w  po

most advantageous in model and computational debugging stages.  The user first 

specifies input parameters such as sampled air stream temperature and relative humidity, 

coefficients, air sampling mass flow rate, and 

liquid input rate.  One-dimensional arrays for solution parameters, e.g. mixture vapor 

mass fraction, are filled with initial values calculated from model i

begins calculations at the first node.  Newton-Raphson iteration is used to determine the 

te  air and vapor 

mass fractions, and mixture specific heat at the node were updated according to the 

discretized equations.  The film mass flow rate was also up

ine an 

intermediate value of air-vapor mixture temperature from rearranging (3.29).  This 

procedure was then repeated until the solution at node ‘ P ’ converge

convergence criteria were employed: relative changes in mixture temperature and mixture 

ed 

lcul

or 

ated to deter

pressure and s

mine the m

aturated vapor 

, ( )v sat sP T ( )vs sY T gnitudes of

the mass and energy source terms. 

T tudio C# programming language.  

lowed for a wi ws based application to be developed in which model inputs 

were easily changed and outputs could be plotted ithout st-processing.  This was 

cyclone internal and external heat transfer 

nputs.  The code 

film surface temperature and resulting source terms.  A relaxation factor of 0.2 was used 

to slow convergence due to large source terms that caused divergence for certain initial 

conditions.  Arrays representing mixture, air, and vapor mass flow ra s,

dated to reflect liquid mass 

transfer to the air-vapor mixture.  The energy source term was used to determ

d.  Three 
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 downstr

m nodes for which a solution was required.  Summary 

parame

vapor mass fraction were negligible and (3.29) was satisfied to ensure the solution values 

conserved mass and energy. 

The solution procedure was repeated at the downwind node after convergence at 

the previous node.  The upwind scheme effectively makes the solution at ‘ P ’ 

independent of eam conditions, therefore the solver marched longitudinally until 

there were no additional downstrea

ters like total mass evaporation rate, heat transfer to the surroundings, and air-

vapor mixture output temperature and relative humidity were calculated and included in 

the model output GUI. 

3.3.3. CODE VERIFICATION 

Global mass 

 
0v f v fx x L

m m m m m
 

                (3.32) 

and energy balances  

 
0f f f f sx x L

E mh m h mh m h q
 

                 (3.33) 

were calculated to check each solution for energy and mass conservation.  Typical values 

of the differences were approximately 2010m   and 510E     .  Solutions profiles were 

also examined for proper physical behavior.  The mixture relative humidity did not 

exceed 100%.  Liquid film and air-vapor mixture temperature and vapor mass fractions 

also become equal as the film becomes infinitely long. 

 

3.4. WWC Internal Heat Transfer Coefficient 

The numerical two-phase heat and mass transfer model requires an estimate of the 

internal heat transfer coefficient.  The Dittus-Boelter Equation, 
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 0.8 0.40.023ch D
N Re Pr   (3.34) 

Du Dk

is an empirical relationship which describes turbulent heat transfer coefficients for 

internal flows where the diameter D  is the hydraulic diameter, 4 /h cD A P .  Air enters 

the cyclone through a rectangular slot where the flow is most geometrically constricted.  

An air stream tube with dimensions equal to the slot is envisioned to spiral down the bore 

of the cyclone.  The hydraulic diameter is calculated from slot dimensions.  Measured 

WWC air flow rates, corresponding slot air velocities, Reynolds and Nuesselt numbers, 

and convection heat transfer coefficients were calculated.  

is icted from (3.34). 

 have been conducted in which the WWC-100 cyclone body was 

submerged in a vigorously stirred chilled water bath. 

temperatures were measured along with the water bath temperature.  The cyclone wall 

temperature is approximated by the water bath temperature unde

large forced convection coefficient within the chilled water bath.  One data point from 

e temperat

 when the water bath was held 

t .  The internal heat transfer coefficient required to transfer this amount of 

energy  surface area 

used in this calculation was based on the internal cyclone bore.  The actual 

experimentally chilled surface area was larger because portions of the cyclone inlet and 

skimmer were also submerged in the bath.  Underestimating the chilled surface area by 

 An average heat transfer

coefficient of 195 15  W/m2K pred

Experiments 

 The inlet and outlet air 

r the assumption of a 

this study was used to approximate the internal heat transfer coefficient of the WWC-100.  

A simple, internal flow, constant surfac ure energy analysis is described by 

Incropera and Dewitt (2002).  This solution was used to determine the net heat transfer, 

log-mean temperature difference, and average internal convection coefficient.  The mean 

inlet and outlet air temperatures were 31.5 C  and 26.3 C

 20.3sT C a

 to the water bath from the air is approximately 260 W/m2K.  The
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25% would result in an overestimate of the heat transfe

accounting for this error, the Dittus-Boelter prediction for internal heat transfer 

cient in the

s were simplified to obtain 

r coefficient by 25%.  After 

coefficient based on slot dimensions (195 W/m2K) is verified.  The average internal heat 

transfer coefficient should be approximately equal to the coeffi  inlet slot as 

predicted by the Dittus-Boelter equation. 

3.5. Adiabatic Wall Model 

3.5.1. APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 

3.5.1.1. Vapor Mass Fraction and Temperature Profiles 

Governing heat and mass transfer equation

approximate analytical solutions for the temperature and vapor mass fraction profiles in 

the x  direction.  Heat transfer from the film to the cyclone surroundings is neglected.  

The appropriateness of this assumption is evaluated by comparing heat transfer 

resistances from the film to the internal flow, and film to the cyclone surroundings.  The 

internal convection heat transfer coefficient is approximately 180 W/m2K as will be 

shown later.  The natural convection coefficient on the exterior of the cyclone is 

approximately 1-10 W/m2K.  The ratio of heat transfer coefficients (20-200) is equal to 

the ratio of heat transfer resistances if the cylinder is assumed to have negligible 

thickness.  Heat transfer to the surroundings is therefore negligible with respect to 

internal heat transfer.  Physically this the cy ody can be assumed adiabatic 

even though it is not insulated from its environment.  The chain rule applied to the left 

hand side of (3.6) gives 

 

means clone b

( )p c v s
p

hdT
mC h T Y h h

dx C
c      
P

P  (3.35) 



where ( ) ( )v vs vY Y x Y x    and ( ) ( )sT T x T x   .  The mixture enthalpy is expressed 

with the ideal gas model assuming constant specific heat.  This term appears on the right 

hand side as a difference with respect to the film surface saturated vapor enthalpy.  

Gathering like terms results a relationship for the change in mixture temperature with 

longitudinal distance. 
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( )dT c s

v
p p

T Y
dx mC C

 h h h 
    

  
 (3.36) 

A similar expression is derived from (3.11) for the change in liquid film surface 

temperature. 

P

 fgs c
v

f pf p

hdT h
T Y

dx m C C

 
    

  

P
 (3.37) 

The rate of change of the temperature difference is determined by subtracting (3.37) from 

(3.36) 

1 ( )f pf f pfc v
s fg

h Yd T
T h h h

dx m C mC C mC


               

P
 (3.38) 

where the ratio of film to mixture thermal flow capacities appears.  Co-annular film flows 

considered here lie in the range 

f pf p p p

m C m C    

    

 

 0.001 / 0.01f pf pm C mC   .  The temperature 

difference reduces to  

 fgc
v

f pf p

hd T h
T Y

dx m C C

 
     

 

P
 (3.39) 

when the ratio of thermal flow capacities is small.  The term ( )sh h  conveniently drops 

out of the equation since the enthalpy differences are of the s

typical air and film temperatures (

ame order of magnitude for 

280 330T K  ) and the ratio of thermal flow 
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ies is small.  Dimensionless temperature ancapacit d vapor mass fraction differences are 

defined as  

 
( ) ( )s

c

T x T x

T
  
  (3.40) 

and 



( ) ( )vs v

vc

Y x Y x

Y
 



  (3.41) 

written succinctly as  and .  The dimensionless form of (3.39) is 

respectively, where characteristic temperature and vapor mass fraction differences are 

cT vcY

fgc vc

f pf c p

hd h L Y

d m C T C

  


 
  (3.42) 


    

P
 

where the dimensionless longitudinal length is expressed as /x L  .  The solution to 

the dimensionless temperature difference profile is a function of the dimensionless vapor 

mass fraction.   

The conservation of mixture vapor mass, (3.4), is simplified by applying the chain 

rule to the left hand side. 

 (1 )vdY
m  c

v v
p

h
Y Y

dx C  
P

 (3.43) 

The mixture vapor mass fraction is generally on the order of a few percent, , for 

moist air near standard temperature and pressure.  Thu



1vY  

s, the vY   term drops out.  

vsdY
Algebraic manipulation of Equation (3.43) under the assumption that  is negligible 

dx

gives an interesting result.    

 v c
v

p

d
m Y

Y h

dx C


  

P
  (3.44) 
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 and remains constant.  The saturated vapor mass fraction at the surface is 

then constant along 

This assumption is only appropriate when the film surface quickly attains its equilibrium 

temperature

x  as well.  This occurs under steady-state conditions

transfer occurs between the film and the external surroundings, i.e. adiabatic wall.  No 

y storage occurs under steady-state conditions.  Furthermore, the small ratio of 

thermal flow capacitie  results in a rapid change in film temperature to its equilibrium, 

adiabatic saturation ( , state.  The sensible and late

din ffer r mass fraction 

difference is independent of the mixture-film temperature difference and liquid film 

therma low capacity 

 

 when no heat 

energ

s

asT ) nt heat transfer rates from the film 

to the air-vapor mixture must be equal after the adiabatic saturation point is reached.   

The simple or ary di ential equation (3.44) implies the vapo

l f

 exp    (3.45) 

where c

pmC
 


.  This expression is substituted into (3.42) and the analytical solution to 

the dimensionles

h LP

s temperature difference 

    (1 )C exp C exp          (3.46) 

is derived where c

f pf

h L

m C
 



P
 and fgvc

c p

hY
C

T C





.  The first term,  exp  , decays much 

faster than the second,  exp  , due to the small ratio of therm .  Both al flow capacities

dimensionless temperature and vapor mass fraction differences are a function of the 

mixture mass flow rate and independent of the film mass flow rate.  The functional group 

  shows a decrease in the mixture mass flow rate has the same effect as increasing the 

wetted surface area or heat transfer coefficient. 



3.5.1.2. Heat and Mass Transfer Rates 

The total film evaporation rate 

  
0

( ) ( )
L

evap vs v
p

h
m Y x Y x dx

c 
c  
P

 (3.47) 

is calculated by integrating equation (3.3) over the longitudinal length.  The significance 

of equation (3.45) is now apparent.  Upon substitution of (3.45) into (3.47), the total 

evaporation rate 

1

0

 c
evap vc

p

h L
m e d Y

c
 

 
   

P
 (3.48) 

is observed to be a con

  

stant product of geometrical and heat transfer properties, , and 

the inlet vapor mass fraction difference, 

cC

vcY . 

 evap c vcm C Y   (3.49) 

The total heat transfer rate can then be calculated from the evaporation rate and enthalpy 

of vaporization, 

 evap fgQ m h   (3.50) 

mperature is assumed const

as

ant liquid film temperature equal to the 

adiabatic saturation temperature.  Specific heats, enthalpy of vaporization, and mass flow 

since the film te ant and no heat transfer to the external 

surroundings occurs. 

In summary, simple analytical solutions for the temperature and vapor mass 

fraction differences, and net heat and mass transfer rates, are derived under the 

sumptions of negligible heat transfer to the exterior surroundings, a small ratio of film 

to mixture thermal flow capacities, and const
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ieved under this set of assumptions will 

be eval rical and approximate analytical solutions. 

3.5.1.3. Adiabatic Saturation Temperature 

The adiabatic saturation temperature is a critical parameter in the approximate 

lated container enclosing both liquid water and an air-vapor mixture.  

Sensible heat will be transferred to the liquid water under non-equilibrium initial 

conditions.  This sensible heat exchange must be balanc

evaporation, to the mixture since the container is adiabatic.  Heat and mass transfer will 

continue to occur until the air becomes saturated at decreased temperature with respect to 

its initial temperature.  At this point the liquid and air-vapor mixture will be isothermal 

with temperature defined as the adiabatic saturation

 the normal ranges of temperature and pressure for atmospheric air. 

he adiabatic saturation temperature is a

dependent on the initial air temperature and vapor content.  An energy balance on the 

rates are also considered constant.  Accuracy ach

uated from comparison of nume

 

analytical solutions derived above.  A physical description of this temperature is useful in 

understanding why it is the asymptotic film temperature when the wall is adiabatic.  

Consider an insu

ed by latent energy transfer, 

 temperature.  This mixture property 

is often approximated by the wet bulb temperature although only valid for air-water 

vapor mixtures in

T  mixture property and therefore only 

film interface with an adiabatic wall condition gives  

( )
 [ ] [ ( ) ] 0fg as

as vs as v
p

T T Y T Y
c 



      (3.51) 

where no dependence on heat transfer coefficient or geometrical properties are observed. 

The adiabatic saturation temperature can also be determined from a thermodynamic 

analysis as presented by Moran and Shapiro (2000).  The sensible and latent heat transfer 

h T

 

rates are zero at the point of adiabatic saturation.  Prior to saturation the latent and 
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midity.  

 adiabatic saturation temperature for 

initially

sensible heat transfer rates are equal and opposite.  The adiabatic saturation temperature 

is shown in Figure 3.2 over a broad range of initial air temperature and relative hu

As expected, the initial air temperature is equal to the

 saturated air.  For the adiabatic case of an infinitely long film, the film 

temperature must go to the adiabatic saturation temperature as evaporation drives the 

mixture to saturated conditions. 

 

Figure 3.2: Adiabatic saturation temperature plotted against initial air temperature and 
relative humidity 

perature and vapor mass fraction 

profiles were calculated for a variety of geometrical con

properties, and initial conditions.  Simulation parameter sets A through M are given in 

3.5.2. SIMULATIONS OF HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER 

Steady-state solutions of the evolving tem

figurations, heat transfer 

Table 3.1.  The adiabatic wall condition was imposed by setting the external heat transfer 

coefficient to 610 .  Inlet air temperatures, relative humidity, and resulting adiabatic 

saturation temperatures ranged from 290 to 320 K, 0% to 75%, and 275 to 315 K, 

respectively.  The wetted-perimeter corresponded to the inside diameter of the WWC-



100.  Lengths from 1.0 to 2.0 meters were used to attain equilibrium conditions for some 

cases.  The air flow rate and film flow rate were chosen as 250 Lpm and 2000 L/min, 

respectively, to provide a ratio of thermal flow capacities much less than 1 

( / 0.007f pf pm C mC   ).  This was intentionally selected such that numerical results could 

be compared to approximate analytical solutions derived in Section 3.5. 

 
Qa (Lpm) 250

Qf (L/min) 2000

Series L (m) Dia (m) hc (W/m2K) Ts,i (K) Tinf,i (K) RHi Tas (K)

0.015 150 290 290 0.00 277.4
0.015 150 290 290 0.35 282.4
0.015 150 290 290 0.70 286.7
0.020 200 300 300 0.00 282.3
0.020 200 300 300 0.35 289.9
0.020 200 300 300 0.70 295.8
0.025 250 280 310 0.00 286.6
0.025 250 280 310 0.35 297.3
0.025 250 280 310 0.70 304.9
0.010 100 290 290 0.00 277.4
0.010 100 290 290 0.35 282.4
0.010 100 290 290 0.70 286.7
0.015 200 290 285 0.00 274.6
0.015 200 290 285 0.25 277.5
0.015 200 290 285 0.50 280.2

0.015 200 290 320 0.25 301.5
0.015 200 290 320 0.50 309.2
0.015 200 290 320 0.75 315.2

A 1.0
B 1.5
C 2.0
D 1.0
E 1.5
F 2.0
G 1.0
H 1.5
I 2.0
J 1.0
K 1.5
L 2.0
M 1.0
N 1.0
O 1.0

R 1.0
S 1.0

P 1.0 0.015 200 290 285 0.75 282.7
Q 1.0

 

Table 3.1: Input parameters for simulation of coupled heat and mass transfer from a thin 
liquid film with adiabatic wall condition  

Liquid film surface and air-vapor mixture temperatures are plotted against 

longitudinal distance in Figure 3.3 for parameter sets A through L.  Each color represents 

one set of simulation parameters.  The liquid surface temperature profiles do not change 

significantly after approximately the first 5 centimeters.  Equilibrium liquid film surface 

temperatures are the adiabatic saturation temperatures corresponding to initial air 

conditions.  Temperature profiles for simulation G terminate prior to the final length of 
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one meter.  This is the result of complete evaporation, 0fm  , having occurred at a 

length of 40 centimeters.  Mixture and film temperatures converge with sufficient length.  

Figure 3.4 shows the vapor mass fraction profiles for simulations A through L.  The film 

surface vapo e adiabatic saturation temperature has been 

reached. 

r mass fraction is constant once th
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Figure 3.3: Numerical solutions for air-vapor mixture and film temperatures (K) versus 
axial length for adiabatic wall condition and various inlet conditions 
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Figure 3.4: Numerical solutions for air-vapor mixture and liquid film surface vapor mass 
fraction versus axial length for adiabatic wall condition and various inlet conditions 

Characteristic temperature and vapor mass fractions are expressed as differences 

in initial, “ ”, and adiabatic saturation, “ ”, conditions, asi as ,c iT T T  

ss fraction differences, 

 and 

. Dimensionless temp a, ,vc vs as iY Y Y   v erature and vapor m   

and  , are shown in 

(3.45)

) is observed for 

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6  simu

 (3.46), are also shown in the figures as solid lines. 

 for lations A through L.  Nume

 Good agreem

rical 

al 

ent 

solutions are shown as hollow symbols.  Profiles from the approximate analytic

solutions,  and

( 5% 0.05  .  The assumption of 0vsdY

dx
  used in the derivation of 

 the liquid f

erical solutions 

the analytic

attains the adiaba

al so

profiles start at values of  

lutions  after a brief e e region in which i

tic sa mperature.  This is the reason num

 is valid

turation te

ntranc lm 

  and   not equal to 1.  Analytic

demonstrate good agreement, irrespective of initial conditions, once this assumption 

becomes valid. 

al and numerical profiles 
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Figure 3.5: Dimensionless temperature difference plotted against the dimensionless 
longitudinal length for full numerical model and approximate analytical solution 
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Figure 3.6: Dimensionless vapor mass fraction difference plotted against the 
dimensionless longitudinal length for full numerical model and approximate analytical 
solution 

Net evaporation rates (L/min) and heat transfer rates (W) are given in Table 3.1.  

Errors in the net rates of heat and mass transfer predicted by the analytical solution are 

approximately , with respect to the numerical solution, for a wide range of 

simulation param ters.  The error magnitude is dependent on the entrance length and 

increases with increasing difference between initial and adiabatic saturation conditions.  

The majority of sim lations A through L have zero initial temperature difference.  

Simu med to evaluate the effects of growing entrance 

10%

e

u

lations M through S were perfor

length (i.e. increasing range of i  and i ) on the accuracy of the analytical solutions.  

Good accuracy ( ) is achieved for 10% 10i  and 10i  . 

These simulations illustrate the accuracy with which heat and mass transfer rates 

can be approximated from the approximate analytical solution when no heat transfer to 

the external surroundings is considered.  The rates are only dependent upon the initial air 

conditions and geometrical and heat transfer properties.  Two-phase heat and mass 

transfer rates can be calculated within 10%  without significant computational cost. 

 



Series i i Numerical Analytical ) Numerical Analytical )

A 0.00 2.33 1182 1133 -4.1 47.2 47.0 -0.5
B

Qevap (L/min) Q (W)

0.00 2.51 833 791 -5.1 33.3 32.7 -1.9
C 0.00 2.70 386 364 -5.6 15.4 15.0 -2.7
D 0.00 3.07 1979 1922 -2.9 79.2 79.4 0.3
E
F 0.00 3.85 518 499 -3.7 20.5 20.4 -0.8

9
0

K 0.00 2.51 578 554 -4.2 22.8 22.9 0.4

P 13.89 -9.70 255 231 -9.2 9.0 9.6 5.9

0.00 3.47 1218 1176 -3.4 48.5 48.3 -0.5

G 1.28 0.64 >2000 2721 >86.3 112.0
H 2.37 -1.41 1451 1512 4.2 65.8 61.6 -6.3
I 5.8 -9.99 539 613 13.8 31.1 24.8 -20.2
J 0.0 2.33 733 703 -4.1 28.6 29.2 1.8

L 0.00 2.70 292 279 -4.5 11.6 11.5 -0.7
M 4.49 -2.27 1105 1039 -6.0 43.8 43.2 -1.3
N 5.55 -3.10 800 749 -6.4 31.0 31.1 0.3
O 7.65 -4.75 517 480 -7.2 19.6 19.9 1.6

Q -0.58 1.62 1806 1902 5.3 77.6 77.2 -0.5
R -4.71 2.79 1023 1114 8.9 46.7 44.9 -3.8
S -18.86 6.22 412 502 21.9 22.8 20.1 -11.7  

Table 3.2: Net evaporation rate ( /min) and net heat transfer rate (Watts) for simulated 
co-current air-film  with adiabatic w
and approximate analytical solution 

L
 flow all condition as calculated with numerical code 

n mo put 

rate at air flow rates of 100, 400, and 1250 Lpm.  Better predictions of the critical liquid 

input rate were desired since experimental measurements were performed over a limited 

domain.  Extrapolation would be required for some climates, e.g. very hot and dry.  This 

could result in significant error since linear dependencies were assumed with respect to 

air conditions.  The empirical models also fail to enforce proper physical behavior near 

saturated conditions.  Analytical and numerical two-phase heat and mass transfer 

formulations described above were used to model the critical liquid input rate data and 

3.6. Modeling WWC Critical Liquid Input Rate 

Wetted-wall cyclone performance for any air flow rate and air conditions can be 

predicted from the critical liquid input rate at those conditions.  Experiments were 

conducted and multiple linear regressio dels were adopted for the critical liquid in
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develop semi-empirical models with better accuracy, proper physical behavior, and more 

reliability for all air conditions.   

3.6.1. APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION  

Equation (3.48) was used in preliminary predictions of liquid evaporation since it 

demonstrated good accuracy and computational efficiency.  The approximate analytical 

solution does not require knowledge of the film mass flow rate since the ratio of thermal 

flow capacities was assumed negligibly small.  The only unknown variable in the solution 

is the convection heat transfer coefficient.  Evaporation rates corresponding to 

experimental air conditions were calculated for each of the wetted-wall cyclones 

2  

.  

The coefficient of determination was maximized by optimizing the heat transfer 

coeff lly observed 

critical liquid input rates were optimized by finding the heat transfer coefficient required 

to produce said evaporation rates. 

Figure 3.7 shows the analytical model error as a percent difference, 

assuming an arbitrary heat transfer coefficient of 195 W/m K.  A least squares regression

was then performed on the predicted and measured values of the critical liquid input rate

icient.  In other words, approximate analytical solutions for experimenta

 
,

100%c,data c,model
cQ

Q
    (3.52) 

in measured, c,dataQ , and model, c,modelQ , critical liquid input rates for the WWC-100.  The 

model error is plotted against the measured critical liquid input rate which increases with 

increasing temperature and decreasing relative humidity.   

c data

Q - Q
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Figure 3.7: Analytical model critical liquid input rate error (%) versus critical liquid input 
rate (L/min) for measured values of the WWC-100 critical liquid input rate as well as 
offset values to account for atomizer effects 

Some dependence on critical liquid input rate is observed.  The percent error is 

large and positive for small val
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ues of the critical liquid input rate (near saturated 

conditi y 20 L/min.  

The percent error is large and negative for high critical

conditions, and corresponds to absolute error of approximately 50 L/min.  One plausible 

  Liquid losses on the 

order of 20-80 L/min were attributed to stationary pendant shaped droplets in the 

cyclone inlet.  These losses represent phenomena that should not be included when 

modeling evaporative losses downstream of the slot when the flow more reasonably 

resembles co-current air-film flow.  Hence, the measured critical liquid input rates were 

ons).  These errors correspond to absolute errors of approximatel

 liquid input rate, hot and dry 

explanation for this discrepancy is that atomizer effects are not properly modeled in the 

co-annular film flow model.  Figure 2.30 shows the results of experiments conducted to 

quantify evaporative losses occurring upstream of the inlet slot.
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offset by a constant liquid flow rate, , ,c c data c offsetQ Q Q   , to reflect only the losses 

occurring downstream of the slot where the model physics are most reflective of the true 

physics.  This offset has a greater effect on the percent error near saturated conditions 

when its relative magnitude is significant with respect to the critical liquid input rate.  For 

example, assume the critical liquid input rate for a single experiment is 50 L/min.  Of 

those 50 L/min, 20 L/min evaporate upstream of the slot, leaving only 30 L/min to 

evaporate downstream of the slot.  Net evaporation of 30 L/min, not 50 L/min, should 

be modeled with the film flow model.  The relative magnitude of this offset is 40% 

compared to 10% when the critical liquid input rate is 200 L/min (away from 

saturation).   

The coefficient of determination was re-optimized on  and  and the 

on critical liquid input rate was observed to 

decreas

2

ch ,c offsetQ

percentage model error was recalculated with respect to offset critical liquid input rate 

data ( cQ ).  The dependence of model error 

e.  Optimized model parameters providing the best fit to data are given in Table 

3.3 for all three wetted-wall cyclones.  The optimized heat transfer coefficients were all 

nominally 180 W/m K.  Optimized offset liquid flow rates were 17, 53, and 109 L/min 

for the 100, 400, and 1250 Lpm cyclones. 

 
WWC 100 400 1250

hc (W/m2K) 180 179 178
offset (L/min) 17 53 109

 0.154 0.121 0.092

R2
0.95 0.92 0.96  

2 
analytical model predictions of critical liquid input rate for the WWC-100, WWC-400, 
Table 3.3: Optimized heat transfer coefficients (W/m K) and rate offsets ( L/min) for 

and WWC-1250 
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rror in the offset cFigure 3.8 shows the percentage e ritical liquid input rate.  The 

errors are approximately randomly distributed about 0.  This shows the offsetting 

procedure reduced the dependence of model error on air conditions.  The errors tend to 

decrease with increasing critical liquid input rate and range from 40% near the lower 

limit of critical liquid input rate and 10% in the upper limit.  The minimum and 

maximum absolute errors are approximately 20 and 150 L/min, respectively, and occur 

for the minimum and maximum offset critical liquid input rate. 
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Figure 3.8:  Error in analytical solution predictions of offset critical liquid input rate with 
optimized parameters: heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) and rate offset (L/min) 

of 

increasing offset for the WWC-100, 400 and 1250.  Non-film-evaporation losses increase 

Data from atomizer experiments, described in section 2.5, support the notion 
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with in

izing the convection heat 

transfer coefficient to match the data essentially counteracts any error inherent in this 

assumption.  The Dittus-Boelter equation and experiments suggest a heat transfer 

coefficient of 195 W/m2K.  Optimized model heat transfer coefficients are 180 W/m2K.  

Good agreement is observed which could imply the wetted surface area is approximately 

equal to the internal cyclone surface area. 

3.6.2. SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODEL FOR CRITICAL LIQUID INPUT RATE 

Predictions of the critical liquid input rate were made with the numerical model 

utilizing optimized heat transfer coefficients and offset liquid flow rates described above.  

The critical liquid input rate was modeled as the liquid input rate for which the film flow 

rate was non-zero over the entire length of the cyclone, i.e. onset of total evaporation.  

This was accomplished by sequentially increasing the numerical model liquid input rate 

until the film mass flow rate at 

creasing liquid input rate.  Therefore, the offset values are expected to increase 

because liquid injection rates increase with increasing air flow rate.  More experiments 

are needed to accurately describe the physical nature of losses in the inlet section.  The 

dependence of non-film-evaporation losses on air conditions and air flow rate is 

unknown. 

The evaporation models developed here assume the entire cyclone surface is 

wetted.  The true percentage of wetted area is unknown.  Optim

x L  became non-zero.  Calculations were made for 

and 0 at increments of 275 330T K  100%RH  2.5 K and  respectively.  The

  

 Figure 

3.9A, B

magnitudes.  Proper asymptotic behavior is observed as the air becomes saturated.  

5%,  

numerical model predictions were approximated by third order polynomials in Mathcad.

Measured values of cQ  and numerically predicted contour surfaces are given in

, and C, for the WWC-100, WWC-400, and WWC-1250, respectively.  All three 

critical liquid input rate surfaces are plotted together in Figure 3.10 to show their relative 



Maximum values of the critical liquid input rate are approximately 2000, 800, and 500 

L/min at 330 K and 0% . 

 

 

Figure 3.9:  Numerical model predictions for offset critical liquid input rate (L/min), 

relative humidity (decimal) for A) WWC-100, B) WWC-400, and C) WWC-1250 
and experimental offset critical liquid input rate data, versus air temperature (K) and 
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Figure 3.10:  Numerical model predictions for offset critical liquid input rate (L/min) 
versus air temperature (K) and relative humidity (decimal) for the WWC-100, WWC-
400, and WWC-1250  

The benefits derived from the semi-empirical model are easily observed in Figure 

3.11.  Empirical and semi-empirical offset critical liquid input rate surfaces are shown.  

Empirical model prediction errors are most likely to occur in the four corners of the 

temperature and relative humidity domain.  For instance, if the WWC-100 were operated 

in a desert climate at 330 Kelvin and 0% relative humidity, the empirical model would 

predict an offset critical liquid input rate of 280 L/min.  A collector set to deliver 50 

L/min would fail to deliver a hydrosol sample since extrapolation from the empirical 

model is required.  The semi-empirical model predicts an offset critical liquid input rate 

of 450 L/min, nearly 200 L/min higher than the empirical model prediction.  Serious 

ow error would also occur for saturated conditions at high and low temperature, and l

temperature, low humidity conditions. 
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Figure 3.11: WWC-100 empirical and semi-empirical offset critical liquid input rate 
predictions  

Non-physical behavior is predicted at low air temperatures.  The model becomes 

invalid when the adiabatic saturation temperature drops below the freezing point of 

water, 273.15 K .  A small region of the temperature and relative humidity domain falls 

under this category as shown in Figure 3.12 by the non-shaded area.  The regression 

planes show non-zero values of the critical liquid input rate since the numerical model 

does not account for freezing and melting. 
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Figure 3.12: Initial conditions at which adiabatic saturation temperature falls below the 
freezing point of water 

Table 3.6 gives the third order regression coefficients determined in Mathcad.  A 

second order polynomial would be sufficient to describe the behavior far from saturation.  

However, a third order polynomial was necessary to get ‘flat’ behavior, 0Q  , at 

100%RH  .  The offset critical liquid input rate, for a constant air flow rate, is 

calculated as 

c

,( , ) n m
c n mQ T RH a T RH    (3.53) 

where T  is in Kelvin and RH  is expressed as a decimal.  The true critical liquid input 

rate can then be calculated by 

 ,( , ) ( , )c c c offsetQ T RH Q T RH Q   (3.54) 

where  are 17, 53, and 109 L/min for the 100, 400, and 1250 Lpm cyclones, 

respectively. 

,c offsetQ
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n m WWC-100 WWC-400 WWC-1250

0 0 2.67E+03 6.74E+03 1.63E+04
0 1 1.59E+03 2.40E+03 3.98E+03
0 2 -2.09E+03 -3.34E+03 -6.90E+03
0 3 -3.85E+01 -7.68E+01 -2.02E+02
1 0 -3.36E+01 -7.95E+01 -1.87E+02
1 1 1.02E+00 3.88E+00 1.60E+01
1 2 7.56E+00 1.23E+01 2.55E+01
2 0 1.21E-01 2.79E-01 6.46E-01
2 1 -2.53E-02 -4.74E-02 -1.14E-01
3 0 -1.19E-04 -2.79E-04 -6.39E-04

R2
0.90 0.92 0.92

TnRHm
Regression Coefficients (an,m)

 

Table 3.4: Semi-empirical regression coefficients for offset critical liquid input rate for 
the WWC-100, WWC-400, and WWC-1250 

e 

semi-empirical model can be used for other designs if geometric and dynamic scaling is 

preserv

Future cyclone designs may utilize air flow rates other than those tested here.  Th

ed.  The air flow rate dependent offset critical liquid input rate is determined by 

 2
2 1 0 ,

( , , ) n m
c a a a n m

Q T RH Q A Q A Q A T RH           (3.55) 

s in Lpm and regression coefficients given in where i

rate can then be found from (3.54) with an approximate offset, 

  Finally, the collection ratio and 

system can be calculated from self-similar profiles (2.6) and (2.7). 

aQ  Table 3.7.  The true critical 

liquid input 

, 0.08 13 c offset aQ Q . latency period for an actual 
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n m A2 A1 A0

0 0 -1.26E-04 1.20E+01 1.46E+03
0 1 -3.87E-04 2.60E+00 1.33E+03
0 2 -6.05E-04 -3.36E+00 -1.75E+03
0 3 -3.68E-05 -9.27E-02 -2.89E+01
1 0 1.69E-06 -1.36E-01 -2.00E+01
1 1 5.65E-06 5.36E-03 4.29E-01
1 2 2.21E-06 1.27E-02 6.27E+00
2 0 -1.09E-08 4.71E-04 7.36E-02
2 1 -1.54E-08 -5.67E-05 -1.94E-02
3 0 2.40E-11 -4.85E-07 -7.07E-05  

Table 3.5: Semi-empirical regression coefficients for offset critical liquid input rate for 
any air flow rate (Lpm) in a dynamically and geometrically similar wetted-wall cyclone 

Temperature Model 

e 

vapor pressure associated with cooling the liquid film.  This data su

possible to control the liquid output rate by controlling the film temperature, i.e. 

theoretically be eliminated if the surface temperature were kept at the air dew point 

w point should cause 

condensation on the cyclone wall.  This method of operation would eliminate the need to 

re-supply the system with liquid inputs, a major limitation of the system for some 

applications.  The numerical and analytical models were used to explore the effects of 

ambient air conditions and cyclone cooling on liquid evaporation and condensation.   

3.7. Constant Film 

An experiment performed by Seo suggests chilling the WWC-100 wall to 

approximately 1 C  reduced evaporation by 15% under typical laboratory air conditions 

(2007).  Seo attributed the reduction in evaporation rate to the drop in liquid surfac

ggests it may be 

evaporation rate, rather than adjusting the liquid input rate.  Thermoelectric coolers could 

be applied to the cyclone body to maintain fixed surface temperature.  Evaporation could 

temperature.  Furthermore, a surface temperature below the de
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3.7.1. NUMERICAL MODEL SIMULATIONS 

Simulations of coupled heat and mass transfer from a thin film with constant 

surface temperature were performed.  The external heat transfer resistance, R , 

erature. 

determines the effect of the surroundings temperature on the liquid film temperature.  The 

surroundings act as a perfect source or sink of energy in the limit of zero resistance.  The 

film would therefore have constant surface temperature at the surroundings temp  

Simulations A through I were performed with 285surrT K , 410 /R m K   W , 

5000fQ L / min , 250aQ L , pm 1.0L m , and 0.015D m .  Heat transfer 

coefficients, inlet air conditions, and numerical model results for total evaporation and 

heat transfer rate to the surroundings are given in Table 3.6. 

 

Series hc T∞,i RHi Yvs Yvinf dYvc Qsurr Qevap  Qevap Qevap

(W/m2K) (K) (W) (L/min) (L/min) (%)
A 150 0.00 8.57E-03 0.00E+00 8.57E-03 -14.1 1887 1.451 1904 0.9
B 150 0.00 8.57E-03 0.00E+00 8.57E-03 23.0 1921 1.451 1904 -0.9

D 200 310.0 0.35 8.57E-03 1.35E-02 -4.92E-03 -152.6 -1204 1.934 -1223 1.6
E 200 300.0 0.35 8.57E-03 7.63E-03 9.36E-04 -53.3 235 1.934 233 -1.2
F 200 290.0 0.35 8.57E-03 4.13E-03 4.43E-03 25.4 1138 1.934 1101 -3.2
G 250 310.0 0.70 8.57E-03 2.72E-02 -1.86E-02 -308.7 -4826 2.418 -4929 2.1

I 250 290.0 0.70 8.57E-03 8.29E-03 2.79E-04 -19.8 77 2.418 74 -3.9

310.0
300.0

C 150 290.0 0.00 8.57E-03 0.00E+00 8.57E-03 61.4 1956 1.451 1904 -2.7

H 250 300.0 0.70 8.57E-03 1.53E-02 -6.76E-03 -141.6 -1804 2.418 -1789 -0.8

Numerical Analytical

 

Table 3.6: Simulation parameters for evaporation and condensation from a film with 
constant surface temperature of 285 Kelvin 

Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show the air-vapor mixture temperature and vapor 

mass fraction profiles, respectively.  The surface temperature is maintained at 285 K by 

heat transfer to or from the surroundings.  Figure 3.15 shows the heat transfer rate, per 

unit length, required to maintain the temperature at 285 K.  Mass transfer rates range 

from 5000 (condensation) to 2000 (evaporation) L/min depending on the temperature 

and moisture content of the inlet air stream.  Heat transfer rates to the surroundings 

increase with increasing relative humidity for fixed inlet air temperature.  Evaporation 
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  Therefore, sensible heat transfer to the 

liquid f

decreases with increasing relative humidity.

ilm must be balanced by heat transfer to the surroundings when latent heat transfer 

becomes small. 
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Figure 3.13: Air-vapor mixture temperature profiles for simulations of mass transfer from 
a water film with constant temperature of 285 K 
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Figure 3.14: Vapor mass fraction profiles for simulations of mass transfer from a water 
film with constant temperature of 285 K 
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Figure 3.15: Heat transfer rate per unit length (W/m) required to maintain a constant 
surface film temperature of 285 K 
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3.7.2. APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL MODEL 

The approximate analytical models for heat and mass transfer rates developed in 

Section 3.5 were derived under the assumptions of negligible heat transfer to the 

surroundings, small ratio of thermal flow capacities, small mixture vapor mass fraction, 

and constant film surface temperature.  All but the first assumption are valid for the case 

of constant surface temperature.  The approximate analytical solution for temperature 

difference is invalid because the surroundings heat transfer term cannot be neglected.  

The magnitude of this term is unknown and cannot be expressed simply to derive an 

approximate solution.  The heat transfer rate to the surroundings assumes the value 

required to maintain the surface temperature.   

The approximate analytical solution for evaporation rate is still valid since the 

n 

approximates the evolving dimensionless vapor mass fraction difference and resulting 

evaporation, or condensation, rate.  The characteristic temperature and vapor mass 

fraction differences for this case are s

underlying assumptions are the same as the adiabatic case.  Hence, a simple expressio

,c iT T T    and ,vc vs v iY Y Y     where sT  is the 

constant film surface temperature and  is the corresponding saturated vapor mass 

fraction.  Approximate analytical solutions for vapor mass fraction difference are plotted 

as solid lines in Figure 3.16 for simulations A through I.   

vsY
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Figure 3.16: Dimensionless vapor mass fraction difference, simulations A through I, for 
evaporation and condensation from a water film with constant temperature of 285 Kelvin  

Results from numerical simulations are shown as points.  Excellent agreement is 

observed with maximum errors of 10%  at 1  .  Th nsfer ra s from 

numerical and analytical models are given in 

e net mass tra te

erature is smaller than in the 

adiabatic case because the assump

Table 3.6.  Again, excellent agreement 

( 5% ) is observed for both evaporation and condensation rates.  Error in the 

approximate analytical solution for constant surface temp

tion of 0vsdY


dx
 is true over the entire length in the 

former.   

Heat transfer rates for the constant film temperature case cannot be predicted by 

an approximate solution analogous to that derived for the adiabatic case.  Latent and 

sensible energy transfer to and from the film are not balanced here and therefore cannot 

be expressed by the product of mass transfer rate and enthalpy of vaporization. 
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3.7.3. CHILLED WWC-100 FILM CONDENSATION EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments have been conducted to determine the feasibility of chilling the 

WWC-100 to achieve control over the liquid output rate (Tucker, 2009).  The WWC-100 

was submerged in a liquid reservoir whose temperature was controlled to affect the 

cyclone wall temperature.  Reservoir water was re-circulated through a separate ice water 

bath by a 2000 milliliters per minute peristaltic pump.  The volumetric flow rate of the 

recirculation pump was manipulated to achieve different reservoir temperatures.   

Simultaneous measurements of inlet air temperature, reservoir temperature, and 

inner cyclone wall temperature were made with type T thermocouples (Omega 5SRTC-

TT-T-30-36) and data logger (Omega HH147).  The thermocouples were embedded in 

the cyclone wall as close to the inner cyclone surface as possible.  Figure 3.17 shows a 

thermocouple tip cavity was machined to maximum depth, according to the machinist’s 

best ju

schematic of a thermocouple ‘pot’ machined in the cyclone wall.  A 0.032 inch 

dgment, without breaking the surface.  A larger, 0.125”, air void cavity was 

machined over the tip cavity to insulate the thermocouple tip from longitudinal 

conduction within the cyclone wall.  A thermally conductive epoxy (Omega OB-101) 

was used to bond the thermocouple tip to the cyclone surface.  Silicon adhesive was then 

used to create a seal over the air void cavity and protect the thermocouple from moisture. 

 



 

Figure 3.17: Diagram of embedded thermocouple in cyclone wall designed to measure 
the inner cyclone surface temperature for chilled WWC-100 experiments 

3.7.3.1. Experiment 

Measurements of the liquid output rate were made for liquid input rates of 50 and 

0 L/min, under laboratory air conditions, with varying cyclone surface temperature.  

Figure 3.18 shows the rates of evaporation ( 0evapQ  ) and condensation ( 0evapQ  ) for 

both liquid input rates versus the characteristic vapor mass fraction difference.  The 

50iQ   microliter per minute experiments were performed with the cyclone surface 

temperature approximately equal to the dew point temperature, 0vcY  , to study the 

feasibility of eliminating evaporative effects thereby collecting liquid at a rate equal to 

tion rate.  Evaporation rates are expected to approach zero as .  The 

rates of evaporation show significant scatte

the injec 0vcY 

r ( 25 L/min) for 0.0006 0.0003vcY   

ontrollab

 

ility of ( 

surface tem

1 1s dpT T 

peratu

 K).  Measurement accuracy of air temp

re would need to be approxim

erature and c

ately 0.2K  to ach

 

ieve si

ection 2.3

milar accuracy 

).  This suggestson oQ  as that obtained by manipulatin

it would be difficult to implement a control strategy eliminating evaporation by 

maintaining the liquid film at the dew point temperature. 

g the liquid input rate (S
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(L/min), and numerical model external heat transfer rates versus characteristic vapor 
ction difference from chilled WWC-100 experiments     

Experiments for which the cyclone surface temperature was below the dew point 

temperature ( 0vcY  ) produced rates of condensation comparable to experimentally 

measured evaporation rates (~100 µL/min).  Precision of 25

Figure 3.18: Experimental, analytical model, and numerical model mass transfer rates 

mass fra

  L/min was achieved in 

chilled cyclone condensation experiments.  Ch ng the cyclon l 

st iminating the requirement to restock WWC systems with liquid 

consumables.  Additional hardware and operating ( cal power) costs would be 

associated with thermal control of the cyclone.  However, the tradeoffs of accuracy and 

cost may be justified when systems are placed in remote locations like HVAC ducts 

where operators cannot easily re-supply liquid supplies. 

illi e surface is a potentia

rategy for el

electri
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eat transfer rates from the cyclone to the reservoir were calculated for chilled 

WWC-100 experimental air conditions. Rates of change of reservoir bath temperatures 

were measured with and without the cyclone operational.  The rate of temperature change 

due solely to heat transfer through the cyclone to the water reservoir was calculated as the 

difference between the two measured rates of change.  The non-operational temperature 

change was subtracted to account for heat transfer from the reservoir to the laboratory 

through the reservoir walls.  A lumped capacitance model, with volume equal to the 

reservoir liquid volume, was then used to calculate the heat transfer rate, from the 

cyclone to the reservoir, required to cause the measured reservoir temperature changes 

with respect to time.  Calculated values of the heat transferred to the reservoir, through 

the cyclone wall, ranged from 7 to 20 Watts.         

3.7.3.2. Approximate Analytical Model Predictions 

The approximate analytical solution for net mass transfer rate (3.49) was used to

ent 

H

 

model the experimentally measured condensation rates.  The heat transfer coeffici

resulting in the best fit of the data was 295ch   W/m2K.  No offset was required since no 

liquid was injected through the atomizer.  The heat transfer coefficient is 60% larger than 

the value obtained whilst modeling the collecting threshold ( 180ch  W/m2K).  The air 

flow rate was sured for this set of experiments but this is not viewed as a likely 

cause of disagreement.  The effects of surface area on heat and mass transfer are the most 

probable cause for the discrepancy in optimized model heat transfer coefficients.      

Model predictions were based on a wetted surface area, LP , equal to that of the 

inner cyclone bore.  The entire cyclone was submerged in the chilled reservoir for 

experimental data shown in Figure 3.18.  This represents a significant increase in the 

surface area over which condensation takes place.  The WWC-100 inlet surface area was 

approximated by a truncated cone with base radius equ

not mea

al to the slot length and height 
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equal to the distance from the inlet flange face to the centerline of the cyclone body.  The 

approximate increase in wetted surface area is 85% with respect to the modeled surface 

area.  Underestimating the model surface area resulted in an increased heat transfer 

coefficient required.  The difference in modeled internal convection heat transfer 

coefficients from evaporation studies (180 W/m2K) and condensation studies (295 

W/m2K) are resolved by noting for the difference in wetted area. 

The approximate analytical model was used to predict evaporation and 

condensation rates over wide ranges of characteristic vapor mass fraction differences and 

surface/dew point temperature differences, s dpT T .  Random combinations of T , RH , 

and sT  were chosen to represent all potential operational conditions.  Figure 3.19 shows 

the net mass transfer rate is zero for 0s dpT T  0vcY  and  with condensation and 

the independent variables, 

respect

variable

inside t

evaporation occurring for negative and positive values of 

ively.  Some scatter is observed when the data are plotted against the surface/dew 

point temperature difference.  This is a physically familiar quantity but the characteristic 

vapor mass fraction difference is the  of choice due to its appearance in the 

approximate solution to the governing equations.  Air conditions for which the dew point 

was below freezing were not included because forming ice he cyclone is not 

preferred.  Although the condensation rates appear large (~1000 µL/min), they represent 

only a small fraction (5-10%) of the total moisture content of the air-stream in the WWC-

100. 
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rates for the WWC-100 at various characteristic vapor mass fraction differences and 

n in Figure 3.18 and lie directly on the approximate analytical model predictions.  

This merely serves to show assumptions made in the analytical model are well justified 

for the constant liquid surface temperature case.  Heat transfer rates to the surroundings 

cannot be calculated with the analytical model.  Estimates would be required to size 

thermoelectric coolers needed to maintain the cyclone surface temperature below the dew 

point temperature.  Experimental condensation rates measured here would require the 

 

Figure 3.19: Approximate analytical model prediction of evaporation and condensation 

surface/dew point temperature differences   

3.7.3.3. Numerical Model Predictions 

The numerical model was used to simulate condensation rates and required heat 

transfer rates associated with experimental data.  Numerical model condensation rates are 

show
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extraction of approximately 15 to 21 Watts from the cyclone according to the numerical 

model.  These predictions show good agreement with experimentally calculated heat 

transfer rates ( ). 

3.7.4. CHILLED WWC-100 CLIMATE DESIGN FEASIBILITY 

WWC-100 operation without liquid injection has been demonstrated.  Cooling the 

cyclone walls to a point at which water vapor from the air-stream condenses inside the 

cyclone would allow the system to operate more autonomously by eliminating the need to 

refill liquid consumables.  The feasibility of operating the cyclone in condensing mode 

was analyzed with respect to the environmental engineering considerations listed in MIL-

STD-810G.  This government standard is written to facilitate “realistic consideration of 

climatic conditions in the research, development, test, and evaluation of materiel used 

throughout their life cycles in various climatic regions throughout the world”.  The 

climatic categories provided represent the most extreme climates in which a system may 

nt 

ate categories.   

7 20surrQ W 

be required to function.  Air temperature and relative humidity, and dew poi

temperature are given in Table 3.7 for 9 clim



Climate Daily T∞ RH∞ Tdp Qv∞ for WWC-100
Category Cycle (°C) (dec) (°C)

A1L 32 0.08 -6 444
A1H
A2H

Hot Dry

(L/min)

49 0.03 -7 412
43 0.14 10 1418

A2L 30 0.44 16 2194
3549

A3L 28 0.78 24 3478
B1H
B1L 24 0.95 23 3342

B2L 26 1.00 26 3971

B3L 31 0.88 29 4682

C1L -32 1.00 -32 49

Basic Hot

A3H 39 0.43 24
Intermediate

24 1.00 24 3520

B2H 35 0.74 30 4932

B3H 41 0.59 31 5450

C1H -21 1.00 -21 134

C2H -37 1.00 -37 30
C2L -46 1.00 -46 12
C3H -51 1.00 -51 7
C3L -51 1.00 -51 7

Hot Humid

Basic Cold

Cold

Severe Cold

Constant High Humidity

Variable High Humidity

 

Table 3.7: Natural climate design types and corresponding extreme air conditions taken 
from MIL-STD-810G, and free-stream vapor mass flow rate through WWC-100 

A condensing WWC-100 could not be operated in Hot Dry, or any Cold 

categories because the dew point temperature is sub-freezing and could result in frost 

formation.  However, a condensing system could be designed to function in all other 

climate categories. 

Air conditions listed in Table 3.7 were used in the approximate model to 

determine the mass transfer rate for different values of the cyclone surface temperature.  

Mass transfer rates are shown in Figure 3.20 as a function of the cyclone surface 

temperature.  Condensation rates of 250 µL/min should be achievable for categories A2 

through B3.  Corresponding heat extraction rates are shown in Figure 3.20 as calculated 

by the numerical model.  Cooling loads ranging from 10 to 40 Watts should be sufficient 

to collect liquid at rates of approximately 250 µL/min. 
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Figure 3.20: Net evaporation and condensation rates versus cyclone wall temperature for 
natural climate design types as specified by MIL-STD-810G 
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Figure 3.21: Cooling load required to maintain constant surface temperature for natural 
climate design types (MIL-STD-810G) calculated with the numerical model 
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3.8. Summary 

Evaporative phenomena occurring within the cyclone were modeled numerically 

to gain improved control over the concentration factor.  The following activities were 

completed to advance the WWC as an autonomous bioaerosol sampling for use with 

advanced detection technologies: 

 

 formulated a one-dimensional, steady-state, heat and mass transfer model for co-

annular air film flow 

 wrote code to solve coupled set of conservation equations 

 verified code was conservative in energy and mass, and displayed proper behavior 

 derived approximate analytical solutions under adiabatic and isothermal wall 

conditions providing fast, and accurate (

under equilibrium conditions 



10% ) approximations for the evaporation 

rate 

 determined the set of physical parameters most relevant to overall system 

performance 

 modeled dependence of WWC critical liquid input rate on air conditions and air flow 

rate  

 developed semi-empirical performance correlations for improved system control 

algorithms 

 devised a thermal management scheme to operate the cyclone in a condensing mode 

which eliminates the need to resupply the system with liquid consumables 
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4.1. Background 

igure 4.1 shows an in-situ observation of multiphase flow patterns inside the 

WWC-100.  Air and liquid flows are directed out of the plane. 

 

Figure 4.1: In-situ borescope video observation of complex multiphase flow inside the 
WWC-100 with a liquid input rate of 1000 L/min   

Collection liquid is atomized upstream of the inlet slot and coalesces into a thin 

film on the particle impaction zone.  The film breaks up into rivulets and droplets which 

are subsequently driven downstream by aerodynamic forces at the air-liquid interface.  

Adhesive forces oppose liquid motion at the solid-liquid interface.  A force imbalance on 

the liquid causes it to move along the cyclone surface.  Liquid flows underneath the 

skimmer and is siphoned off from the air flow.  Chapter 4 is a qualitative description of 

the multiphase flow patterns and underlying physics.  This characterization contributes to 

the overall understanding of system performance presented in Chapters 2 and 3 and is an 

ongoing effort. 

 

F
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4.2. Experiment 

4.2.1. 

ager (4540mx) were used 

to make in-situ observations of WWC-100 multiphase flow patterns.  The system is 

capable of recording 24,576 frames at a maximum frame rate of 4500 frames per second 

(fps).  Images are 256 x 256 pixels with 256 levels of gray.  The camera was connected to 

a borescope (Hawkeye Slim, Gradient Lens) with a c-mount coupler (VC-75, Gradient 

Lens).  The borescope was aligned with the axis of the cyclone as shown in Figure 4.2.  

To do so, the blower was removed from the axial flow path of the cyclone and re-routed 

through a 90 degree elbow. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A Kodak Ektapro High Speed Motion Analyzer and Im

 

Figure 4.2: Experimental setup for WWC-100 in-situ high speed video analysis of 

emory.  The inside of the WWC-100 was illuminated through both the 

borescope and vortex finder.  A Luxxor 24 light source (Gradient Lens) was connected to 

multiphase flow 

The tip of the borescope was located downstream of the skimmer nose.  The 

skimmer nose can be seen in Figure 4.1 as the first dark ring inside the non-black region 

of the image.  Vendor supplied software, Readcam.exe, was used to download images 

from camera m
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the borescope.  This pro m the tip of the borescope.  A 

special vortex finder was also constructed to provide lighting in the inlet slot region.  Seo 

nside the cyclone during operation (2007).  He 

replace

jected light into the cyclone fro

constructed a vortex finder to look i

d the vortex finder shaft with a 10 mm glass culture tube adjusted to the same 

axial length as the actual vortex finder (Figure 4.3, left).  For this study, the vortex finder 

base was machined from plexiglass and polished (Figure 4.3, right) to provide additional 

lighting from a gooseneck halogen lamp (Amscope, HL-150A) directed at the inlet slot 

through the vortex finder.  The glass culture tube tip was darkened with silver paint to 

block light from shining directly into the camera lens. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: WWC-100 Plexiglass vortex finder assembly for backlighting high speed 
video 

Image processing was performed in Matlab.  Different sequences of image 

operato

4.2.2. MATLAB IMAGE PROCESSING 

rs were tested to determine which provided the best video quality.  The 

adapthisteq() function was used to equalize the intensity histograms of both the 

background and target images.  The equalized background image was then subtracted 

from the equalized target image with imsubtract() and inverted with the imcomplement() 



function.  Filtering functions were also tested although none improved the image quality 

to a greater degree than the sequence of operators given above. 

4.2.3. HIGH SPEED VIDEO 

Laboratory conditions for the following set of high speed videos were 26 C  and 

38% RH , corresponding to a critical liquid input rate of 138cQ   L/min.  Each video 

contains 1000 frames captured at a rate of 500 fps.  The playback speed is 25 fps, or 

1/20th of the actual speed.  The real-time video duration was two seconds and began after 

the latency period had elapsed.  Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6 show multiphase 

flow patterns at liquid input rates of 760, 390, and 200 

, of 4.5, 1.8, and 0.4, respectively.   

 

L/min, or dimensionless liquid 

input rates, *
iQ

 

Figure 4.4:  High speed borescope video observation of complex multi-phase flow inside 
the WWC-100 with a liquid input rate of 760 L/min or a dimensionless liquid input rate 

The impaction zone is coated by a thin film.  Film instabilities lead to the 

of 4.5 

shedding of droplets that minimize total energy (Saber and El-Genk 2004).  Droplet 
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e proportional to the area 

 hysteresis.  Contact angle hysteresis is the difference in 

advanc

liquid an e hystere

 range of droplet sizes is observed with larger droplets having greater 

aerodynamic drag and consequently greater speed.  A rough spatial mapping of the 

images suggests the largest droplets are approximately 1 mm in diameter.  Stationary 

droplets are consumed by larger droplets as they travel along the surface.  The largest 

droplets possess tails which often break up into a series of smaller droplets due to the 

concentration of aerodynamic forces at the droplet head (Schwartz et al. 2005).  

Occasional bursts of droplets also appear upstream of the skimmer and could be a 

consequence of liquid reaerosolization at the inlet slot. 

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show changes in multiphase flow patterns as the liquid 

input rate decreases: film-droplet shedding becomes more clear, droplet speeds decrease, 

and tails are absent from the largest droplets.  The droplet number density also decreases 

 

motion is then driven by aerodynamic forces at the air-liquid interface and opposed by 

adhesive forces at the solid-liquid interface.  Adhesive forces ar

of contact and contact angle

ing and receding contact angles and is determined by interactions between the 

d solid surfaces.  Droplets with large contact angl sis will deform under 

increasing aerodynamic forces while the contact line remains pinned.  The droplet will 

detach from the surface at some critical level of deformation (Schleizer and Bonnecaze 

1999) which is often related to the Capillary and Weber numbers.  Contact angles appear 

to be less than 90 degrees which suggests these wetting droplets slide along the surface 

(Basu et al. 1997) rather than roll.      

A

although the relative fraction of stationary droplets increases. 



 

Figure 
dimens

4.5: WWC-100 multiphase flow pattern at a liquid input rate of 387 L/min or a 
ionless liquid input rate of 1.8 

 

 

Figure 4.6: WWC-100 multiphase flow pattern at a liquid input rate of 196 L/min or a 
dimensionless liquid input rate of 0.4 
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4.3. Analysis 

4.3.1. FORCES 

Scale analysis reveals which forces are dominant for this system.  The Reynolds 

number is a ratio of inertial and viscous forces of the air stream,  

 
U H

Re =



 (4.1) 

where cyclone slot properties, 10U   m/s, 310H  m, 510  m2/s, give .  

This implies the air flow is turbulent.  The Bond, Capillary, and Weber numbers compare 

gravitational, shear, and inertial forces, to droplet surface tension forces, respectively.  

410Re

The Bond number 

  2
w a

w

g D
Bo

 


  
  (4.2) 

with  kg/m3,  m/s2, 310w a   10g  310D   N/m, gives 110Bo m, and 0.1w  .  

Thus, in the absence of air flow, droplets have roughly hemispherical shape since surface 

tension forces limit deformation due to gravity.   

Droplets will deform and detach from the wall if viscous or inertial forces exerted 

by the air stream are sufficiently large.  The capillary number 

 a

w

D
Ca

 

 

  (4.3) 

where  Ns/m2 and  s-1 is 510a
 410  310Ca  .  This suggests droplet surface 

 tension forces are large enough to resist deformation and detachment due to air stream

shear forces.  The Weber number  
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2

a U D

w
We

  
  (4.4) 

for this system is .  Therefore, droplet detachment and deformation is likely caused by 

inertial

4.3.2. DROPLET SPEED ESTIMATE 

Manual analysis of droplet trajectories was performed assuming droplets travel 

speed. roplets w  tracked nstream

 the slot velocity.  Axial velocities ranged from 0.03 to 0.2 m/s, also 

one to two orders of magnitude less than the bulk air velocity.  The number of 

observations was insufficient to determine the genera

t speed. 

 flow structure is shown in Figure 4.7.  

This il

uid being atomized in the 

cyclone inlet.  At the critical liquid input rate, film evaporation and replenishment are 

equal and no droplets are shed from the film.  Fo

110

 forces. 

along helical paths with constant   Five d ere  from the dow  

edge of the inlet slot to the skimmer nose at liquid input rates of 920 and 470 L/min.  

Droplet speeds ranged from 0.06 to 0.66 m/s, approximately one to two orders of 

magnitude less than

l affects of liquid input rate on 

drople

4.3.3. EFFECTS ON WWC PERFORMANCE 

A schematic of WWC internal multiphase

lustration presents the inner cyclone surface as unwrapped onto a plane.  A thin 

film covers the impaction zone as the result of collection liq

r 0Q Qi c  , droplets form and are 

driven downstream along paths parallel to the direction of air flow.  Proportionality 

between the excess liquid input rate and rate of droplet shedding is proposed.  System 

of this physical description. latency periods and evaporation rates are analyzed in light 



  

Figure 4.7: Schematic of internal WWC multiphase flow structure: film-droplet shedding 

Film-droplet shedding is absent for * 0

and droplet motion 

iQ .  The cyclone surface downstream of 

the film is assumed completely dry.  The first droplet emerges once the liquid input rate 

is raised above the critical liquid input rate.  The droplet formation rate is proportional to 

the excess liquid input rate, thus, the latency period decreases with increasing excess 

liquid input rate.  Contact angle hysteresi otion of a single droplet to be 

ency period data as  (Figure 

2.14).  

id smooth

Evaporative behavior in the WWC can also be examined in light of the 

multiphase flow patterns described above.  The critical liquid input rate was modeled in 

s causes the m

in lat  * 0iQerratic and sluggish, explaining large scatter 

Increasing excess liquid input rate also decreases the fraction of time over which 

any section of surface remains dry.  A simple physical model is proposed to explain why 

the latency period decreases when the surface is wet.  A dry surface is characterized by 

some roughness, microscopic peaks and valleys, which increases contact angle hysteresis 

with respect to a smooth surface.  Upon wetting, liqu es the surface by filling 

the valleys and spanning the peaks.  In this case, droplets would glide along a smooth 

surface.  This notion is supported by experimental evidence.  Steady-state system latency 

periods decrease significantly (Section 2.4.2) since the surface is pre-wetted. 
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Chapter 3 as thin film evaporation.  This formulation is supported by high speed video 

observations.  The liquid exists exclusively as a film when the excess liquid input rate is 

zero.  However, as the excess liquid input rate increases, the wetted-surface area 

increases due to the increase in droplet formation rate and droplet number density.  In this 

regime, , the rate of evaporation is proportionally related to the dimensionless 

the fractional collection, .  Fractional collection data show 

some dependence on cyclone geometry and air flow rate, in addition to the critical liquid 

explanations for complicated behavior, dependence of , which occur for .   

 positio

 scaling on 

WWC 

* 0iQ

liquid input rate through m

input rate.  The existence of droplets and the influence of surface physics are plausible 

m * 0iQ

The effects of liquid chemical com n on evaporation were presented in 

Section 2.6.  The addition of surfactant has been shown to increase droplet adhesion 

forces by increasing the wetted area (Mahe et al. 1988).  Increased wetting would also 

decrease the height of a droplet, of equivalent volume, due to increased contact angle.  

The cumulative result is droplets with greater residence times within the cyclone and 

increased exposure to forced convection.  This explains the increase in evaporation rates 

for liquids containing a small percentage of Triton X-100 surfactant.  Increased adhesion 

is also likely to increase the latency period since restraining forces are greater. 

 

4.4. Future Works 

Multiphase flow characteristics like droplet size and speed distributions, droplet 

number density, and wetted surface area will be quantified through additional image 

analysis.  The effects of air flow rate, chemical composition, and cyclone

performance will be studied once data processing algorithms are developed.  

Scanning electron microscopy will be used to characterize the roughness of the inner 
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cyclone surface.  Contact angle hysteresis will also be measured.  Adhesive forces and 

droplet motion inception criteria will then be formulated from characterizations of solid-

liquid interfacial interaction.  
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Concluding Remarks 

onfront the rapidly evolving threat of 

biological weapons attacks through improved bioaerosol surveillance, detection, and 

response capabilities.  Identifying the presence of airborne pathogens is critical to the 

rapid and effective implementation of emergency response protocols and mitigation 

procedures.  A network of real-time biosensor systems is currently in place and the next 

generation of sensor systems should possess even higher sensitivity, specificity, and 

reliability.  A family of wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclones was characterized to 

optimize their use with advanced detection technologies.  Because of this work the 

wetted-wall bioaerosol sampling cyclone is more able to meet the diverse requirements of 

real-time detection of airborne pathogens.  Secondly, efficacious response to an 

atmospheric release of biological weapons relies on risk assessment tools and 

atmospheric dispersion models.  A simple convection-diffusion-sedimentation model was 

formulated to analyze the effects of atmospheric transport on bioaerosol sampling.  

Contemporary sampling strategies and sampler designs were evaluated and 

recommendations were made based on simulated bioaerosol releases.  In conclusion, the 

overall state of preparedness has been increased through this work.        

This work was a multi-scale effort to c
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